NORTH CAROLINA STATE BOARD OF ELECTIONS
CAMPAIGN FINANCE INVESTIGATION
FINDINGS SUMMARY

Investigation Title: Potential campaign finance violations connected to the
sweepstakes café industry
Complainant: Bob Hall on behalf of Democracy North Carolina

Background
On April 21, 2013, Bob Hall, Executive Director of Democracy North Carolina, filed a sworn
complaint with our office alleging potential criminal violations relating to campaign
contributions connected to the sweepstakes café industry. The complaint was based on two
earlier reports (press releases) released by Democracy North Carolina.

Democracy North Carolina identified Chase E. Burns as the single largest individual donor to
NC General Assembly candidates in the 2012 election cycle. Burns was the owner of
International Internet Technologies, LLC (ITT), of Anadarko, Oklahoma.
Burns was arrested on March 12, 2013, in connection with an illegal gambling business in
Florida.

Democracy North Carolina (DNC) alleged several possible violations of NC campaign finance
laws regarding Mr. Burns and other individuals related to the sweepstakes industry. The
following report outlines each of the allegations, the statutory basis of the allegation and the
staff’s investigative findings. Any additional related questions or issues identified during the
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course of our investigation were investigated prior to concluding the investigation. Attached to
this report are Bob Hall’s complaint and associated press releases.

Investigative Findings:
Mr. Hall’s complaint identified political committees that had received contributions from Chase
Burns. Since a significant number of legislative committees do not file electronically and their
data is not in our searchable database, a review of all manually filed reports was conducted to
identify any additional contributions that may have been received by political committees not
included in our electronic data. As a result of this review, additional contributions were
identified and those committees were contacted in addition to those identified by Mr. Hall.

Since the potential allegations could involve violations committed by contributors, the receiving
political committees or any lobbyist involved with the handling of identified contributions, it was
necessary to gather information regarding the circumstances of the identified contributions.
Additionally, our investigators traveled to Florida to meet with investigators who had been
involved with the investigation and indictment of Mr. Burns related to the Florida sweepstakes
business. The Florida investigators provided more than 13,000 records, including financial
records for Chase Burns and several of his associated businesses, including IIT. In addition to
financial records, personal and business record-keeping files, invoices, contracts, memorandums
and other documentation maintained by Chase Burns and his wife Kristin Burns were reviewed
and analyzed as part of the investigative process.

The following identifies each potential violation that was alleged by Mr. Hall and any additional
potential violations we investigated.

Issue One: The payee lines of many of the Chase Burns contribution checks had
handwriting that differed from the signature on the check.
NCGS 163-278.14(b) prohibits a political committee from accepting a contribution
from a contributor if the contribution does not contain a specific designation of the
intended contributee chosen by the contributor.
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FINDING:

After interviewing and/or gathering information from individuals associated

with the receiving political committees, there is no evidence that any receiving political
committee received a contribution in the form of a check that did not contain a completed payee
line with the specific designation of the intended recipient. The evidence gathered showed that
all checks from Chase Burns were mailed to Chris Clifton at Grace, Tisdale and Clifton, a law
firm in Winston-Salem. Documents maintained by Mr. Clifton were provided to our office and
showed that he received the checks from Mr. Burns and mailed those checks to Moore and Van
Allen, a law firm in Charlotte.

Mr. Clifton provided information that Chase Burns/IIT had been a client of his firm for several
years and in 2012 Mr. Burns wished to engage politically in North Carolina. Therefore, the law
firm of Moore and Van Allen was hired by Mr. Burns to provide public affairs work including
lobbying and grassroots services. Grace, Tisdale and Clifton was paid a weekly retainer by Chase
Burns and IIT for legal services in North Carolina. Moore and Van Allen provided suggestions
for political giving to Mr. Burns, and Mr. Burns mailed checks to Grace, Tisdale and Clifton.
The checks as mailed contained the completed payee line with the specific designation of the
intended recipient. Mr. Clifton stated that copies were made of the checks and no alterations
were made to the checks. Additionally, individual business owners that contracted with IIT
would on occasion deliver checks they had made payable to North Carolina political committees
to Grace, Tisdale and Clifton for distribution to those candidates. These checks would also be
included with the checks from Chase Burns and mailed to Moore and Van Allen. The checks
were mailed in the same condition as they were received by Grace, Tisdale and Clifton. Nancy
Smith at Moore and Van Allen confirmed that they did not receive any contributions for
distribution from Chase Burns directly. She stated that all contributions were received from
Chris Clifton, and the payee lines were completed when they were received by her firm.

Issue Two: If Mr. Burns gave checks to another political committee or other
entity without specifically designating the intended recipient and the receiving
entity made the determination of the recipients, those contributions would be given
in the name of another.
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NCGS 163-278.14(a) prohibits contributions given in the name of another.

FINDING:

From the beginning of this investigation, attempts were made to reach Chase

Burns. For several months we received no communication from Burns or anyone on his behalf.
At the point Mr. Burns had reached an agreement with prosecutors in his Florida criminal case,
his attorney, Drew Neville, returned our phone calls. He stated that all campaign contributions
made by Chase Burns were at Mr. Burn’s specific direction. Mr. Neville stated that all checks
were signed by Mr. Burns and he, his wife or assistant completed the payee lines. Mr. Neville
provided a document that had been created by Kristin Burns which provided the check numbers
and the individual that completed the payee lines for the checks. (Exhibit 1-Document provided
by Chase Burns attorney) We had asked Mr. Neville to provide a sworn statement from Mr.
Burns, his wife and assistant attesting to these reported facts. Mr. Neville had several
discussions with our office regarding these statements and after it was reported in the media that
State and federal law enforcement agencies were investigating this complaint, Mr. Neville stated
that, in light of other law enforcement involvement and the legal issues that his client has been
facing in other states unrelated to political contributions, he would be advising Mr. Burns not to
provide any additional information.

We have reviewed documentation from the Florida criminal investigation that includes memos
and spreadsheets related to political contributions made in North Carolina. Included in this
documentation are documents related to work performed by Moore and Van Allen including the
recommendations they made to Mr. Burns regarding North Carolina political contributions.
Information contained within the documentation obtained from Florida provides no evidence that
North Carolina contribution checks were mailed without the specific designation of the political
committees contained on the payee lines. The individual names of all political committees that
were written checks from the Chase Burns Trust account were documented in a spreadsheet
along with all other expenditures from that bank account. There was no general designation
given to the North Carolina political contributions. The spreadsheet indicated the check number
of each check written to the specific political committee.
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During our review of the records of Chase Burns we obtained a copy of a memorandum and
spreadsheet that was provided to Chase Burns from Moore and Van Allen. The document was
entitled “IIT Political Contribution Strategy.” (Exhibit 2- Moore and Van Allen document and
spreadsheet) This document provided Moore and Van Allen’s recommendations for political
contributions. Included in these recommendations are the names of the candidates and the
recommended amounts of the contributions. A spreadsheet was also created by Moore and Van
Allen that provided the committee name and address for their political contribution
recommendations. With respect to Mr. Burn’s personal contributions, he substantially followed
the recommendations provided by Moore and Van Allen.

Issue Three: The permissibility of the contribution checks given by Chase Burns
to the recipient political committees.

NCGS 163-278.19 prohibits business entities, corporations, labor unions, insurance
companies, and professional associations from making contributions to political
committees.

FINDING:

In Mr. Hall’s complaint and press releases, he questions whether business

contributions were made by Chase Burns and received by recipient committees. Mr. Hall’s
March 18, 2013, press release states, “Hall also said that the many references to the Trust Fund
or LLC as the source of funds for Burns’ donations raise questions about whether business funds
were used in the donations and whether the trust fund was established to make it easier for an
Oklahoma businessman to contribute to legislators at the suggestion of a North Carolina agent.”

In order to ensure that no business contributions were received by any recipient political
committee, we worked to obtain a copy of every contribution made by Chase Burns to any
receiving political committee. We obtained checks made payable to more than 90 political
committees. The checking account utilized by Chase Burns to make all contributions identified
in Mr. Hall’s complaint and those North Carolina contributions identified during our
investigation was the account named Chase Burns, Trustee for the Chase Burns Trust. We
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found no evidence that any other bank account was utilized to make North Carolina political
contributions.

North Carolina Political Contributions
Mr. Hall’s complaint and subsequent press releases identify $240,000 in contributions made by
Chase Burns. Based on our investigation, we identified contribution checks made by Chase
Burns totaling $274,500. After reviewing political committee disclosure reports, records
obtained from Chris Clifton and financial records of Chase Burns, the following chart documents
the checks that have been written from the Chase Burns, Trustee for the Chase Burns Trust bank
account. Not all of these contribution checks were delivered to the intended recipients, or the
receiving committee made the decision not to accept the contribution upon receipt. Additionally,
we have obtained information from the files of Chase Burns that documented the contribution
checks that were not negotiated. The following chart outlines the contribution checks and their
negotiation status:

DATE
CHECK NO.
8/24/2011
1085
11/1/2011
1142
1/24/2012
1165
3/16/2012
1181
8/22/2012
1244
9/17/2012
1248
9/17/2012
1249
9/17/2012
1250
9/17/2012
1251
9/17/2012
1252
9/17/2012
1253
9/17/2012
1254
9/17/2012
1255
9/17/2012
1256
9/17/2012
1257
9/17/2012
1258
9/17/2012
1259
9/17/2012
1260
9/17/2012
1261
9/17/2012
1262

COMMITTEE
Thom Tillis for House
Phil Berger for Senate
NC Republican Senate Caucus
NC Republican Senate Caucus
Pat McCrory Campaign
Bryan Holloway for NC House
Friends of Kelly Hastings
Committee to Elect Jonathan Jordan
The Committee to Elect Elmer Floyd
Susi Hamilton for NC State House
Committee to Elect Rodney W. Moore
Marvin Lucas for House Committee
Committee to Elect Linda P. Johnson
Jerry C. Dockham Campaign Fund
Roger West Campaign Committee
Friends to Elect John Torbett
Harry J. Warner for NC 77
Committee to Elect Marilyn Avila
Friends of Marcus Brandon
Deborah Ross for Representative

AMOUNT
2500
4000
12500
12500
4000
500
500
500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500

STATUS

VOID
VOID
VOID

VOID
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DATE
CHECK NO.
9/17/2012
1263
9/17/2012
1264
9/17/2012
1265
9/17/2012
1266
9/17/2012
1267
9/17/2012
1268
9/17/2012
1269
9/17/2012
1270
9/17/2012
1271
9/17/2012
1272
9/17/2012
1273
9/17/2012
1274
9/17/2012
1275
9/17/2012
1276
9/17/2012
1277
9/17/2012
1278
9/17/2012
1279
9/17/2012
1280
9/17/2012
1281
9/17/2012
1282
9/17/2012
1283
9/17/2012
1284
9/17/2012
1285
9/17/2012
1286
9/17/2012
1287
9/17/2012
1288
9/17/2012
1289
9/17/2012
1290
9/17/2012
1291
9/17/2012
1292
9/17/2012
1293
9/17/2012
1294
9/17/2012
1295
9/17/2012
1296
9/17/2012
1297
9/17/2012
1298
9/17/2012
1299
9/17/2012
1300
9/19/2012
1301
9/19/2012
1302

COMMITTEE
ReElect Jean Farmer-Butterfield
Charles Graham Campaign
Brock for Senate
Brent Jackson for NC Senate
McKissick for NC Senate
Davis for NC Senate
Michael P. Walters for NC Senate
Ralph Hise for NC Senate
Dan Clodfelter for Senate
Austin Allran for Senate
Citizens for Dan Blue
The Tricia Cotham Committee
Moore Citizens for Boles
Julia C. Howard for House Committee
Edgar V. Starnes Campaign
Committee to Elect Mitchell S. Setzer
Friends of Tim Moore
Committee to Elect Tim Moffitt
Campaign to Elect Mike Hager
Bill Brawley Committee
David Lewis for NC House
Horn for NC House
Committee to Elect Mike Stone
Harry Brown for NC Senate
Hartsell-State Senator Committee
Robert Rucho Committee
Brunstetter for NC Senate
Rabon for Senate
Wesley Meredith for Senate
Neal Hunt for NC Senate
Gunn for NC Senate
Citizens to Elect Kathy Harrington
Jerry W. Tillman for NC Senate
Committee to Elect Martin Nesbitt
Josh Stein for NC Senate Committee
Committee to Elect Jeff Collins
Committee to Re-Elect Becky Carney
Committee to Elect Kelly Alexander
NC Healthy Leadership Committee
Jason Saine Committee

AMOUNT
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
1000
1000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
2500
2500
2500
2500
1000

STATUS

VOID

VOID

VOID
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DATE

CHECK NO.

9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012

1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1310

9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012

1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324
1325
1326
1327
1328
1329

9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/21/2012
9/21/2012
9/21/2012

1330
1331
1332
1333
1335
1336
1337

9/21/2012

1338

COMMITTEE
Wilinks for House Campaign
Committee
Michael H. Wray for State House
Dollar for House
Larry M. Bell Campaign Committee
Joe P. Tolson for House Campaign
Alma Adams Campaign
Committee to Elect Rick Glazier
Committee to Elect Garland Pierce
Committee Elect GL Pridgen for NC
House
Mark Bibbs Committee
Citizens for Susan Martin
Davis For NC House
Catlin for NC House
Eddie Dees House 45 Campaign
John Szoka for NC House
Citizens for Buck Newton
Warren Daniel for NC Senate
Clark Senate Committee
Clark Jenkins for NC Senate
Committee to Elect Malcolm Graham
Ed Jones for NC Senate Committee
Goolsby for Senate
Stan White Campaign Fund
Committee to Elect Gladys A Robinson
Kinnaird for State Senate
Doug Berger for NC Senate
Soucek for NC Senate
Committee to Elect Marion
McLawhorn
Paul Luebke for State House
Committee to Re-Elect Ray Rapp
Stam for House
Committee to Elect Thom Tillis
Friends of Ruth Samuelson
Phil Berger Committee
The Apodaca for NC Senate
Committee

AMOUNT

STATUS

1000
1000
1000 VOID
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
VOID
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
VOID
1000
1000
500
500
500
500
4000
4000
4000

VOID
VOID
VOID
VOID

4000 VOID
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Additionally, we have reviewed the bank accounts of IIT and other business accounts of Chase
Burns to determine if funds were transferred to the Chase Burns, Trustee for the Chase Burns
Trust bank account for the purpose of making North Carolina political contributions. The
following charts are taken from data from the Chase Burns, Trustee for the Chase Burns Trust
internal accounting documentation that shows the deposits into the bank account and the
expenditures for North Carolina political contributions. (Typographical errors were not corrected
in order to preserve the original data entries.)

The entire spreadsheet with all dates and all transactions is also available. These charts illustrate
transactions in the bank account that occurred in close proximity to the North Carolina
contributions being made. We have reviewed all transactions and found no evidence that funds
were being transferred from any other account for the purpose of making North Carolina
contributions.

Date

Number

Payee

8/19/2011

Account

Memo

Payroll Income

Deposit CB

Mid First

Personal Draw

8/23/2011

1084

Sid Griffitts

Minerals
Purchased

8/24/2011

1085

Thom Tillis for
House

Contributions

8/19/2011

Date

Number

5 acres,
Grady
County
19-8-8
Campaign
dontation

Account

Memo

10/28/2011

Payroll Income

Deposit

10/31/2011

Interest Income

Interest
Phil Berger for
Senate

11/1/2011

1142

11/2/2011
11/2/2011
Date

Payee

Contributions

2,342,801.56
2,338,301.56

2,500.00

2,335,801.56

Payment

Payee

Account

Memo

Payment

Mid First

Transfer Money

Move to Farm

10,000.00

Payroll Income

Deposit

Minerals Sold

Sids % of profit
Section 13-10N18W Washita Co.

Minerals Sold

Section 13-10N18W Washita Co.
Move to Farm

Transfer Money

1/23/2012

Mid First

Personal Draw

285.28

2,357,782.47

2,352,782.47

Number

Mid First

2,357,497.19

1,000.00
Statement

1/23/2012

Balance

29,946.81

2,353,782.47

-split-

1/23/2012

Deposit

4,000.00

Personal Draw

Sid Griffitts

2,344,801.56

4,500.00

GM Card

1164

Balance

2,000.00

Mid First

1/20/2012

Deposit
29,946.81

ACH

1/19/2012

1/20/2012

Payment

6,137.76

2,346,644.71
Deposit

Balance
1,486,975.45

27,992.75

14,227.00

1,514,968.20

1,500,741.20
176,227.00

1,676,968.20

15,000.00

1,661,968.20

2,000.00

1,659,968.20
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1/24/2012

1/24/2012
Date
3/6/2012

Mid First
NC
Republican
Senate
Caucus

1165
Number

3/13/2012

Transfer Money

Contributions:NC
Legislative Contribute

Payee

Account

1177

Gabriel
Pitman, D.O.

Medical Expenses

1178

Mid First
The Brace
Place

3/8/2012

3/14/2012

Transfer Money

3/16/2012

1181

Date

Number

Mid First
NC
Republican
Senate Caucus
Payee

8/17/2012

47.14

7,029,335.16

11,984,335.16

5,000,000.00

February

Payroll Income

Deposit

Transfer Money
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute

Move to Farm

Account

Memo

Payroll Income
Automobile Expense
Personal Draw

Joint acct

8/20/2012

Mid First

Transfer Money

Move to Farm

8/20/2012

Mid First

Transfer Money

Move to Land Co.
Loan - 5 acres 3411-24 & 7.5 acres
26-11-24

1242

7,029,382.30

35,000.00

Mid First

1241

8/17/2012

7,429,382.30

Move to TN Yacht
Charters Mid First

Deposit
Speeding ticket TX

8/17/2012

25.18
400,000.00

12,019,335.16

Transfer Money
Professional
Fees:Accounting
Fees

1180

Balance

10,000.00

Mid First

3/16/2012

1,627,468.20
Deposit

Move to Farm

3/14/2012

3/16/2012

Move to Land Co.

Payment

Deposit - Move
from BOA IIT

Transfer Money

J. David
Schumpert

1,639,968.20

Transfer Money
Mid First

1179

20,000.00

12,500.00

Memo

Medical Expenses

3/14/2012

3/14/2012

Move to TN
Yacht Charters
Mid First

350

12,029,335.16

11,983,985.16
30,092.75

12,014,077.91

45,000.00

11,969,077.91

12,500.00

11,956,577.91

Payment

Deposit
30,092.75

Balance
1,084,481.32

151

1,084,330.32

4,000.00

1,080,330.32

45,000.00

1,035,330.32

220,000.00

815,330.32

50,000.00

765,330.32

4,000.00

761,330.32

8/20/2012

1243

Sid Griffitts

8/22/2012

1244

Pat McCrory
Campaign

Loans
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute

Mid First

Transfer Money

Move to Farm

Payroll Income

Deposit

Payee

Account

Memo

9/11/2012

Mid First

Transfer Money

Move to Farm

15,000.00

571,208.14

9/12/2012

Mid First

Transfer Money

Move to Farm

10,000.00

561,208.14

Mid First

Transfer Money

Move to Farm

10,000.00

551,208.14

Payroll Income

Deposit

8/30/2012
8/31/2012
Date

9/12/2012

Number

1247

9/14/2012
9/14/2012

Mid First

Personal Draw

9/17/2012

Mid First
Bryan
Holloway for
NC House
Friends of
Kelly
Hastings
Committee to
Elect Jonathan
Jordan

Transfer Money
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute

9/17/2012

1248

9/17/2012

1249

9/17/2012

1250

Move to Farm

10,000.00

751,330.32
30,092.75

Payment

Deposit

30,092.75

781,423.07
Balance

581,300.89

3,000.00

578,300.89

20,000.00

558,300.89

VOID: $500

558,300.89

VOID: $500

558,300.89

VOID: $500

558,300.89
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9/17/2012

1256

9/17/2012

1257

9/17/2012

1258

9/17/2012

1259

9/17/2012

1260

9/17/2012

1261

9/17/2012

1262

9/17/2012

1263

9/17/2012

1264

The
Committee to
Elect Elmer
Floyd
Susi Hamilton
for NC State
House
Committee to
Elect Rodney
W. Moore
Marvin Lucas
for House
Committee
Committee to
Elect Linda P.
Johnson
Jerry C.
Dockham
Campaign
Fund
Roger West
Campaign
Committee
Friends to
Elect John
Torbett
Harry J.
Warner for
NC 77
Committee to
Elect Marilyn
Avila
Friends of
Marcus
Brandon
Deborah Ross
for
Representative
ReElect Jean
FarmerButterfield
Charles
Graham
Campaign

9/17/2012

1265

Brock for
Senate

9/17/2012

1266

Brent Jackson
for NC Senate

9/17/2012

1267

McKissick for
NC Senate

9/17/2012

1268

9/17/2012

1269

9/17/2012

1270

9/17/2012

1271

Ralph Hise for
NC Senate
Dan
Clodfelter for
Senate

9/17/2012

1272

Austin Allran
for Senate

9/17/2012

1251

9/17/2012

1252

9/17/2012

1253

9/17/2012

1254

9/17/2012

1255

Davis for NC
Senate
Michael P.
Walters for
NC Senate

Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute

2,500.00

555,800.89

2,500.00

553,300.89

2,500.00

550,800.89

2,500.00

548,300.89

2,500.00

545,800.89

2,500.00

543,300.89

2,500.00

540,800.89

2,500.00

538,300.89

2,500.00

535,800.89

VOID: $2500

535,800.89

2,500.00

533,300.89

2,500.00

530,800.89

2,500.00

528,300.89

2,500.00

525,800.89

VOID: $2500

525,800.89

2,500.00

523,300.89

2,500.00

520,800.89

2,500.00

518,300.89

2,500.00

515,800.89

2,500.00

513,300.89

VOID: $2500

513,300.89

2,500.00

510,800.89
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9/17/2012

1273

9/17/2012

1274

9/17/2012

1275

Citizens for
Dan Blue
The Tricia
Cotham
Committee
Moore
Citizens for
Boles
Julia C.
Howard for
House
Committee
Edgar V.
Starnes
Campaign
Committee to
Elect Mitchell
S. Setzer

9/17/2012

1276

9/17/2012

1277

9/17/2012

1278

9/17/2012

1279

9/17/2012

1280

9/17/2012

1281

Friends of
Tim Moore
Committee to
Elect Tim
Moffitt
Campaign to
Elect Mike
Hager

9/17/2012

1282

Bill Brawley
Committee

9/17/2012

1283

David Lewis
for NC House

9/17/2012

1284

9/17/2012

1285

9/17/2012

1286

9/17/2012

1287

Harry Brown
for NC Senate
Hartsell-State
Senator
Committee

9/17/2012

1288

Robert Rucho
Committee

9/17/2012

1289

Brunstetter for
NC Senate

9/17/2012

1290

9/17/2012

1291

Rabon for
Senate
Wesley
Meredith for
Senate

9/17/2012

1292

Neal Hunt for
NC Senate

9/17/2012

1293

9/17/2012

1294

Horn for NC
House
Committee to
Elect Mike
Stone

Gunn for NC
Senate
Citizens to
Elect Kathy
Harrington

Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute

2,500.00

508,300.89

1,000.00

507,300.89

1,000.00

506,300.89

4,000.00

502,300.89

4,000.00

498,300.89

4,000.00

494,300.89

4,000.00

490,300.89

4,000.00

486,300.89

4,000.00

482,300.89

4,000.00

478,300.89

4,000.00

474,300.89

4,000.00

470,300.89

4,000.00

466,300.89

4,000.00

462,300.89

4,000.00

458,300.89

4,000.00

454,300.89

VOID: $4000

454,300.89

4,000.00

450,300.89

4,000.00

446,300.89

4,000.00

442,300.89

4,000.00

438,300.89

4,000.00

434,300.89
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Jerry W.
Tillman for
NC Senate
Committee to
Elect Martin
Nesbitt
Josh Stein for
NC Senate
Committee
Committee to
Elect Jeff
Collins
Committee to
Re-Elect
Becky Carney
Committee to
Elect Kelly
Alexander

Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute

9/18/2012

Sid Griffitts

Minerals Purchased

9/18/2012

Sid Griffitts

9/18/2012

9/17/2012

1295

4,000.00

430,300.89

9/17/2012

1296

4,000.00

426,300.89

9/17/2012

1297

4,000.00

422,300.89

9/17/2012

1298

2,500.00

419,800.89

9/17/2012

1299

2,500.00

417,300.89

9/17/2012

1300

2,500.00

414,800.89

Caddo 5 acres 127-12

4,500.00

410,300.89

Minerals Purchased

Blaine 5 acres 3116-12 (Gift to K)

15,500.00

394,800.89

Sid Griffitts

Minerals Purchased

Blaine 10 acres
31-16-12

31,000.00

363,800.89

9/18/2012

Sid Griffitts

Minerals Purchased

Blaine 5 acres 3411-24

20,000.00

343,800.89

9/18/2012

Sid Griffitts

Minerals Purchased

Custer 5 acres 2913-16

9/18/2012

Mid First
NC Healthy
Leadership
Committee

Transfer Money
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute

9/19/2012

1301

9/19/2012

1302

Jason Saine
Committee
Wilinks for
House
Campaign
Committee
Michael H.
Wray for State
House

1310

Alma Adams
Campaign
Committee to
Elect Rick
Glazier
Committee to
Elect Garland
Pierce

Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute

1311

Committee
Elect GL

Contributions:NC
Legislative

9/19/2012

1303

9/19/2012

1304

9/19/2012

1305

9/19/2012

1306

9/19/2012

1307

9/19/2012

1308

9/19/2012

1309

9/19/2012
9/19/2012

Dollar for
House
Larry M. Bell
Campaign
Committee
Joe P. Tolson
for House
Campaign

Move to Farm

2,500.00

341,300.89

20,000.00

321,300.89

2,500.00

318,800.89

1,000.00

317,800.89

1,000.00

316,800.89

1,000.00

315,800.89

VOID: $1000

315,800.89

1,000.00

314,800.89

1,000.00

313,800.89

1,000.00

312,800.89

1,000.00

311,800.89

1,000.00

310,800.89

1,000.00

309,800.89
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Pridgen for
NC House

9/19/2012

1312

Mark Bibbs
Committee

9/19/2012

1313

Citizens for
Susan Martin

9/19/2012

1314

Davis For NC
House

9/19/2012

1315

9/19/2012

1316

Catlin for NC
House
Eddie Dees
House 45
Campaign

9/19/2012

1317

John Szoka
for NC House

9/19/2012

1318

Citizens for
Buck Newton

9/19/2012

1319

Warren Daniel
for NC Senate

9/19/2012

1320

Clark Senate
Committee

9/19/2012

1321

9/19/2012

1322

9/19/2012

1323

9/19/2012

1324

9/19/2012

1325

9/19/2012

1326

Goolsby for
Senate
Stan White
Campaign
Fund
Committee to
Elect Gladys
A Robinson

9/19/2012

1327

Kinnaird for
State Senate

9/19/2012

1328

Doug Berger
for NC Senate

9/19/2012

1329

9/19/2012

1330

9/19/2012

1331

9/19/2012

1332

Clark Jenkins
for NC Senate
Committee to
Elect Malcolm
Graham
Ed Jones for
NC Senate
Committee

Soucek for
NC Senate
Committee to
Elect Marion
McLawhorn
Paul Luebke
for State
House
Committee to
Re-Elect Ray
Rapp

Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute

1,000.00

308,800.89

1,000.00

307,800.89

1,000.00

306,800.89

1,000.00

305,800.89

1,000.00

304,800.89

1,000.00

303,800.89

1,000.00

302,800.89

1,000.00

301,800.89

VOID:

301,800.89

1,000.00

300,800.89

1,000.00

299,800.89

1,000.00

298,800.89

1,000.00

297,800.89

1,000.00

296,800.89

1,000.00

295,800.89

VOID:

295,800.89

1,000.00

294,800.89

1,000.00

293,800.89

VOID: $500

293,800.89

VOID: $500

293,800.89

VOID: $500

293,800.89
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9/19/2012

1333

9/20/2012

1334

9/21/2012

1335

9/21/2012

1336

9/21/2012

1337

9/21/2012

1338

Stam for
House
J. David
Schumpert
Committee to
Elect Thom
Tillis
Friends of
Ruth
Samuelson
Phil Berger
Committee
The Apodaca
for NC Senate
Committee

Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Professional
Fees:Accounting
Fees
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute
Contributions:NC
Legislative
Contribute

VOID: $500

August

293,800.89

350

293,450.89

4,000.00

289,450.89

4,000.00

285,450.89

4,000.00

281,450.89

VOID: $4000

281,450.89

The Bank account: Chase Burns, Trustee for the Chase Burns Trust
Since the evidence obtained shows that only one bank account was utilized to make North
Carolina political contributions and there is no evidence that funds from other bank accounts
were transferred to this account for the purpose of making North Carolina political contributions,
the question is whether this account was a permissible bank account from which to make North
Carolina political contributions.

This account was maintained at MidFirst Bank in Anadarko, Oklahoma. The documentation we
reviewed from MidFirst Bank included the documents that were signed in order to open the bank
account. Based on this documentation, the Chase Burns, Trustee for the Chase Burns Trust
bank account had originated as a money market savings account with a Payment on Death
ownership type. The account was originally titled Chase Burns POD and was opened in
December 2005 with Mr. Burns as the only authorized signer on the account. Kristin Burns,
wife of Chase Burns, was added as an authorized signer on the account in December 2006. On
November 9, 2010, the account was changed from a money market savings account to a
signature checking account and the title of the account changed to Chase Burns, Trustee for the
Chase Burns Trust with a Trust ownership type. The account number has remained constant
since the account was opened in 2005.

NCGS 163-278.14(a) provides that a contribution is not considered to be made in the name of
another if the contribution is made by an individual with the authority to act on behalf of another
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individual through power of attorney, trustee, or other lawful authority. This provision of the
statute has allowed political committees to accept contributions from trust accounts signed by a
trustee that may not be the individual for which the trust account was created. In this case, the
trust account is the Chase Burns Trust and the trustee and signer of the contribution checks from
the account is Chase Burns.

The recipient North Carolina political committees did not question the permissibility of the
contributions from Chase Burns and based on the checks that were presented, the committees
would have no reason to question the permissibility.

We are aware that funds in that bank account which were used to make the contributions
addressed in this investigation could have been the result of illegal activities. Despite the fact
that the funds could have been obtained by illegal means, unless there is evidence that the bank
account is a business account or that funds from a business were deposited into the trust account
in order to disguise the business as the true contributor, the funds would be permissible campaign
contributions.
Mr. Hall’s statement in his March 18, 2013, press release also questions whether this bank
account was established at the suggestion of a North Carolina agent. The individuals
interviewed at Moore and Van Allen, including Nancy Smith, Tommy Sevier and Cameron
Hendley stated that they never had any conversation with Mr. Burns about the account utilized to
make the contributions. They each stated that they never questioned the permissibility of the
checks and never advised Mr. Burns to open or utilize such account. Chris Clifton at Grace
Tisdale and Clifton stated that he never advised Mr. Burns to open or utilize the account used to
make the contributions. Based on the information received, this bank account was established
and operational several years before the contributions addressed in this complaint were made.

Issue Four: The permissibility of contributions from 15 contributors to the
McCrory for Governor campaign.
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NCGS 163-278.19 prohibits business entities, corporations, labor unions, insurance
companies, and professional associations from making contributions to political
committees.
NCGS 163-278.13C(b) (for the relevant time period of the complaint) prohibited a
lobbyist from delivering more than one contribution to a candidate identified in
NCGS 163-278.13C(a).

FINDING:

Mr. Hall’s complaint identifies 15 contributors that he states are related to

the sweepstakes café industry which made contributions to the Pat McCrory Committee. His
complaint contemplates whether these contributions were from permissible sources. In his
March 26, 2013, press release he identified these contributors as:

NAME

CHECKING ACCOUNT NAME

Georgetta McGuire

Georgetta B. McGuire

William George, Jr.

William George, Jr.

David P. Hagie

David P. Hagie

John Frank Myers

John F. Myers

Neil J. Hoover

Neil J. Hoover

Matthew T. Lewis

Matthew T. Lewis

Richard J. Phillips

R. J. Phillips

Kim T. Childress

Kim T. Childress

Richard Essick

Richard D. Essick

Teresa T. Michael

Chester A Michael
Teresa Tuttle Michael

Freddie L. Willis

Freddie Lawrence Willis

John Patrick Fannin

John P. Fannin

Dawn Brown

Dawn M. Brown
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NAME

CHECKING ACCOUNT NAME

Chase Burns

Chase Burns, Trustee for the Chase Burns Trust

Kristin Burns

Kristin Burns

All contributor checks identified by Mr. Hall were obtained through investigation in order to
review the source of the contribution. We found no evidence that the checks were from
impermissible bank accounts.

Issue Five: Was there a separate fund established by Chase Burns and IIT
that could be in violation of North Carolina campaign finance laws?
NCGS 163-278.6(14) provides the definition of a North Carolina political
committee which “means a combination of two or more individuals, such as any
person, committee, association, organization, or other entity that makes, or accepts
anything of value to make, contributions or expenditures and has one or more of
the following characteristics:
a. Is controlled by a candidate;
b. Is a political party or executive committee of a political party or is
controlled by a political party or executive committee of a political
party;
c. Is created by a corporation, business entity, insurance company,
labor union, or professional association pursuant to G.S. 163278.19(b); or
d. Has the major purpose to support or oppose the nomination or
election of one or more clearly identified candidates.
NCGS 163-278.8 and -278.9 provide the disclosure requirements for those entities
that meet the statutory definition of a political committee.

FINDING:

Mr. Hall’s complaint did not assert this allegation but based on the

comments in the Associated Press article dated April 29, 2013: “Sweepstakes donors’
checks may have been bundled,” we needed to ensure impermissible funds were not being
used to fund North Carolina political contributions. (Exhibit 3- AP Article April 29, 2013)
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According to the article, William George stated that he and David Hagie hired Moore and
Van Allen to “help push a bill legalizing sweepstakes games through the Legislature.” The
article states that Mr. George said he never met Governor McCrory or anyone else from
Moore and Van Allen, but three percent of the profits from his and other Internet cafes were
diverted to a fund to pay for lawyers and lobbyists. The article stated that Mr. George
estimated the bill ran about $40,000 per week. This article further stated that a bill had been
filed in March 2013 that would legalize and tax sweepstakes games.

Our investigation sought to verify the information provided by Mr. George in the April 29,
2013 article and to ensure that funds from sweepstakes contractors were not being diverted
for the purpose of making North Carolina political contributions. Mr. George was contacted
multiple times. In his initial conversation with our office, he stated that information
attributed to him in the article was not accurate. Several subsequent attempts were made to
interview Mr. George to allow him the opportunity to clarify his remarks. Mr. George’s
attorney, Drew Findling, ultimately ceased communications with our office, so a more
accurate statement by Mr. George was never obtained.

In our review of the information obtained from the Florida investigation, we discovered
records which suggested that IIT collected or required Florida contractors to maintain funds
for the purpose of making political contributions to Florida political committees. Based on
the possibility that this practice was also carried out in North Carolina, and in light of Mr.
George’s statements, we pursued our efforts to establish whether any funds collected from
sweepstakes contractors were being diverted to make North Carolina political contributions.

Florida political contributions
The documentation obtained during the investigation conducted by the Seminole County
Sheriff’s Department showed that Florida sweepstakes café owners were segregating funds
for political contributions in addition to funds for legal services. A review of financial
documentation and correspondence from IIT to Florida sweepstakes café owners showed that
in addition to funds paid for legal services, Florida sweepstakes café owners were required to
establish a legislative fund and a charitable donation fund. IIT maintained records of
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contributions made by Florida sweepstakes café owners to Florida political committees. In
order to determine the origination of those contributions to Florida political committees, a
review of IIT financial accounts was performed.

Based on documentation reviewed, Chase Burns and IIT accounted for funds received from
different states separately. Spreadsheets maintained by Kristin Burns showed that Florida
contractors paid 25% for license fees, 2% for legal fees and were to maintain a fund for
legislative contributions and charitable donations. The contractor was to deposit or segregate
3% of their weekly profits to a legislative fund and an additional 3% of their weekly profits
to a fund for charitable donations. Additional documentation reviewed shows that IIT was
tracking all Florida contributions made by contractors and monitored the balance of the funds
for each contractor.

In an effort to further understand the Florida process and to determine what process was
being conducted in North Carolina we interviewed Michael Graham. Mr. Graham had
ownership in several sweepstakes cafes in Florida and leased equipment to North Carolina
contractors that utilized IIT software. Based on these business ventures, he was aware of the
contract arrangements with IIT from both a Florida and North Carolina perspective. Mr.
Graham explained that the documentation we reviewed regarding legislative and charitable
contributions was not the initial process for political and charitable giving by Florida
contractors. Initially, Allied Veterans obtained funds from Florida contractors for the
purpose of making political and charitable contributions. Allied Veterans made decisions on
how these funds were spent. According to Mr. Graham, he and other Florida contractors
were unhappy with this arrangement because they felt that contributions and donations were
not being made in their communities and they had little to no input in these decisions.

When Mr. Burns became involved, the Florida contractors were allowed to segregate their
own funds and make their own decisions regarding the recipients of their “legislative
contributions.” This process ensured that the Florida contractor made political contributions
but provided the contractor with the freedom to choose the recipient.
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The information in the following tables was taken from Florida records and was confirmed
by Michael Graham. The tables illustrate the process IIT used with their Florida sweepstakes
café owners regarding political contributions:
This entry was taken from Kristin Burns’ spreadsheet entitled
Florida_NCDonations_Consulting Fees. The spreadsheet tracked the contributions
sent or to be made to Florida political committees. The entry indicates Mr.
Graham’s assertion that he would be making contributions totaling $5,000 to the
Frank Bruno Campaign.

Florida_NCDonations_Consulting Fees
Description of check and
collections
Frank Bruno Campaign

Contractor
Michael Graham

Location
Legislative $
$5,000

Ck number and
date sent
5-11-12 requested

The Contribution Sheet Recap as of 6.11.12 included
the actual contributions made by the contractors to
Florida political committees. The contributions shown
below were made from the accounts in parenthesis, not
the actual bank account of IIT. The checks add up to
$5,000.

CONTRIBUTION SHEET RECAP AS OF 6.11.12
Date

Candidate

Contributor

5/16/2012

Bruno, Frank

IIT (H and H of North Myrtle Beach Inc)

Amount
$500

5/16/2012

Bruno, Frank

IIT (Joseph S. Harrington)

$500

5/16/2012

Bruno, Frank

IIT (Lake City Internet Services, LLC)

$500

5/16/2012

Bruno, Frank

IIT (Gainesville Internet Services, LLC)

$500

5/16/2012

Bruno, Frank

IIT (Live Oak Internet Services, LLC)

$500

5/16/2012

Bruno, Frank

IIIT (Gulf Internet Services, LLC)

$500

5/16/2012

Bruno, Frank

IIT (Better Games Distributing Co., INC.)

$500

5/16/2012

Bruno, Frank

IIT (JM Land Investments, LLC)

$500

5/16/2012

Bruno, Frank

IIT (Michael W. Graham)

$500

5/16/2012

Bruno, Frank

IIT (Averatech LLC)

$500
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This information was captured from the
Florida Department of State’s public
disclosure of political contributions.
These contributions were disclosed by
Frank T. Bruno as received on May 16,
2012.
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Candidate/Committee
Date
Amount Typ Contributor Name
Address
City State Zip
Occupation
Inkind Desc
-------------------------------------------------- ---------- --------------- --- ---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------Bruno,, Frank T. (DEM)(STS)
05/16/2012
500.00 CHE AVERATECH, LLC
103 N MAIN STREET
TABOR CITY, NC 28463
SOFTWARE CO
Bruno,, Frank T. (DEM)(STS)
05/16/2012
500.00 CHE BETTER GAMES DISTRIBUTING CO INC
103 N MAIN ST
TABOR CITY, NC 28463
INTERNET CAFE
Bruno,, Frank T. (DEM)(STS)
05/16/2012
500.00 CHE GAINESVILLE INTERNET SERVICES LLC
103 N MAIN ST
TABOR CITY, NC 28463
INTERNET CAFE
Bruno,, Frank T. (DEM)(STS)
500.00 CHE GRAHAM MICHAEL
MURRELLS INLET, SC 29576

05/16/2012
137 LONG RIDGE DR
RETAILER

Bruno,, Frank T. (DEM)(STS)
500.00 CHE GULF INTERNET SERVICES LLC
TABOR CITY, NC 28463

05/16/2012
103 N MAIN ST
INTERNET CAFE

Bruno,, Frank T. (DEM)(STS)
05/16/2012
500.00 CHE H AND H OF NORTH MYRTLE BEACH INC
867 LOOP CIRCLE
LONGS, SC 29568
INTERNET CAFE
Bruno,, Frank T. (DEM)(STS)
500.00 CHE HARRINGTON JOSEPH
LONGS, SC 29568

05/16/2012
867 LOOP CIRCLE
RETAILER

Bruno,, Frank T. (DEM)(STS)
500.00 CHE JM LAND INVESTMENTS LLC
TABOR CITY, NC 28463

05/16/2012
103 N MAIN ST
INTERNET CAFE

Bruno,, Frank T. (DEM)(STS)
05/16/2012
500.00 CHE LAKE CITY INTERNET SERVICES LLC
103 N MAIN ST
TABOR CITY, NC 28563
INTERNET CAFE
Bruno,, Frank T. (DEM)(STS)
05/16/2012
500.00 CHE LIVE OAK INTERNET SERVICES LLC
103 N MAIN ST
TABOR CITY, NC 28463
INTERNET CAFE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Total:
5,000.00
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To further illustrate IIT’s involvement with political contributions made by Florida contractors,
Kristin Burns sent letters to Florida contractors at the end of calendar year advising them of the
amount that she calculated should be in their segregated accounts and instructions for purging
those bank accounts. (Exhibit 4- Letter from Kristin Burns)

North Carolina’s process: Lobbyists and Lawyers
Michael Graham and David Hagie both provided information on the processes in North
Carolina. In addition, financial and contract documentation obtained by the Seminole County
Sheriff’s Department and reviewed as a part of our investigation established that Chase Burns
required North Carolina sweepstakes café owners to sign a contract that provided the
sweepstakes café owners would pay to IIT 28% of the net proceeds they received each week in
their cafes. (Exhibit 5- North Carolina Contract) Of the 28% paid by each sweepstakes café
contractor, 25% was payment to IIT for software services. The additional 3% was for the
retention and payment of lawyers.

Additionally, these funds were used to pay for lobbying and

consulting services.

It is important to understand how these weekly proceeds were collected and how IIT accounted
for the collection of these funds in order to determine how IIT utilized the 3% from the North
Carolina sweepstakes café owners. Based on data reviewed from Florida, IIT knew the gross
intake of funds at each of the locations and the redemptions at each location. Therefore, they
were able to calculate the 28% that would be due each week, breaking that percentage down to
separate the 3% for the legal fund. The following table is a small portion of one collection week
for North Carolina contractors. The table illustrates how IIT determined the amount each North
Carolina contractor owed ITT each week.

In order to calculate the 3% legal fund, the Promotional money was subtracted from the
Net Sales for the week and 3% of this amount was taken for the legal fund. The total
amount due was calculated by subtracting both the Promotional money and the legal
fund amount from the Net Sales and multiplying the amount by 25%.
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Collection Information: Week ending 1.2.12 ( A portion of the collection week)
Total Sales

109 Business Center

25%

Redemptions

25%
25%

66 Business Center

25%

85 Business Center

25%

86 Business Center

25%

ABC Business Center

25%

Legal 3%

Amt Due

Amt
Paid

10,089.24

2,000.00

242.68

1,961.64

1,961.64

8,827.67

2,000.00

204.83

1,655.71

1,655.71

5,499.99

2,000.00

105.00

848.75

848.75

23,488.01

2,000.00

644.64

5,210.84

5,210.84

19,123.98

2,000.00

513.72

4,152.57

4,152.57

1,121.00

2,000.00

(26.37)

(213.16)

(213.16)

4,100.20

2,000.00

63.01

509.30

259.30

42,448.33
51,276.00

56 Business Center

Promotional
$

38,003.76
48,093.00

119 Biz Center

Net Sales

15,211.01
20,711.00
59,067.74
82,555.75
41,556.52
60,680.50
28,769.00
29,890.00
18,543.00
22,643.20

Part of our investigation was to determine if any of the 3% that was collected from North
Carolina contractors was used for political contributions. In addition and in confirmation of
the information provided by Chris Clifton, documentation obtained from Florida shows that
Chase Burns on behalf of IIT engaged Grace Tisdale and Clifton for legal services. Records
suggest that IIT was paying the entire weekly 3% for legal expenses from all North Carolina
contractors to Grace Tisdale and Clifton until late 2009, when they started paying a flat fee of
$45,000 per week. (Exhibit 6- Grace Tisdale Clifton letter) Additionally, they paid other
entities for legal, lobbying, consulting and other services. Records found on the computer of
Kristin Burns illustrate how the 3% collected from North Carolina contractors was utilized.
Specifically, based on a spreadsheet found on the computer of Kristin Burns from
approximately October 2009 through March 2013, $9,900,681.75 was collected from North
Carolina contractors for legal and other related services. The following chart illustrates the
payments made with these funds:

ENTITY PAID

Grace Tisdale & Clifton
Kilpatrick Stockton
Womble Carlyle
Ashe, Rafuse & Hill
City of Lumberton License fees

AMOUNT

$7,831,008.11
$1,370,498.23
$419,492.82
$276,218.59
$165,818.54
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ENTITY PAID

Williams Mullen
Mathis & Murphy
Moore & Van Allen
Spotts Fain
Strategic Partner Solutions
Findling Law Firm
The Foundation of North Carolina
Aubrey T. Villnes Jr.-Lobbyist
City of Morganton
Expenses for Raleigh Trip
Dow Lohnes
Blanco Tackaberry
Stephenson Reynolds
Thompson Victory Group-Lobbyist
Tel Opinion Research
J. Pete Theodocion (Retainer Neil
Wilson)
The Hickory Group
Tin, Fulton & Walker
Garrett, Gillard & Saul
Lonnie Player
Hartzog, Conger, Cason, Neville
Mt. Airy Legal invoice
Consulting fee
Pamela Stephenson
Town of Spencer
H. Lee Allen
Legal Bond Augusta
Hill, Hill & Carter (John Bolton)
Greenville Retainer
Appellate Advocacy Inc.
W. Lee Allen III

AMOUNT

$142,062.50
$132,955.16
$129,074.14
$120,567.10
$104,355.56
$50,000.00
$40,000.00
$40,000.00
$38,025.00
$36,046.85
$33,593.46
$28,853.94
$25,000.00
$25,000.00
$15,000.00
$10,000.00
$8,519.72
$8,000.00
$7,500.00
$7,425.00
$7,341.00
$5,220.50
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$3,166.54
$2,950.00
$2,940.00
$2,007.50
$1,500.00
$1,000.00
$595.00

Based on the chart above, the firms of Grace Tisdale and Clifton and Kilpatrick Stockton
were paid the highest fees. As was explained in the previous paragraph, Grace Tisdale and
Clifton was paid a flat rate for services as documented in the attached spreadsheet.

The Winston-Salem office of Kilpatrick Stockton represented IIT in a constitutional
challenge to North Carolina’s sweepstakes law that was appealed to the North Carolina
Supreme Court and the United States Supreme Court. Records maintained by Kristin Burns
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included invoices from Kilpatrick Stockton which confirmed this representation and the
firm’s coordination with Moore and Van Allen and Grace Tisdale and Clifton regarding
issues related to this representation. The invoices from Kilpatrick Stockton and Moore and
Van Allen describe the services that were provided to IIT. There is no evidence that any
funds were provided to these firms or any other entity for the purpose of making political
contributions.

We have found no evidence that North Carolina contractors were maintaining legislative and
charitable donation funds in the same way as Florida contractors. In fact, based on our
interviews of David Hagie and Michael Graham, they confirmed that North Carolina did not
operate in the same way as Florida. North Carolina contractors were asked to make political
contributions, but the decision to do so was their decision and those contributions were not
tracked by IIT as were the Florida contributions.

Mr. Hagie stated that Chase Burns had engaged the law firm of Moore and Van Allen for the
purpose of lobbying, and Moore and Van Allen had provided Mr. Burns with suggestions for
political contributions. Mr. Hagie stated that he did not agree with their suggestions and
decided to make his own decisions regarding political contributions. Mr. Graham said that
his decisions to make political contributions came primarily from discussions with other
sweepstakes contractors that he respected.

The data in the following tables is derived from our electronic database. This data provides
all contributions made by David Hagie and Michael Graham to political committees that file
disclosure reports with our office. Since county and municipal candidates do not file with
our office, contributions made to any of those candidates would not be included.
Additionally, if a political committee that files with our office does not file electronically, the
data may not be included if the information has not been manually data entered by Campaign
Finance staff.
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DAVID HAGIE
LAST

FIRST

MI

COMMITTEE NAME

HAGIE

DAVID

P

COMM TO ELECT THOM TILLIS

DATE
01/17/2011

AMOUNT
$1,000.00

HAGIE

DAVID

P

COMM TO ELECT THOM TILLIS

09/02/2011

$2,500.00

HAGIE

DAVID

P

COMM TO ELECT THOM TILLIS

05/16/2012

$4,000.00

HAGIE

DAVID

P

MICHAEL H WRAY FOR STATE HOUSE

10/07/2010

$850.00

HAGIE

DAVID

PARMON 4 NC SENATE

07/28/2010

$2,000.00

HAGIE

DAVID

PHILIP E BERGER COMM

10/10/2012

$4,000.00

HAGIE

DAVID

P.

PAT MCCRORY COMM

10/12/2012

$4,000.00

HAGIE

DAVID

P

PHILIP E BERGER COMM

11/21/2011

$4,000.00

HAGIE

DAVID

P

JUSTICE CHERI BEASLEY COMMITTEE

09/18/2013

$1,000.00

MICHAEL GRAHAM
LAST

FIRST

MI

COMMITTEE NAME

Graham
GRAHAM
GRAHAM
GRAHAM

Michael
MICHAEL
MICHAEL
MICHAEL

W
W.
W
W

COMM TO ELECT JIM BLACK
COMM TO ELECT JIM BLACK
FAISON FOR GOVERNOR
ALMA ADAMS CAMPAIGN

DATE

AMOUNT

10/08/2003
09/30/2004
05/10/2010
03/22/2010

$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00

Issue Six: Various political committee disclosure reports contained inaccurate
occupational information for Mr. Burns and other contributors identified in Mr.
Hall’s complaint and/ or press releases.
NCGS 163-278.11 requires the disclosure of all contributions received by a political
committee and if the contributor is an individual, the disclosure report must also contain
a.) the job title or profession; and b.) the employer’s name or employer’s specific field of
business activity.
NCGS 163-278.32 provides that any disclosure report filed by a political committee must be
certified as true and correct and such certification will be treated as under oath and if the
person knowingly provides false information the person is guilty of a Class I felony.

FINDING:

Committees that provided inaccurate information regarding the occupational

information of contributors identified in the investigation were contacted to determine the
explanation for the discrepancies. Mr. Hall’s March 18, 2013 press release provides several
findings. Each of Mr. Hall’s findings are addressed below:
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 A disclosure report for Sen. Brent Jackson lists a Nov. 2, 2012 donation of $2,500 from
Chase Burns and identifies him as an “attorney” with “Moore & Van Allen,” the law firm
that Burns hired to lobby for his sweepstakes operation.
FINDING: Committee advised that Tommy Sevier’s business card was included
with the contribution and the treasurer used the business name for occupational
information for Mr. Burns.

He stated that he made a mistake in listing this

information.

 A disclosure report for Rep. Elmer Floyd identifies a Sept. 17, 2012, donation of $2,500 as
coming from “Chase Burns, Trustee Acct for Chase Burns” and adds the name “Tom Sevier”
and his phone number after Burns’ correct Oklahoma address; but the donor’s job title and
employer are listed as “Director of Public Affairs, Moore & Van Allen.” Tommy Sevier is
Moore & Van Allen’s Director of State Public Affairs and one of the firm’s three lobbyists
representing IIT.

FINDING:

Committee advised that they used the occupational information

contained on the business card of Tommy Sevier that was included with the
contribution check.

 A 48-hour disclosure report for Rep. Garland Pierce lists a Nov. 1, 2012, donation of $1,000
from Chase Burns but gives his address as 430 Davis Drive, Ste. 500, Morrisville, NC and
phone as 919-286-8085 – the office address and direct phone line for lobbyist Tommy
Sevier.
FINDING: Committee stated that the address from Tommy Sevier’s business card
was used as the address for Chase Burns.

 A disclosure report for Rep. Joe Tolson identifies Burns as an “Attorney” for a Nov. 13,
2012, donation of $1,000.
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FINDING: Committee stated that the check was mailed from a law firm and that
they assumed the occupation of the contributor was an attorney.

Issue Seven: Based on the inaccurate occupational disclosures, Mr. Hall was
concerned that registered lobbyists were potentially delivering the Chase Burns
contribution checks and potentially other contribution checks in violation of the
bundling statute for lobbyists. His complaint specifically referred to lobbyists
with Moore and Van Allen and McGuire Woods. (The relevant bundling
statute was amended in 2013. The following statute was in effect during the
time period identified in Mr. Hall’s complaint.)
NCGS 163-278.13C(b) No lobbyist may collect contributions from multiple contributors,
take possession of such multiple contributions, or transfer or deliver the collected multiple
contributions to the intended recipient. This section shall apply only to contributions to a
candidate or candidate campaign committee as defined in G.S. 163-278.38Z when that
candidate is a legislator as defined in G.S. 120C-100 or a public servant as defined in G.S.
138A-3(30)a.

FINDING:
Moore and Van Allen
As stated in an earlier finding, based on the evidence collected, Mr. Burns mailed contribution
checks to Chris Clifton. Mr. Clifton mailed those checks to Moore and Van Allen for
distribution. According to Nancy Smith, co-head of Public Affairs at Moore and Van Allen,
Tommy Sevier and Cameron Hendley were the lobbyists tasked with delivering the checks from
Mr. Burns. Both Mr. Sevier and Mr. Hendley were interviewed and questioned about their
delivery of contribution checks. Both Mr. Sevier and Mr. Hendley stated that the payee lines of
all checks were completed when they received such checks. They also generally recalled the
candidate or committees to whom they delivered contributions. Mr. Hendley stated that he never
delivered more than one contribution check to a candidate or to their committee. Mr. Sevier
stated that he also only delivered one contribution check to a candidate or to their committee but
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on two occasions, he delivered more than one check to Senator Phil Berger and Former. Lt.
Governor Walter Dalton’s campaign committee.

Regarding Senator Berger, Mr. Sevier said that he attended a meet and greet at Moore and Van
Allen where Senator Berger was present. After Senator Berger left the event and was headed for
the elevator, someone stated that they had failed to give him an envelope that contained
campaign contributions. Mr. Sevier had once served on Senator Berger’s staff and offered to
take the envelope and try to catch him before he got on the elevator. He stated that he was able
to deliver the envelope containing the contributions to Senator Berger as he was getting on the
elevator. Nancy Smith was aware of this meet and greet event and stated that Moore and Van
Allen required Senator Berger to pay for the cost of his lunch in order to ensure compliance with
lobbying and ethics regulations.

Regarding Former. Lt. Governor Dalton, Mr. Sevier stated that he was at an event for Former. Lt.
Gov. Dalton and provided more than one check to someone with the Dalton Committee.
The question is whether Mr. Sevier’s delivery of more than one check on these two occasions
violates NCGS 163-278.13C(b). Charles Marshall, counsel for Mr. Sevier, provided a written
response to this question (Exhibit 7-Charles Marshall letter). In his response, Mr. Marshall
contends that a lobbyist only violates the statute if the lobbyist engages in all three prongs of the
statute: 1) collection, 2) possession, and (3) transfer or delivery. According to Mr. Marshall, the
lobbyist must have collected the contributions that were delivered in order to violate the statute.
He further supports his argument by comparing this former language of the statute with the
amended language made effective in October 2013. The statute now reads as follows:
(b) No lobbyist may do any of the following with respect to a candidate or candidate campaign
committee described in subdivisions (a)(1) and (a)(2) of this section:
(1) Collect a contribution or multiple contributions from one or more contributors
intended for that candidate or candidate campaign committee.
(2) Take possession of a contribution or multiple contributions intended for that
candidate or candidate campaign committee.
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(3) Transfer or deliver a collected contribution or multiple contributions to the
intended candidate or candidate campaign committee.

In their amended language, the General Assembly did make it clearer that a lobbyist that engages
in any of the three prongs has violated the statute. However, the Campaign Finance Division
administered the former statute to prohibit lobbyists from delivering multiple contributions
regardless of whether they had collected those same contributions. This interpretation was based
on the inclusion of the word “or” between the first two prongs and the last prong that involves
the delivery of the contributions:
No lobbyist may collect contributions from multiple contributors, take possession of such
multiple contributions, or transfer or deliver the collected multiple contributions to the
intended recipient.

NCGS 163-278.27 addresses the criminal penalties for willful violations of statutes in Article
22A of Chapter 163 of the North Carolina General Statutes. There is no criminal penalty
associated with this statute.

Mr. Sevier and Mr. Hendley stated that they did not deliver contributions to Governor McCrory
or anyone with his campaign. Ms. Smith stated that when they received checks for Governor
McCrory’s campaign, their process was to have an administrative assistant deliver those checks
to the McCrory campaign.

McGuire Woods
Harrison J. Kaplan was interviewed at McGuire Woods Consulting LLC. Mr. Kaplan is a Senior
Vice President and Director for McGuire Woods. He is also a partner at McGuire Woods and
runs their consulting and lobbying operations in Raleigh. He has oversight of eight lobbyists.

Mr. Kaplan stated that McGuire Woods gives advice to clients who want to make political
contributions to candidates. Kaplan stressed that the clients and their political action committees
(PACs), if they have such entities, ultimately make their own decisions regarding political
contributions.
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Mr. Kaplan discussed events which occurred on February 23, 2012, with then-gubernatorial
candidate Pat McCrory. Mr. Kaplan explained that, on that date, McGuire Woods hosted a series
of “roundtable discussions” between Governor McCrory and clients in several industries. He
stated that Governor McCrory wanted to meet the clients and discuss issues of relevance to
them. Governor McCrory specifically requested that no monetary contributions be given to him
during the meetings.

One of the meetings on February 23, 2012 involved Gardner Payne, who was affiliated with a
company named VS2. Mr. Payne had previously worked as a lobbyist for McGuire Woods. Mr.
Kaplan described VS2 as a software provider for the sweepstakes gaming industry and advised
that VS2 was a client of McGuire Woods. At the event on February 23rd with Governor
McCrory (then Candidate McCrory), Mr. Kaplan stated Mr. Payne and one of Governor
McCrory’s assistants were present. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the economic
impact of the sweepstakes industry on the state of NC. Mr. Payne expressed that the
sweepstakes industry was legal and proposed that it should be regulated and taxed by the state.
He emphasized that the sweepstakes gaming industry was different from video poker and was
being operated in a legal manner. He further suggested that the sweepstakes industry could be a
significant source of revenue for the state and would create jobs.

Mr. Kaplan had no knowledge of contributions made to Governor McCrory from the
sweepstakes gaming industry. He advised that Mr. Payne talked about raising money from the
sweepstakes industry for Governor McCrory but he had no specific knowledge of Mr. Payne
providing contributions to the McCrory campaign. Mr. Kaplan informed that, since
approximately August, 2011, Payne was no longer a registered lobbyist, so he could engage in
fundraising activities. Mr. Kaplan stated that McGuire Woods was only part of one meeting with
Governor McCrory regarding the sweepstakes industry and that meeting took place on February
23, 2012.
Mr. Kaplan identified other groups that had “roundtable discussions” with Governor McCrory on
February 23, 2012. Mr. Kaplan mentioned K12, a charter school group out of Virginia that was
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promoting virtual schools. The State Farm Agents also met with Governor McCrory on this date
to discuss insurance, tax, and regulatory issues. Amerigroup, a Medicaid managed care company
out of Virginia, met with Governor McCrory to talk about their interest in providing services to
Medicaid beneficiaries. Additionally, the Association for Home & Hospice Care met with
Governor McCrory concerning Medicaid issues. Mr. Kaplan explained that each group spent
about 20 minutes with Governor McCrory at the McGuire Woods offices as had been
prearranged by Mr. Kaplan with the McCrory campaign. No other candidates were involved in
the meetings. Mr. Kaplan was not aware of any contributions being provided by any of the
groups to Governor McCrory during the meetings on February 23, 2012.
Mr. Kaplan informed that, subsequent to the February 23, 2012 “roundtable discussions,” the
McGuire Woods PAC mailed a monetary contribution to the McCrory campaign. Mr. Kaplan
stated that the McGuire Woods PAC had already decided to contribute to McCrory’s campaign
prior to the February 23, 2012 meetings. Mr. Kaplan advised that the McGuire Woods PAC also
made a donation to the campaign of Walter Dalton, Governor McCrory’s opponent.

Mr. Kaplan advised that he was involved in two other meetings in 2012 with an agent from the
sweepstakes industry (Mr. Payne) and political candidates. On May10, 2012, Mr. Payne met
with Mr. Kaplan, NC Speaker of the House Thom Tillis, one of Speaker Tillis’s assistants, and
possibly another person. Mr. Kaplan was unsure whether Mr. Payne gave any checks to Speaker
Tillis. Kaplan stated that he was not involved in the solicitation or giving of any campaign
contributions to Speaker Tillis pursuant to the May 10, 2012 meeting.

On September 11, 2012, Mr. Kaplan was involved in a brief meeting between Mr. Payne,
President Pro Tem Phil Berger, and one of Senator Berger’s aides. Mr. Payne was again the only
representative of the sweepstakes gaming industry at the meeting. Mr. Kaplan stated that he had
no recollection of Mr. Payne providing campaign contributions to Senator Berger.

Mr. Kaplan stated that meetings were held at McGuire Woods on September 25, 2012 between
Speaker Tillis and various groups, including Amerigroup, the Parents for Educational Freedom
in NC, the State Farm Agents, the Association for Home & Hospice Care, and CVS Caremark.
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Neither Mr. Payne nor any other individual representing the sweepstakes industry was involved
in any of these meetings. Mr. Kaplan advised that some of the groups brought campaign
contribution checks to Speaker Tillis, and that some of the groups made donations at other
times.

Mr. Kaplan stated that he was not involved in any other meetings between Mr. Payne or any
other members of the sweepstakes industry and political candidates. Mr. Kaplan had no
knowledge of any other meetings involving members of the sweepstakes gaming industry and
political candidates. He stated that he organized meetings between candidates and industry
groups on behalf of McGuire Woods, so he would have been aware of any such meetings.

Mr. Kaplan stated that McGuire Woods advises clients on political candidates to whom they may
want to consider making contributions. He also stated that McGuire Woods is very careful to
comply with the law in all of their operations.

Mr. Kaplan stated that McGuire Woods does not

deliver any campaign contributions to candidates.

Gardner Payne
Gardner Payne confirmed that he had worked as a lobbyist for McGuire Woods. Mr. Payne
informed that he stopped lobbying in July, 2011, when the legislative session ended.

Mr. Payne is now involved in the sweepstakes gaming industry. He started the 220 Internet Café
in June, 2011. Payne now owns nine internet cafes in different parts of North Carolina. Mr.
Payne has been involved with a company named VS2 and has used their software in his internet
cafes. Payne stated that he was registered as a lobbyist for VS2 when he was working for
McGuire Woods.

Mr. Payne explained that the laws governing sweepstakes gaming in NC have been in a state of
flux for the past few years. Payne advised that the legislature passed a law around 2010 to ban
sweepstakes gaming in NC. An appeals court considering a case involving the statute found the
law to be unconstitutional. In 2012, the NC Supreme Court overturned the Court of Appeals
decision and upheld the statute banning sweepstakes gaming. Payne asserted that the way his
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internet cafes operate is legal in spite of the Supreme Court ruling. Payne advised that the statue
governing sweepstakes gaming states that the device cannot show an “entertaining display.”
Payne explained that his machines let the customer know whether they have won before an
“entertaining display” is shown. The customer can then choose whether they want to see the
“entertaining display.”

Mr. Payne advised that members in the sweepstakes gaming industry have gone to the NC
General Assembly and “walked the halls” trying to meet with legislators and establish support
for their industry. He indicated that they would stress the number of jobs created by the
sweepstakes gaming industry and the economic impact of the industry on the state. He also
stated that the members in the industry have tried to support and elect legislators who are
sympathetic to sweepstakes gaming.

Mr. Payne confirmed that he has met William George, a fellow sweepstakes gaming operator.
He also recalled David Hagie, another individual in the sweepstakes gaming industry, asking him
to pick up a campaign contribution from Mr. George. Mr. Payne advised that he picked up an
envelope which apparently contained Mr. George’s contribution.

Mr. Payne advised that he and Mr. Hagie talked about which political candidates were probusiness and candidates in tight races who were supportive of the sweepstakes gaming industry.
Mr. Payne stated that they were trying to raise money for candidates from store owners who
operated sweepstakes gaming machines. Mr. Payne informed that he would often pick up
campaign contributions from store owners and send them on to the respective candidates. Mr.
Payne stated that members of the sweepstakes gaming industry were trying to raise funds for NC
Speaker of the House Thom Tillis, President Pro Tem of the NC Senate Phil Berger, and NC
Governor Pat McCrory, along with other candidates. Mr. Payne stated that he had no knowledge
of a “pool of money” created by having sweepstakes gaming operator donate three percent of
their revenues into a special fund as Mr. George had alluded to in a newspaper interview.

Mr. Payne informed that he picked up campaign contributions from Mr. Hagie. Mr. Payne stated
that he never looked to see the identities of the donors. Mr. Payne would then either take the
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contributions to the respective campaign committees or mail them to the committees. Mr. Payne
stated that he knew of no instances where lobbyists were involved in providing campaign
contribution checks to candidates.

Mr. Payne stated that he never met Chase Burns, of International Internet Technologies (IIT).
He stated that he could not recall ever receiving checks from Mr. Burns. During the course of
our investigation, we obtained the envelope that the Tillis campaign stated had contained the
contribution from Chase Burns in 2011. The return address on that envelope was that of Mr.
Payne. Mr. Payne was asked about this $2,500 campaign contribution to the Tillis campaign
from Mr. Burns. Mr. Payne recognized his handwriting on the envelope containing the check to
the Tillis campaign. He speculated that he received the check from Mr. Hagie and then mailed it
to the Tillis campaign committee. Mr. Payne reiterated that he never met or spoke with Mr.
Burns. The contribution check from Mr. Burns to the Tillis campaign that was received by the
Tillis campaign in an envelope with Mr. Payne’s return address would have been prior to Mr.
Burns engaging Moore and Van Allen.

Mr. Payne was asked about meetings he had with Speaker Tillis, Senator Pro Tem Berger, and
Governor McCrory concerning the sweepstakes gaming industry. Mr. Payne explained that the
industry had hired an economist from N.C. State University to do an analysis and report the
economic impact of the sweepstakes gaming industry on NC. Mr. Payne commented that the
industry could demonstrate a huge impact on the NC economy in terms of jobs created and funds
generated from rent, license fees, and taxes. Mr. Payne stated that he emphasized the positive
economic benefits of the sweepstakes gaming industry in his meetings with the above mentioned
office holders. Mr. Payne informed that the meetings were set up by McGuire Woods and
conducted at McGuire Woods’ offices in Raleigh, NC. He described the meetings with the
above referenced office holders as “policy discussions” and stated that no campaign
contributions were made during the meetings.

Regarding the specific meetings, Mr. Payne recalled that during his meeting with Governor
McCrory (then candidate McCrory), he went over the report by the N.C. State economist. He
stated that he raised money for the McCrory campaign. Mr. Payne informed that he mailed in
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his contribution to the McCrory campaign and also mailed in contributions he collected from
other members of the sweepstakes gaming industry. Mr. Payne stated that he thought Mr. Hagie
may have mailed a campaign contribution to the McCrory campaign.

Mr. Payne remembered meeting with Speaker Tillis and a McGuire Woods representative. Mr.
Payne recalled talking with Speaker Tillis about the litany of court cases involving the
sweepstakes gaming industry. He stated he made a personal contribution to the Tillis campaign
and would have mailed that contribution to the Tillis campaign along with any other checks that
he might have collected.

Regarding the meeting with Senator Berger, Mr. Payne promoted the economic impact report by
the N.C. State economist. He stated that Senator Berger had many questions about the NC court
cases regarding the sweepstakes gaming business. He advised that he made a contribution to
Senator Berger’s campaign and attempted to raise money for the Berger campaign. Mr. Payne
informed that he mailed his contribution and other checks he collected to Berger’s campaign
committee.

Mr. Payne stated that he did not make any contributions to the campaign of Democratic
gubernatorial candidate Walter Dalton nor was he involved in attempting to raise funds for
Dalton.

Payne advised that he had no involvement with Moore & Van Allen and their efforts to assist the
sweepstakes gaming industry. Payne stated that he knew Moore & Van Allen was working for
the sweepstakes gaming industry but had no knowledge about how they became engaged to work
for the industry.

Our investigation found that Tommy Sevier was the only lobbyist who had delivered more than
one contribution check to a legislative or statewide candidate. No additional evidence was found
that supported lobbyists making contributions to legislative or statewide candidates.
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Issue Eight: Mr. Hall identifies discrepancies in the manner the Chase Burn
contributions were disclosed.
 Sen. Fletcher Hartsell’s report lists Burns’ address in North Carolina at “PO Box 130,
Anadarko, NC” for the $4,000 donation he received on Oct. 9, 2012.
FINDING: Committee stated that the incorrect state was an error. The state was
Oklahoma on the check.
 A 48-hour disclosure report for Rep. Charles Graham lists a Sept. 17, 2012, donation of
$2,500 from “Chase Burns, Trustee for Chase Burns Trust” and, for the source, it skips the
box labeled “Individual,” checks the box labeled “Other” and fills in the source as “Chase
Burns Trust.” For some reason, the donation is disclosed on Nov. 6 and not in the Third
Quarter Report for receipts in September.
FINDING: Committee stated that the check was received on November 6, 2012 but
was dated September 17, 2012. The 48-Hour report was filed correctly with the
incorrect receipt date. The type of contributor information reflected the name of the
checking account.
 Rep. Kelly Alexander’s report says he also “received” $2,500 from Burns on Sept. 17 but it
is listed as “dep.”(deposited) on Nov. 1 and disclosed after the election.

FINDING:

Committee correctly filed a 48-Hour Notice on November 1, 2012,

because the contribution was received on October 31, 2012, despite being dated
September 17, 2012.

This contribution was also disclosed on the 2012 Fourth

Quarter report which was timely filed.

 A 48-hour disclosure report for Rep. Marvin Lucas lists an Oct. 31, 2012, donation of $2,500
from “International Internet Technologies, LLC” with the correct Oklahoma address; the
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report checks the box “Other Political Committee” as the source of the funds. However,
funds from a LLC are business funds and may not be used to make a campaign donation
under NC law.

FINDING: The check received by the Committee was written on the Chase Burns,
Trustee for the Chase Burns Trust bank account.

The treasurer thought the

contribution should have been disclosed as an “other political committee” since it
was not an individual.
 A disclosure report for Rep. John Szoka lists an Oct. 20, 2012, donation of $1,000 from
“Chase Burns Trust.” The donation is listed in the section of the report for “Contributions
from Other Political Committees” and it is identified incorrectly as a donation from a “PAC.”

FINDING: The check received by the Committee was written on the Chase Burns,
Trustee for the Chase Burns Trust bank account. The contribution was disclosed
incorrectly.


A disclosure report for Sen. Neal Hunt lists an Oct. 17, 2012, donation of $4,000 from
“Chase Burns Trust, c/o Chase Burns.”
Sen. Wesley Meredith’s report also lists receiving $4,000 simply from “Chase Burns Trust”
on Oct. 12, 2012. Both donations are listed as coming from an “Outside Source,” rather than
from an individual or political committee.
FINDING: “Outside Source” is often used by committees if the check is not from an
individual or a registered political committee. Since the check was written from a
bank account identified as a “trust”, “outside source” would not be considered
incorrect or impermissible.

 Similarly, a disclosure report for Rep. Jason Saine lists a Sept. 19, 2012, donation of $1,000
from “The Chase Burns Trust” and says it comes from an “Outside Source,” rather than from
an individual or political committee.
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FINDING: The Committee provided that it was a “trust account” and that “outside
source” seemed to be the more appropriate designation.
 The donations to Speaker Thom Tills, Sen. Martin Nesbitt, and Rep. Winkie Wilkins identify
Burns simply as “Trustee” for the “Charles Burns Trust” or “Chase Burns Trust.”
FINDING: The title “Trustee” is contained on the face of the check.

Issue Nine: Sweepstakes Proposed Legislation
Although not identified as a potential issue in Mr. Hall’s complaint and press releases, and not a
potential campaign finance violation, we identified any legislation that would potentially benefit
the sweepstakes industry. House Bill 547 was introduced in April 2013. This legislation would
regulate and tax electronic sweepstakes. The co-sponsors of the bill were Representative Jeff
Collins and Representative Michael Wray. Both legislators were interviewed and provided the
following information:

Representative Jeff Collins
Representative Collins stated that he was contacted by Representative Michael Wray about cosponsoring House Bill 547. Representative Collins recalled that this was their second attempt to
draft and pass a bill to regulate the sweepstakes gaming industry. Representative Collins
commented that he is personally opposed to sweepstakes gaming and other forms of gambling,
including the lottery. However, he stated that, every time an attempt is made to outlaw
sweepstakes gaming, the operators change their software to evade the law. Representative
Collins stated that he had concluded, if it was not possible to get rid of sweepstakes gaming, the
industry should be regulated and proceeds taxed to generate revenue for state and local
governments.
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Representative Collins stated that he has never met or spoken to Chase Burns, of International
Internet Technologies (IIT). He commented that Mr. Burns had no influence on his efforts to
introduce House Bill 547, nor did anyone else associated with the sweepstakes gaming industry.

Representative Collins stated that he had never heard of Chase Burns or IIT until he received a
$2,500 campaign contribution check in the mail from Mr. Burns. Representative Collins
informed that his campaign did not spend the $2,500 from Mr. Burns, and the funds are still in
his campaign bank account. He is waiting to determine what to do with the $2,500. Collins
stated that the receipt of the $2,500 did not in any way influence his decision to co-sponsor
House Bill 547. Representative Collins reiterated that he never met Mr. Burns or had any
dealings with Mr. Burns or IIT.

Representative Collins advised that he was supportive of House Bill 547 until he noticed the
provision in it that repealed NC General Statute § 14-306.4. Collins stated that he did not like
that part of the proposed legislation, as he felt it weakened the sweepstakes gaming laws.
Representative Collins commented that he was not interested in promoting legislation that made
such laws weaker. After seeing the provision that repealed NC General Stature 14-306.4, Collins
lost interest in the legislation. Collins suggested that House Bill 547 probably never made it out
of the Finance Committee and never got a hearing.

Representative Michael Wray
Representative Wray explained his motivation for introducing House Bill 547. Wray advised
that he represents a poor district which includes Roanoke Rapids, NC, and a structure now
known as the Roanoke Rapids Theater. Since its inception as the Randy Parton Theater, the
building has been a source of controversy. After Parton’s failed efforts as an entertainment
attraction, the theater has been a financial drain on the community which incurred substantial
debt to construct the building. After other failed attempts to find a financially viable purpose for
the structure, the theater started operating sweepstakes gaming machines in 2012. Wray
commented that it was important to try to make the theater self-sustainable and generate a
consistent revenue stream. House Bill 547 was a way to regulate and tax the sweepstakes
gaming business and produce revenue for the state of NC and local governments. He stated that
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the law would have also resulted in more transparency for the controversial industry. Wray
commented that he asked Collins to co-sponsor House Bill 547 with him, since Collins also
represented a district on the I-95 corridor.
Wray stated that he has never spoken to Chase Burns. Wray informed that he received a $1,000
check from Burns for a campaign contribution. The $1,000 check was sent to Wray’s house via
Federal Express. Wray advised that, after talking with others about what to do with the
contribution from Burns, he ultimately donated the money to the Angel’s Closet, a charity in
Roanoke Rapids, NC. Wray indicated that Burns had no influence on his efforts to pass House
Bill 547.

Wray advised that he worked on House Bill 547 with Bo Heath, of McGuire Woods. Wray
talked with Heath about the proposed legislation and gave McGuire Woods the authorization to
discuss the legislation with the bill drafting section at the NC General Assembly. Wray
commented that the failure of House Bill 547 was primarily related to the legal issues involving
Burns, although Burns had nothing to do with the efforts to pass the bill. Wray stated that, as the
result of Burns’ arrest in Florida, everyone became scared of legislation to help the sweepstakes
gaming industry and the climate was not favorable to pass such a bill. Accordingly, a decision
was made not to try to move the bill forward. Wray advised that House Bill 547 never moved
out of the Committee on Commerce and Job Development. Wray described House Bill 547 as
“dead” unless someone attempts to resurrect it during the 2015 legislative session. Wray stated
that he was not aware of any other proposed legislation involving the sweepstakes gaming
industry.

Wray stated that he had no dealings with Moore & Van Allen regarding House Bill 547.

McGuire Woods
Mr. Kaplan confirmed that McGuire Woods was involved in drafting the bill sponsored by
Representatives Michael Wray and Jeff Collins to regulate the sweepstakes gaming industry.
Mr. Kaplan advised that there was not enough support for the bill, and the proposed legislation
died. Mr. Kaplan delegated another McGuire Woods lobbyist, Bo Heath, to work on the
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proposed legislation, and Mr. Heath worked with Representatives Wray and Collins. Mr.
Kaplan, Johnny Tillet, and Bo Heath are all registered lobbyists for VS2.

Conclusion
In summation, the investigative staff of the North Carolina State Board of Elections (NCSBE)
has conducted an extensive investigation into the allegations raised in the complaint filed by Mr.
Bob Hall and other related issues. During the course of the investigation, more than 200
interviews were conducted and thousands of pages of documentary evidence were reviewed.
Investigators traveled to Florida to meet with task force agents who investigated Chase Burns’
activities in Florida over a period of several years. The NCSBE recognized the serious nature of
Mr. Hall’s allegations and went to great lengths to address each of the issues presented as well as
other questions which arose during the investigation. The findings have been detailed in the
previous pages of this report.
Based on our investigation, it does not appear that Mr. Burns violated North Carolina campaign
finance laws through his political activities in North Carolina. The multitude of campaign
contributions made by Mr. Burns appear to have been provided in compliance with North
Carolina campaign finance laws. While the funds used by Mr. Burns for his political
contributions may have ultimately come from arguably illegal activities, this issue is not the
subject of the NCSBE’s inquiry and may be addressed by other state or federal law enforcement
agencies. Analysis of bank records has established that Mr. Burns was paying himself “payroll
income” from his business in the same manner that many business owners distribute income
from their companies to themselves. Based on the records we have reviewed, these funds were
transferred into the “Chase Burns, Trustee for Chase Burns Trust” account. The contributions to
various political committees were then made from this account. There did not appear to be
instances where specific amounts of funds were transferred out of Burns’ business accounts and
then political contributions of equivalent amounts made concurrently indicating attempts to
disguise business funds as personal monies. In addition, no evidence was uncovered to suggest
that Mr. Burns attempted to influence legislators to pass legislation favorable to the sweepstakes
gaming industry or that there was a quid pro quo between the political contributions for action on
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the part of the recipient political committees. To the contrary, political officials interviewed
about the contributions from Mr. Burns generally had no knowledge of him nor had they had any
interaction with him. Mr. Burns’ efforts in North Carolina to promote the cause of the
sweepstakes gaming industry appear to have been focused more on legal action taken by the
various law firms he employed and paid substantial sums of money.
The only potential statutory violations identified were the occasions that Moore & Van Allen
lobbyist Tommy Sevier delivered multiple campaign contribution checks to Senator Phil Berger
and the campaign of former NC Lieutenant Governor Walter Dalton.
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ATTACHMENT

Complaint by Democracy North Carolina
regarding “Sweepstakes Industry Campaign
Contributions & Lobbyists”
April 21, 2013

Democracy North Carolina
105 W. Main St., Carrboro NC 27510 • 919-489-1931 or 967~9942 • democracy-nc.org

April 19~ 2013

HAND DELlYBRED M2iida,y, April 21, 20 lJ
Mr. Larry Leake, Chan
Mr. Gary Bartlett, Executive Director
State Board of Elections
POBox27255
Raleigh, NC 27611-7255

B,egarding Sweepstm,,es J.ndustrY

Cammign. Contrftmtions &Lobbyists

Dear Gentlemen,

I write to formally request that the State Board of Elections investigate possible violations of NC
campaign fmance laws regarding contributions related to individuals connected with sweepstakes
cafes and the sweepstakes gambling industry, as well as their lobbyists in North Carolina. As
background, I am attaching two recent reports by Democracy North Carolina., where I work:
(1) '~weepstakes Gambling Operator is Top Donor to NC Legislators.t March 18, 2013
(2) "McCrory Got $70~000 from Donors Tied to Sweepstakes Gambling/' March 26, 2013
The first report examines. more than 60 contributions totaling over $230,000 to North Carolina
candidates and committees in the 2011-2012 election cycle from Chase Burns of Anadarko,
Oklahoma. Mr. Burns is the owner of International Internet Technology. He was arrested on
March 12~ 2013, in connection with an illegal gambling operation centered in Florida involving
about $300 million. His company provides a network of sweepstakes cafes in North Carolina
with daily software services. The '"Seizure Affidavit"' in the Florida investigation says nearly
$100 mimon in "'illegal proceeds" flowed from North Carolina into Mr. Burns' bank accounts.
(The North Carolina funds are not part of the $300 million being investigated in Florida)
Of panicular note is the fact that many of the contributions from Mr. Burns to NC legislators are
listed on the legislators' campaign disclosure reports with inconect information in a manner that
suggests the involvement of lobbyists from the Moore & Van Allen law firm. which Mr. Burns
retained to lobby in North Carolina on bis company's behalf. Various disclosure reports list the
donor ··chase Bums" as an "attorney" with uMoore & Van Allen," or give the Moore & Van
Allen office address in Cary for Mr. Bums, or include information about Tom Sevier, one of the
retained lobbyists, in the block of information about Chase Burns, or give the job title of Mr.
Sevier {''director of public affairs~ Moore & Van Allen") as the occupation for Mr. Bums.

In addition., several contributions are identified on the legislators' disclosure reports as coming
from "other political committees" or "outside sources" rather than from an individual, and the
contributor is identified as "Chase Bums Trust'' or even as Hlntemational Internet Technologies
LLC."'"'

On March 20, I present.ed details about these contributions and other details (such as
discrepancies in the contribution and disclosure dates) to Kim Strach, Deputy Director of the
State Board of Elections in charge of the Campaign Finance Division. Based on information and
belief, further research by her staff indicates to me that Mr. Bums wrote dozens of checks on two

dates in September 2012, with his signature, the date and the amount- but the paxee line was left
blank. It also appears that more than one individual fl.Jled in the payee line (the handwriting is
different on different checks) with the names of various candidates - and the checks were
delivered weeks later, generally in mid and late October. 2012. In news accounts following the
Democracy North Carolina repof4 a lobbyist with Moore & Van Allen, Brian Nie~ said that "on
a few occasions an employee [from Moore & Van AllenJ delivered a campaign contribution to a
candidate" [AP repo~ e.g.~ Burlington Times-News, March 20. 2013]. T~ law/lobbying firm
severed ties with Mr. Burns in mid-March, immediately after he was arrested in connection with
the Florida gambling scandal.
In additio~ the cheeks for these contributions were written from the Midfirst Bank account of
"Chase Bums Trustee for the Chase Bums Trust." Investigators in Florida said in their 427-page
'"Seizure Affidavit" that this Midfirst Bank account received and transferred millions of dollars
in "illegal proceeds" from Burns' business customers as part of "a series oflayered transactions"
through which Bums "laundered the funds of the illegal gambling operation:~
Therefore. upon infonnation and belief, it appears that Chase Bums {and possibly those assisting
him) used a business account or an account that functioned as part of an alleged illegal business
operation to make contributions to North Carolina candidates and committees, which would be a
possible violation of North Carolina law.
The use of signed checks with blank payee lines raises additional concerns about possible
violations of North Carolina laws that would apply in the case of a bag full of cash- totaling
over $1 S0,000 - being delivered to one person or organization for distribution to various
candidates and/or political committees. Violations of NC Jaws could include, for example, one or
more contributions made in the name of another person., contributions made anonymously or
with misleading attribution, contributions in excess of $4t000 to an unregistered committee,
contributions made by a business entity, contributions made or accepted with.out "a specific
designation of the intended contributee chosen by the contributor,') and contributions solicited or
made in exchange for material Oi financial benefit
The second report r have attached focuses on multiple contributions in 2012 to gubernatorial
candidate Pat McCrory that were made by 15 contributors related to the sweepstakes cafe
industry, along with the PAC of another law firm (McGuireWoods) with lobbyists that
represented a client in the industry (VS2, a video sweepstakes software/hardware company.
similar to Bum~s IIT). The 15 donors include Chase Bums, his wife Kristin, another sweepstakes
operator arrested in the Florida gambling scandal (John Fannin}, his wife Dawn Bro~ and 11
other individuals with residences in North and South Carolina, including some with arrest
records for operating illegal video poker games.
Ten of these donors made contributions totaling $34.000 that were recorded by the McCrory
campaign on March 3, 2012. The same day, the McGuireWoods PAC donated $4,000 and two
other PACs of clients represented by McGuire Woods also contributed $4,000 each. One of the
individuals in the sweepstakes businesst Neil Hoover, was incorrectly identified on McCrory' s
disclosure report as a VP of McGuireWoods. Only one of the IO individuals had an occupation
or employer listed that might help the public know they worked in the electronic gaming.
business, namely David Hagie (whose name was misspelled as Hague) of''DPH Vending."
2

Upon information and belief; this overall pattern of donations on March 3, with McGuireWoods
apparently at the center of at least several, raises the concern that lobbyists or their supervised
agents were involved in the coUection, possession, transfer or delivery of"multiple
contributions'' to a gubernatorial candidate, which would be a possible violation of NC General
Statute 163-278.13C.
Mr. Neil Hoover made another contribution to Pat McCrory on October 12, 2012. and again is
listed as a "VP, McGuire Woods Consulting.•• His business partner, Matthew Lewis, as well as
David Hagie, also made donations of $4,000 each that day.
It is important to note that owners of the VS2 sweepstakes company (including a North Carolina
businessman) have also been arrested in recent months in connection with illegal gambling, in
this case by authorities in Ohio. Upon infonnation and belief, all 15 individuals involved in the
three clusters of contributions to McCrory have ties to VS2 or Bums' IIT software firms. A
thorough investigation of all these contributions would examine and clarify that they originate
from legal sources, not from business accounts, and do not involve lobbyists in an impermissible
manner.
I respectfully submit this complaint and request for investigation as a North Carolina registered
voter, in accordance with NCGS 163-278.22(7). Upon information and belief, I attest and affirm
that the foregoing is a truthful statement of the facts. as I know them. Thank you for your
assistance.
Sincerely,
Bob Hall
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For Release Tuesday. March 26, 2013

Contact Bob Hall. 919-489-1931

McCrory Got $70,000 from Donors Tied to Sweepstakes Gambling,
lncludfng Another Operator Arrested in Florida Scandal
Pattern of Donations Raises More Questions About Role of Industry Lobbyists
New research by the watchdog group Democracy North Carolina reveals more ties between Gov.
Pat McCrory's 2012 election campaign and the corruption scandal that caused Lt. Gov. Jennifer
Carroll of Florida to resign two weeks ago.
Last week, Gov. McCrory said $8 ,000 was being sent to a Dwham charity to purge bis campaign
account of the $8,000 donated by Chase E. Bums and his wife Kristin, who were both arrested
for racketeering and conspiracy relat.ed to a multi-state gambling operation based in Florida.
But Bob Hall, executive director of Democracy North Carolina, says the McCrory campaign
took in another $8,000 from a second man arrested in the Florida scandal and his wife, as part of
at least $70,000 that major donors tied to sweepstakes gambling gave McCrory in 2012.
Election records show that John Patrick Fannin and his wife Dawn Brown of Little River, South

Carolina, gave the McCrory campaign $8,000 on October 5, 2012, the same day that Chase and
Kristin Bums gave their $8,000. Fannin and his partners operate numerous video sweepstakes
cafes in Florida, South Carolina and North Carolina.

Fannin was arrested on March 14, 2013. for racketeering in connection with ..Operation Reveal
the Deal," the name used by Florida investigators for the alleged illegal gambling syndicate that
took in $300 million through sweepstakes cafes in that state.
Democracy North Carolina identified several other donors to the McCrory campaign - most
giving $4,000 each - who are connected to Chase Bums' International Internet Technologies. his
registered agent in NC, or other sweepstakes operators with arrest records. Here are highlights
based on reports at the State Board of Elections, Secretary of State, and other sources:

• Qeorgetta McGuire of Rock Hill, South Carolina. also gave $4,000 to McCrory on
October 5, the same day as the Bums. Fannin and Brown. She owns sweepstakes cafes in North

Carolina and elsewhere through a. variety of partnerships. Two frequent partners are William
Qeorge Jr. of Rock Hill and D3vid P, ijagie of Kernersville, NC. Both men donated to the
McCrory campaign. George has a criminal record for operating illegal video game machines.
• William George Jr. and David P1 Hagie each donated $4.000 to McCrory on March 3,
2012. Hagie also runs DPH Vending and several other partnerships with video sweepstakes
cafes. He gave an additional $4,000 to the McCrory campaign on October 261 bringing his total
to $8,000 for the 2012 election cycle. In a 2011 newspaper story about Hagie' s many trips to
lobby the General Assembly for his industry, he said he opened 17 stores across the state and
then began financing partners to open more locations. Hagie's DPH Vending has also retained
contract lobbyists in Raleigh since 2010; he now uses the same lobbying firm, Nexsen Pruett,
that is listed as representing Chase Bums' International Internet Technologies.

• John Frank Myers of Wilkesboro often lobbied with Hagie and told the same
newspaper, "Hagie has brought more jobs to North Carolina in the past two years with the
opening of Intemet sweepstakes businesses than the state has created jobs." Llke Hagie, John
Fr~k Myers also gave the McCrory campaign $4,000 on March 3, 2012. And like many of the
other McCrory donors described here. Myers uses software from Chase Bu.ms' International
Internet Technologies in cafes he owns through JFM Enterprises.

• Neil J. Hoover and Matthew T. Lewis own multiple sweepstakes caf~s across the state
through their Greensboro-based H & L Enterprises Inc. and other partnerships. They each gave
the maximum amount to Pat McCrory in 201.2 - $4,000 donations on March 3 for the primary
and another $4,000 each on October 26 for the general election, for a combined total of $16,000.
McCrory's campaign report lists Matt Lewis simply as "business owner" and describes Neil
Hoover as ..VP. MsGuire Woods Consulting." Hoover is not an attorney or employee of
McGuireWoods, but the finn did have lobbyists representing video sweepstakes software
SUPPlier VS2 in 2012 (and still does). This mistake of listing a donor as employed by a lobbying
finn is similar to the candidates who wrongly identified Chase Bums as an employee of the law
firm Moore & Van Allen, which lobbied for Bums' company. (See this Democracy NC report:
httr:r,.Uwww.demgcracy.nc.org/downloads!ChaseBurnsVide,oGamblinlfR.pdf.)

• The McGuireWood PAC made a $4,000 donation to McCrory on March 3, the same
day Neil Hoover's donation is recorded with the wrong employer. In addition to receiving
donations from at least nine sweepstakes cafe owners on March 3, the McCrory campaign also
logged in a $4,000 donation from the Amerigroup PAC and $4,000 from the NC State Farm
Agents PAC. In March 2012, Amerigroup and State Farm Mutual were represented by three
lobbyists from McGuireWoods who also represented the VS2 video sweepstakes company. a
curious coincidence that raises a question of how all these checks were presented to the McCrory
campaign on the same day. What role did McGuireWoods and its lobbyists play in delivering the
March 3. donations? How does it compare to the role of the Moore & Van Allen lobbyists?
• Richard J. Phillips of Clemmons and Kim T. Childress of Winston Salem also gave
$4,000 each on March 3. The McCrory campaign report identifies Phillips as "retired" and
Childress as ••self employed," which are frequent labels used by McCrory and often misleading.
Phillips and Childress have extensive holdings in the sweepstakes industry. including over 100
stores across North Carolina according to their public statemenls.
• Finally, Richard Essick. Teresa T. Michael, and Freddie L. Willis, who are affiliated
with the Mooresville Business Center sweepstake cafe, each gave McCrory $2,000 on March 3
for a total of $6,000. McCrory' s report gives no occupational information for Essick or Willis.
Essick was arrested in 2008 for operating illegal video poker machines at his auto sales business.
More recently, he's used software from Chase Bums' ITT for his sweepstakes machines.
Altogether, the 15 individual donors and McGuireWoods PAC gave $70,000 to the McCrory
campaign. Because of the poor quality of his reports, it would be extremely difficult to identify
all his donors with a stake in video poker or sweepstakes gambling. And because of the lack of
electronic disclosure or timely processing of campaign reports by the State Board of Elections.
it's virtually impossible to know which other candidates got donations from these 15 donors.
"This industry has a long and sad history of engaging in pay-to-play politics and shoveling

money into the campaigns of key leaders who they expect will help them," said Hall. "Gov.
McCrory should purge his campaign of funds tied to the Florida gambling scandal and also give
the public a more complete picture of all the money he's taken from the sweepstakes and poker
industry. He could be a champion of customer-friendly disclosure!"

Key Contributions to the Pat McCrory Campaign in 2012
Discussed in this Release, as Disclosed by the Campaign
Date
3/3/2012
3/3/2012
3/3/2012

Donor's Name
McGuire Woods PAC
David Haaue
Richard J Phillips

3/3/2012

Kim Childress

Street
901 E Cary Street
3685 Forsythia Trail
403 Highland Hills Dr
6394 Providence
Church Road

Zip

Citv
Richmond
Clemmons
Clemmons
Winston
Salem
Winston
Salem

NC

27115

State
VA
NC

NC

23219
27012
27012

NC

27105

Profession
Exec
Retired
Self
emoloved
president,
owner
Business
owner

3/3/2012

John Mvers

PO Box4033

3/3/2012

Matthew Lewis

1167 Lazell Avenue
3704 Heritage Glenn

Asheboro

NC

27205

3/3/2012
3/3/2012
3/3/2012
3/3/2012

Neil Hoover
Richard Essick
Teresa T Michael
Freddie L Willis

Ct.

High Point
Mooresville
Mooresville
Troutman

NC
NC
NC
NC

27265

3/3/2012

William Georae Jr.

Rock Hill

SC

29732

Little River

SC

29566

Little River

SC

29566

Rock Hill
Anadarko

SC
OK

29732
73005

Owner
business
owner
business
owner
self
emoloved
salesman

10/5/2012

Dawn Brown

10/5/2012 John P. Fannin
10/5/2012
10/5/20"12

Georaetta B. McGuire
Chase Burns

158 Lucent Lane
108 Easthman Ct.
250 Aoache Road
3250 Newcastle Drive
2276 Big Landing
Drive
2276 Big Landing
· Drive
I PO Box 37563

28117

28117
28166

VP
Reauested
housewife
Reauested

Employer's
Name/Soecific Field
DPH vendina

4,000.00
Frank Myers
Investments
Self
McGuire Woods
Consultino
best effort

4,000.00
4,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
4,000.00

self emotoved

4,000.00

self emoloved

4,000.00
4,000.00
4,000.00

10/5/2012
10/12/2012

Kristin P. Burns
David P. Haaie

PO Box 130
3685 Forsvthia Trail
3704 Heritage Glenn

Anadarko
Clemmons

OK
NC

73005
27012

exec

10/12/2012

Neil Hoover

Ct.

Hiah Point

NC

27265

VP
Business
owner

Self

10/12/2012

4,000.00

Best effort
William George Jr
Familvltd

G&M Co. LLC
IIT
International Internet
Technoloav
DPH Vendino
McGuire Woods
Consultina

PO Box 130

Amount of
Donation
$ 4,000.00
4,000.00
4,000.00

4,000.00
4,000.00
4,000.00

Matthew Lewis

1167 Lazell Avenue

Asheboro

NC

27205

3/3/2012 Ameriorouo PAC
NC State Farm Agents And
3/3/2012 Associates PAC

4425 Corooration Ln

Virainia Bch

VA

23462

4,000.00

PO Box 1105

RaleiQh

NC

27602

4,000.00

4,000.00
$70,000.00
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Sweepstakes Gambling Operator is Top Donor to NC Legislators;
Donations with Ties to McCrory's Law# Firm Raise Questions
The man at the center of a national gambling scandal that caused Lt Gov. Jennifer Carroll of
Florida to resign last week played a surprisingly large - and mysterious - role in financing North
Carolina politicians in 2012, according to new research by the election reform group Democracy
North Carolina:

• Chase E. Burns, owner of International Internet Technologies LLC of Anadarko, OK,
is the single biggest individual donor to General Assembly candidates in the 2012 election cycle,
giving a total of $172,500 l& fi3 e\lffe'" members-of the legislat:afe aad few: ether legiMat:ive
CHBEHEiates $177,000 to 64 current members of the legislature and six. other legislative candidates
who lost. In addition, Bums donated $30,000 to the NC Republican House Caucus and $25,000
to the NC Republican Senate Caucus committees within the NC Republican Party.
The top legislative recipients of Bums• donations are Senate leader Phil Berger ($8,000),
House Speaker Thom Tillis ($6,500), and 21 legislators who each got $4.000 {19 RepubJicans
and 2 Democrats).
• Several of the donations are identified as being delivered gr otherwise tied to lobb};ists
with Moore & Van AUen, the law firm where Gov. Pat McCrory was employed throughout 2012
and the firm Burns retained to lobby for IIT. Burns and his wife, Kristin. each donated $4.000 to

McCrory, bringing their total donations to $2Ji;SD9 $240,000 for NC's 2012 election:.
• The variety of ways that Bum's contributions a..-re identified on disclosure reports by
different candidates suggests they were written from_a separate bank account which may have
included company_ funds, not just the personal money of Bums or his wife. It is illegal in North
Carolina for business funds to be used to make contributions to candidates or political parties.

According to Florida prosecutors, Ch.ase Bums supplied the _internet sweepstakes machines and
made millions of doiiars from the allegedly illegal gambling operation that used a charity for
veterans as its front enterprise. He and his wife were arrested in Oklahoma on charges including
racketeering and conspiracy.

The ,$.235.500 $240,000 that Democracy North Carolina traced to Chase Bums ls at least $60.000
more than the amount previous media stories said he gave to North Carolina candidates and party
committees. "The media relied on a data file of reports reviewed by the State Elections Board but
the Board has not even processed all the repons from the 2010 election, much less those for the
2012 cycle." said Bob Hall. executive director of Democracy North Carolina. "We went through
the legislators• disclosure reports, one by one, to determine how much he donated."
Bums has ex.tensive operations in North Carolina and IIT has been involved in separate litigation
in state courts after its sweepstakes machines were threatened with seizure as part of a crack..
down on gambling in Guilford County. The NC Supreme Court ruled in December that the UT
machines violat~d the state's ban on video-poker gambling. but the industry continues to modify
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swee.pstakes machines in North Carolina and lobby for protection in the General Assembly,
International Internet Technologies was represented by lobbyists and attorneys for Moore & Van
Allen from June l. 2012, until the scandal broke last week and the firm dropped IlT as a client.

A chart of Burns' donations is located at the end of this release.
Some background stories from the Associated Press and other media about Bums are at:

http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/03/14/2749111/intemet..gambling-owner-arrested.html
http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/03/14/2748773/fla-charity-probe,.to-next-focus. html
http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/03/13/2746528/fla-lt:9ov-gutts-tiefJ.to.firm.html
http://www.wcnc.com/newstNC-govemor-No-oontact-wlth-arrested-oontributor-198507001.html
IJ.tlp:/lwww.wcnc.com/news/iteamtGovernor-elects-former-law-firm-lobbies-for-video-sweepstakes.html
Democracy North Carolina's research tumed up these findings:

> A disclosure report for Sen. Brent Jackson lists a Nov. 2. 2012 donation of $2,500 from Chase
Bums and identifies him as an "attorney" with "Moore & Van Allen, the law finn that Bums
hired to lobby for his sweepstakes operation. Gov. Pat McCrory, who worked for Moore & Van
Allen throughout 2012, told the Associated Press he has never met Bums and knows nothing
about fIT, but he refuses to disclose who bis clients were at the law firm.
H

> A disclosure report for Rep. Elmer Floyd identifies a Sept. 17, 2012. donation of $2,500 as
corning from "Chase Bums, Trustee Acct for Chase Bums" and adds the name "Tom Sevief' and

his phone number after Bums' correct Oklahoma address; but the donor's job title and employer
are listed as ..Director of Public Affairs, Moore & Van Allen." Tommy Sevier is Moore & Van
Allen's Director of State Public Affairs and one of the firm's three lobbyists representing IIT.

> A 48-hour disclosure report for Rep. Garland Pierce lists a Nov. l, 2012. donation of $ l ,000
from Chase Bums but gives his address as 430 Davis Drive, Ste. 500. Morrisville, NC and phone
as 919-286-8085 - the office address and direct phone line for lobbyist Tommy Sevier.
), A disclosure report for Rep. Joe Tolson identifies Bums as an .. Attorney" for a Nov. 13, 2012,
donation of $1.000. Sen. Fletcher Hartsell's report lists Bums' address in North Carolina at ..PO
Box 130, Anadarko, NC" for the $4.000 donation he received on Oct. 9, 2012.

> A 48-hour disclosure report for Rep. Charles Graham lists a Sept. 17. 2012, donation of
$2,500 from "Chase Burns, Trustee for Chase Bums Trust'' and, for the source. it skips the box
labeled t'Indiv:idual, •• checks the box labeled "Other" and fills in the source as "Chase Bums
Trust." For some reason, the donation is disclosed on Nov. 6 and not in the Third Quarter Report
for receipts in September. Rep. Kelly Alexander's report says he also ..received" $2.500 from
Burns on Sept. 17 but it is listed as "dep."(deposited) on Nov. l and disclosed after the election.

> A 48~hour disclosure report for Rep. Marvin Lucas lists an Oct. 31, 2012, donation of $2.500
from «Jntemational Jntemet Technologies. UC" with the correct Oklahoma address; the report
checks the box "Other Political Committee" as the source of the funds. However. funds from a
LLC are business funds and may not be used to make a campaign donation under NC law.
~ A disclosure report for Rep. John Szoka lists an Oct. 20, 2012. donation of $1,000 from
"Chase Bums Trust." The donation is listed in the section of the report for "Contributions from

Other Political Committees,. and it is identified incorrectly as a donation from a "PAC. 0
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> A disclosure report for Sen. Neal Hunt lists an Oct 17, 2012, donation of $4,000 from "Chase
Bums Trust. clo Chase Bums." Sen. Wesley Meredith's report also lists receiving $4,000 simply
from "Chase Bums Trust.. on Oct. 12, 2012. Both donations are listed as coming from an
"Outside Source," rather than from an individual or political committee.
).> Similarly, a disclosure report for Rep. Jason Saine lists a Sept. 19, 2012, donation of $1,000
from "The Chase Bums Trust" and says it comes from an "Outside Source,'' rather than from an
individual or political committee.

The donations to Speaker Thom Tills, Sen. Martin Nesbitt, and Rep. Winkie Wilkins identify
Bums simply as ''Trustee" for the "Charles Bums Trust'' or "Chase Burns Trust."
;i,>

Hall says the repeated confusion of Bums with a Moore & Van Allen attorney-lobbyist suggests
that at least some donations were delivered by a Moore & Van Allen lobbyist. State law prohibits
a lobbyist from bundling checks from different donors and delivering them to one candidate, but
it doesn't bar the lobbyist from distributing multiple checks one at a time to various legislators.
"The distinction may be 1ost on the general public," said Hall, "but. it's kept in place to allow a
lobbyist to deliver checks from a client or client's PAC to various lawmakers/'
Hall also said that the many references to the Trust Fund or LLC as the source of funds for
Burns• donations raise questions about whether business funds were used in the donations and
whether the trust fund was established to make it easier for an Oklahoma businessman to
contribute to legislators at the suggestion of a Nonh Carolina agent.
"The number of suspicious donations and pattern of incorrect disclosure deserve a clear and
complete explanation from Moore & Van Allen and Mr. Bums," said Hall.
Hall noted that the media had a difficult time identifying the scope of Bums' donations in North
Carolina because most campaign disclosure reports are not filed electronically, many are hand·
written, and it is impossible to conduct a comprehensive computerized search of the records. The

State Board of Elections posts reports on its website in a PDF fonnat that is cumbersome and not
searchable. It eventually keys the information into a database and conducts a "desk audit" to

determine if each report's income. expenses, and bank account balances add up correctly.
"The public's basic right to know who is giving how much money to whom is blocked by the
inability of the Board of Elections to process reports in a timely manner and present them in an
accessible format." Hall said. "The General Assembly should address this failure by providing

better funding to the agency and also require large campaigns to file reports electronically."
He pointed out that funding for temporary data-entry staff was cut years ago, and the agency
cannot fulfiJl its legal mandate, which says (NC General Statute 163-278.24): "Within/our
months after the date of each election or referendum, the Executive Director shall examine or

cause 10 be examined each statement filed with the Board under this Article, and, referring to the
election or referendum. determine whether the statement conforms to law and to the truth."

Hall also noted the coincidence of a video-poker vendor suddenly emerging as a large donor to
NC candidates in 2012, giving mostly to incumbent Republican legislators. A decade ago. Robert
E. Huckabee Ill. owner of Southland Amusement. a video-poker vendor based in Wilmington,
suddenly began giving tens of thousands to General Assembly candidates, mostly Democratic
incumbents. Huckabee' s donations were at the center of a fundraising scandal involving thenSpeaker Jim Black, which triggered a sweeping investigation and landed Black in federal prison.

DONATroNS FROM CHASE BURNS TO
NC POLITICIANS AND COMMITTEES
STATE SENATORS
Party

Dist.

Rep

42

Rep
Dem
Rep

26
14
6

Rep

46

Rep
Rep

50
9
40

Dem
Rep
Rep
Rep
Rep
Rep

24

Rep

10
3

43

36

47
15

Dem
Dem

20

Rep

19

Dem

49

Rep

Rep

11
8

Dem

28

Rep
Rep
Dem
Rep
Dem

39
45
16
29
13

Legislator
Aus1in M. Al!ran
Phil Berger
Dan Blue
Harry Brown
Warren Daniel
Jim Davis

Thom Goolsby
Malcolm Graham
Rick Gunn
Kathy Harrington
Fletcher L. Hartsell, Jr.
Ralph Hise
Neal Hunt

Brent Jackson
Clark Jenkins
Floyd B. McKissick., Jr.
Wesley Meredith
Martin L Nesbitt, Jr.
E. S. (Buck) Newton
BiH Rabon
Gladys A. Robinson
Bob Rucho

Amount
$2,500
$8,000

$2,500
$4,000
$1,000

$2,500
$1,000
$1,000
$4,000

$4,000
$4,000

$2,500
$4,000

$2,500
$1,000

$2,500
$4,000
$4,000
$1,000

$4,000
$1,000
$4,000

Dan Soucek

$1,000

Josh Stein
Jerry W. Tillman
Michael P. Walters

$4,000
$4,000
$2,50()

STATE REPRESENTATIVES

Dem
Dem
Rep
Rep

58
107
52

Dem
Rep
Rep

102

103

20

Dem

25
100

Rep

19

Rep

80

Alma Adams
Kelly M. Alexander, Jr.
James L Bo\es, Jr.
William Brawley
Secky Camey
Rick Catlin
Jeff Collins
Tricia Ann Cotham
Ted Davis, Jr.
Jerry C. Dockham

$1,000

$2,500
$1,000
$4,000
$.2,500
$1,000

$2,500
$1,000
$1,000
$2,500

Party

Dist.

Dem

43
44
47

Dem
Dem
Rep
Dem
Rep
Rep

Rep
Dem

Rep
Rep

Rep
Dem

Rep
Dem

Dem
Rep
Rep

Rep
Rep

Rep
Rep

Rep

Dem
Rep
Rep
Dem
Dem

112
18

79

63
53
42
8
116
111
99

41
48
34
97
104

89
87
51
45

98
23
108

77
2

27

Legislator
Elmer Floyd
Rick Glazier
Charles Graham
Mike Hager
Susi H. Hamilton
Julia C. Howard
Linda P. Johnson
David R. Lewis
Marvin W. Lucas
Susan Martin
Tim 0. Moffitt
Tim Moore
Rodney W. Moore
Tom Murry
Garland E. Pierce
Deborah K. Ross
Jason Saine
Ruth Samuelson
Mitchell S. Setzer
Edgar V. Starnes
Mike C. Stone
John Szoka
Thom Tillis
Joe P. Tolson
John A. Torbett
Harry Warren
W. A. (Winkle) Wilkins
Michael H. Wray

Amount
$2,500

$1,000
$2t500
$4,000
$2,500

$4,000
$2,500
$4,000
$2,500
$1,000
$4,000
$4,000
$2,500
$2,500

$1,000
$2,500

$1,000
$4,000
$4,000
$4,000
$4,000

$1,000
$6,500

$1,000
$2,500
$2,500
$1,000
$1,000

LOSING LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES

Dem

8

Dem
Rep

45
46

Dem

Mark Bibb
Eddie Dees
G. L. Pridgen
Doug Berger
Ed Jones
Stan White

18
4
Dem
Dem
1
TOTAL TO LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES

NC Republican House Caucus
NC Republican Senate Caucus
Pat McCrory

Pat McCrory (from wife Kristin Chase)
GRAND TOTAL

$1,000
$1,000

$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

$1,000
$177,000

$30,000
$25,000

$4,000
$4,000
$240,000

EXHIBITS
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EXHIBIT

t I
NC Campaign Checks
20012.09...:.17 Burns pdffile

Check #
1277
1292
1283
1288

1276
1278
1284
1282

1280
1281
1279
1285

1286
1292
1293
1295
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300

Written by
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez
Mario Hernandez

1251 Kristin Burns
1252 Kristin Burns

1254 Kristin Burns
1255 Kristin Bums
1256 Kristin Burns
1262 Kristin Burns
1266 Kristin Burns
1267 Kristin Burns
1314 Kristin Burns
1269 Kristin Bums
1270 Kristin Bums
1272 Kristin Bums
1274 Kristin Bums
1275 Kristin Bums
1283 Kristin Burns
1264 Kristin Burns

20012.09_19 Burns pdf file

20012.09_21 Burns pdf file

Check #
1326
1324
1322
1321
1319
1317
1315
1268
1313
1312
1311
1310
1309
1308
1307
1304

Check #
1181
1353
1165
1337
1336

1303
1302
1301
1306
1329
1318

Written by
Kristin Bums
Kristin Bums
Kristin Bums
Kristin Bums
Kristin Bums
Kristin Bums
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Bums
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns

Written by
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns
Kristin Burns

EXHIBIT

I·

a

IIT Political Contribution Strategy

To optimize political contributions during the current election cycle, we recommend the
following campaign contribution giving strategy.
Tier 1 ($5,000+)

Legislative candidates in the Tier 1 category are the top giving targets for this election cycle.
These leaders head fund.raising efforts for their respective caucuses and will determine what
legislation will be considered in 2013. Candidates for Governor are also included.
House Members
•

Representative Thom Tillis (R-98-Mecklenburg) - $25,000
o Speaker of the House
o The Speaker allowed Hl 180 to be heard in committee and was willing to bring the bill to
the floor if the Senate was willing to consider it
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Did not vote.on 8582

•

Representative Ruth Samuelson (R-104-Mecklenburg)- $15,000
o Member of Speaker's leadership team
o House Majority Whip
o Member - House Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o No general election opposition
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

Senate Members
•

Senator Phil Berger (R-26-Guilford, Rockingham)- $25,000
o President Pro-Tern of the Senate
o Stated during 2012 short session that he will wait for the NC Supreme Court to make a
decision before considering legislative action
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican District
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Senator Tom Apodaca (RAS-Buncombe, Henderson, Transylvania) - $15,000
o Chair of Senate Rules Committee
o Vice Chair - Senate Finance Committee
o Vice-Chair - Senate Commerce Committee
o Vice-Chair - Senate Appropriations Committee
o Member of Pro-Tern's leadership team
·
o Made negative comments regarding the sweepstakes industry during 2012 session
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S5~2)

*Denotes member who represents a targeted municipality
CHAR2\ 1442406v1

Gubernatorial Candidates
•

Pat McCrory- Republican Candidate for Governor - $15,000
o Fonner mayor of Charlotte
o Stated at the North Carolina Bar Association candidate forum that he favors waiting for
the NC Supreme Court to make a decision before considering legislative action

•

Lt. Governor Walter Dalton- Democrat Candidate for Governor - $15,000
o Served 6 terms in the State Senate before being elected Lieutenant Governor
o Stated at the North Carolina Bar Association candidate forum that he favors waiting for
the NC Supreme Court to make a decision before considering legislative action

Tier 2 ($4,000)
Members in the Tier 2 category are the chairs of key committees that will craft legislation. or
prominent members of their respective party whose support will be vital to the passage of
legislation.

House Members
•

Representative Julia Howard (R~79-Davie, Forsyth)
o Senior Chair- House Finance Committee
o Co-Chair- Revenue Laws Study Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Democrat opponent is Cristina Vazquez of Forsyth County
o Did not vote on S582

•

Representative Edgar Starnes (R-87-Caldwell)
o Co-Chair- House Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o No general election opponent
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Mitchell Setzer (R-89-Catawba)
o Co-Chair- House Finance Conunittee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o No general election opponent
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Tim Moore (R-111-Cleveland)
o Chair- House Rules Committee
o
o

Member of Speaker's leadership team
NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican

o

Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

*Denotes member who represents a targeted mwtlcipality
CHAR2\J442406vl

•

Representative Tim Moffitt (R-116-Buncombe)
o H 1180 co-sponsor
o Vice-Chair- House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o Member - House Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Republican district
o General election opponent is Jane Whilden of Buncombe County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Mike Hager (R-112-Rutherford. Burke)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Democrat opponent is Mark Brown of Rutherford County
o Pro-Business; supports pro-business legislation
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative Bill Brawley (R-103-Mecklenburg)
o Vice-Chair- House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o Member - House Finance Committee
·
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o No general election opposition
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative David Lewis (R-53-Harnett)
o Member of Speaker's leadership team
o Member - House Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Democrat opponent is Joe Langley of Hamett County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Craig Hom (R-68-Union)
o Vice-Chair- House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Democrat opponent is Kenneth Baker of Union County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative Mike Stone (R-51-Lee, Hamett)
o Vice-Chair- House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o Member - House Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Republican district
o No general election opponent
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

*Denotes member who represents a targeted municipality
CHAR2U442406vl

Senate Members
•

Senator Harry Brown (R-6-Jones, Onslow)
o Chair - Senate Commerce Committee
o

Member of Pro Tern's leadership team

o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Republican district
o No general election opposition
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC {8582)
•

Senator Fletcher Hartsell (R-36-Cabarrus)
o

o
o

o
o

Co-Chair - Senate Finance Committee
Member of Pro-Tern's leadership team
NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
No general election opposition
Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Senator Bob Rucho (R-39-Mecklenburg)
o Co-Chair - Senate Finance Committee
o Member of Pro-Tern's leadership team
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Senator Peter Brunstetter (R-31-Forsyth, Yadkin)
o Member of Pro Tern's leadership team
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Democrat opponent is Delmas Parker of Forsyth County
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Senator Bill Rabon (R-8-Bladen, Brunswick, New Hanover, Pender)*
o
o
o

o
o

Vice-Chair - Senate Finance Committee
Senate Freshman Caucus Chair and member of Pro Tern's leadership team
NC FreeEnterprise Foundatlon lists this district as a swing district
Democrat opponent is Danny Hefner of Brunswick County
Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Senator Wesley Meredith (R-19-Cumberland)*
o Vice-Chair - Senate Commerce Committee
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Democrat district
o Democrat opponent is George Tatum of Cumberland County
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Senator Neal Hunt (R-15-Wake)
o Member of Pro Tern's leadership team
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Republican district
o Democrat opponent is Sig Hutchison of Wake County
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

*Denotes member who represents a targeted municipality
CHAR2\l 442406v I

•

Senator Rick Gunn (R-24-Alamance, Randolph)
o Vice-Chair - Senate Commerce Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as leaning Republican district
o Libertarian opponent is Brandon Black of Alamance County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Senator Kathy Harrington (R-43-Gaston)
o Vice-Chair - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o No general election opposition
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Senator Jerry Tillman (R-29-Moore, Randolph)
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Member of Pro Tern's leadership team
o No general election opposition
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Senator Martin Nesbitt (D-49-Buncombe)
o -Senate Minority Leader
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o Republican opponent is RL Clark of Buncombe county
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Senator Josh Stein (D-16-Wake)
o Senate Minority Whip
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists thl,s district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opposition
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

Tier 3 ($2,500)

Members in the Tier 3 category include rank and file members serving on key committees who
have demonstrated support for the gaming industry and/or members who are cosponsors of
Hl 180, the Video Sweepstakes Entertainment Tax bill.

*Denotes member who represents a targeted municipality
CHAR2\1442406vl

House Members
•

Representative Jeff Collins (R-25-Franldin, Nash)
o HI 180 co-sponsor
o During Finance Committee discussion on HI 180 said would only support the bill if 50%
of revenue generated by taxes goes towards tax abatement
o Member - House Finance Committee
o Member - House Commerce Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Democrat opponent- Janice Mills of Nash County
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Becky Carney (D-102-Mecklenburg)
o Hl180 co-sponsor
o Very well respected in the Minority Caucus
o Member - House Finance Committee
o Member - House Commerce Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o Republican opponent- Ivan D. McLaughlin of Mecklenburg County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Kelly Alexander (D-107-Mecklenburg)
o H 1180 co-sponsor
o Member - House Finance Committee
o Member - House Commerce Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o Republican opponent- Robert J. Paratore of Mecklenburg County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative Elmer Floyd (D-43-Cumberland)*
o Hl 180 co-sponsor
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live=dealer ga.T.ing in NC (S582)

•

Representative Susi Hamilton (D-18-New Hanover, Brunswick)*
o HI 180 co-sponsor
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o Republican opponent is Louis Hannati of Brunswick County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

*Denotes member who represents a targeted municipality
(]{AR2\l442406vl

•

Representative Rodney Moore {D-99-Cumberland)
o H 1180 co-sponsor
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative Marvin Lucas (D-42-Cumberland)*
o HI 180 co-sponsor
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative Linda Johnson (R-83-Cabarrus)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Democrat opponent is Jerome Fleming of Cabarrus County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Jerry Dockham (R-80-Davidson)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Democrat opponent is Loretta M. Martin
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative Roger West (R-120-Cherokee, Clay, Graham, Macon)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Tom Murry (R-41-Wake)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a Swing district
o Democrat opponent is Jim }v1essL.--ia of Wake Coun.1y
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative John Torbett (R-108-Gaston)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

*Denotes member who represents a targeted municipality
CHAR2\I4424-06vl

•

Representative Harry Warren (R-77-Rowan)
o Member - House Finance Committee
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Democrat opponent is William H. Batterman of Rowan County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Marilyn Avila (R-40-Wake)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Republican district
o Democrat opponent is William Jones of Wake County
o Libertarian opponent is Ron Reale of Wake County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Marcus Brandon (D-60-Guilford)
o Member - House Finance Committee
o Member - House Commerce Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opposition
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Deborah Ross (D-34-Wake)

o Member - House Finance Committee
Ross will be numing for Minority Leader in 2013
NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democratic district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

o
o

•

Representative Jean FannerRButterfield (D-24-Pitt, Wilson)*
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative Charles 0!:'l'lha.rn (D-47-Robeson)*
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

Senate Members

•

Senator Andrew Brock (R-34-David, Iredell, Rowan)
o
o

Member - Senate Finance Committee
NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district

o No general election opposition
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)
*Denotes member who represents a targeted municipality
CHAR2\i442406vl

•

Senator Brent Jackson (R-10-Duplin, Johnston, Sampson)
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Republican district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Senator Floyd McK.issick (D-20-Durham, Granville)
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC Legislative Black Caucus
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Senator Jim Davis (R-50-Cherokee, Clay, Graham, Haywood, Jackson, Macon, Swain)
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a Swing district
o Democrat opponent is John Snow of Cherokee County. a fonner NC State Senator
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

e

Senator Michael Walters (D-13-Columbus, Robeson)*
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o Republican opponent is Bernard White, Jr. of Columbus County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Senator Ralph Hise (R-47-Madison, McDowell, Mitchell, Polk, Rutherford, Yancey)
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Republican district
o
o

Democrat opponent is Phil Feagan of Polk CoWlty
Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Senator Daniel Clodfelter (D-37~Mecklenburg)
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o Republican opponent is Michael Vadini of Mecklenburg County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Senator Austin Allran (R-42-Alexander, Catawba)
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Democrat opponent is Joseph Inglefield of Catawba County
o Did not vote on live-dealer legislation (8582)

*Denotes member who represents a targeted municipality
CHAR2\ 1442406vJ

•

Senator Dan Blue (D-14-Wake)
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opposition
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

Tier 4 ($1,000)
Members in the Tier 4 category include members serving on key committees who have
demonstrated support for the gaming industry, but have do not have as much seniority as the
members listed in the Tier 3 category. It also includes more senior members who have not
demonstrated support for the gaming industry. Finally, this tier includes all of the targeted
municipalities that have not been included in the Tier 1, Tier 2 or Tier 3 category.
House Members
•

Representative Tricia Cotham (D-100-Mecklenburg)
o Member - House Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o Republican opponent- Barbara Eveland of Mecklenburg County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative James Boles (R-52-Moore)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative Jason Saine (R-97-Lincoln)
o Member - House Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

e

Representative \Vinkie 'Wilkins (D-2-GranviUe, Person)
o
o
o
o

•

Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Democrat district
Republican opponent is Timothy Karan of Granville County
Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

Representative Michael Wray (D-27-Halifax, Northhampton)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o Libertarian opponent is Jesse Shearin
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

*Denotes member who represents a targeted municipality
CHAR2\1442406vl

•

Representative Nelson Dollar (R-36-Wak.e)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Republican district
o No general election opponent
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative Larry Bell (D-21-Duplin, Sampson, Wayne)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Fooodation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Joe Tolson (D-23-Edgecombet Martin)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Fooodation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opponent
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative Alma Adams (D-58-Guilford)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o Republican opponent is Olga Wright of Guilford County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Rick Glazier (D-44-Cumberland)
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Democrat district
o Republican opponent is Richard Button of Cumberland County
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC

•

Representative Garland Pierce (D-48-Hoke, Richmond, Robeson, Scotland)*
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC }'reeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opponent
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative G.L. Pridgen (RA6-Bladen,Columbus, Robeson)*
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Democratic district
o Democrat opponent is Kenneth Waddell of Columbus County
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

House District 8 (Pitt, Wilson)* - Recommend giving to both candidates based on Swing
District
o Open seat created by the retirement of Democratic Representative Edith Warren
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a Swing district
o Democrat candidate is Mark Bibbs of Wilson County
o Republican candidate is Susan Martin of Wilson County

*Denotes member who represents a targeted mWlicipality
CHAR2\I 442406v I

•

House District 19 (New Hanover)* - Recommend Republican candidate Ted Davis
o Open seat created by the retirement of Republican Representative Danny Mccomas.
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Republican candidate is Ted Davis, chair of the New Hanover County Commission
o Democrat candidate is Emile Swearingen of New Hanover County

•

House District 20 (New Hanover)* - Recommend Republican candidate Rick Catlin
o Open seat created by redistricting
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Republican candidate is Rick Catlin of New Hanover County
o Democrat candidate is Torn Gale of New Hanover County

•

House District 45 (Cumberland)* - Recommend giving to both candidates based on Swing
District
o Open seat created by redistricting
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a Swing district
o Democrat candidate is Eddie Dees of Cumberland County
o Republican opponent is John Szoka of Cumberland Coooty
Senate Members

•

Senator Buck Newton (R-11-Johnston, Nash, Wilson)*
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this ·district as a leaning Republican district
o Democrat opponent is Clarence Bender of Nash County
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Senator Warren Daniel (R-46-Burke, Cleveland)
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Democrat opponent is John McDevitt of Burke County
o Libe1iarian opponent is Richard Evey of Burke County
o Voted against allmving live-dealer ga..1ning in NC (8582)

•

Senator-Elect Robert Clark (D-21-Cumberland, Hoke)*
o Open Seat vacated by Sen. Eric Mansfield (D) who ran unsuccessfully for the Democratic
nomination for Lt. Governor.
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democratic district

•

Senator Clark Jenkins (D-3-Bertie, Chowan, Edgecombe, Hertford. Martin, Northampton,
Tyrrell, Washington)
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC Enterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opposition
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

*Denotes member who represents a targeted municipality
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•

Senator Malcolm Graham (D-40-Mecklenburg)
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o Republican opponent is Earl Phillip of Mecklenburg County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Senator Ed Jones (D-4-Halifax, Nash, Vance, Warren, Wilson)*
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district a'> a strong Democratic district
o Jones is undergoing treatment for pancreatic cancer, but plans to continue his re-election
bid
o Republican opponent is Warren Scott Nail of Halifax County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Senator Thom Goolsby (R-9-New Hanover)*
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a Swing District
o Democrat opponent is Deb Butler of New Hanover County
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Senator Stan White (D-1-Beaufort, Camden, Currituck, Dare, Gates, Hyde, Pasquotank,
Perquimans)
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o Republican opponent is Bill Cook of Beaufort County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Senator Gladys Robinson (D-28-Guilford)
o Member Senate Commerce Committee
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o No general election opposition
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Senator Ellie Kinnaird (D-23-Chatham, Orange)
o Member - Senate Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democrat district
o Republican opponent is Dave Carter of Orange County
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Senator Doug Berger (D-18-Franklin, Wake)
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a Swing district
o Republican opponent is Chad Barefoot of Wake County, fonner advisor to House
Majority Leader Rep. Paul Stam
o Voted to allow live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

*Denotes member who represents a targeted mW1icipality
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•

Senator Dan Soucek (R-45-Alleghany, Ashe, Avery, Caldwell, Watauga)
o Member - Senate Commerce Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Democrat opponent is Roy Carter of Ashe County.
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

Tier 5 ($500)

Members in the Tier 5 category are rank and file members of both parties who serve on key
committees but have shown opposition to the gaming industry.
House Members
•

Representative Bryan Holloway (R-91-Rockingham, Stokes)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Republican district
o Democrat opponent is Nelson Cole of Rockingham County
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative Jonathan Jordan (R-93-Ashe, Watauga)
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)
o Member - House Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a Swing district
o Democrat opponent is Cullie Tarleton of Watauga
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

•

Representative Kelly Hastings (R-110-Cleveland, Gaston)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Republican district
o Libertarian opponent- Lewis Guignard, Jr. of Gaston County
o Democrat opponent- Jamar McKoy of Gaston County
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)

o

Representative Mai.ian McLawhom (D-9-Pitt)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a Swing district
o Republican opponent is Brian Brown of Pitt County
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Paul Luebke (D-30-Durham)
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (8582)
o Member - House Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a strong Democratic district
o No general election opponent
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

*Denotes member who represents a targeted municipality
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•

Representative Ray Rapp (D-118-Haywood, Madison, Yancey)
o Member - House Commerce and Job Development Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Democrat district
o Republican opponent is Michele D. Presnell of Yancey County
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

•

Representative Paul Stam (R-37-Wake)

o Member - House Finance Committee
o NC FreeEnterprise Foundation lists this district as a leaning Republican district
o Democrat opponent- Jason Wunsch of Wake County
o Strong opponent of any type of "gambling" in NC, including live-dealer gaming (8582)
o Voted against allowing live-dealer gaming in NC (S582)

Tier 1

$110,000

Tier2

$88,000

Tier 3

$67,500

Tier4

$29,000

Tier 5

$3,500

Total

$298,000

*Denotes member who represents a targeted municipality
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Representative

Alma Adams

H-58

Alma Adams Campaign

P.O. Box 21092

Representative

Rick Glazier

H-44

Committee to Elect Rick Glazier

P.O. Box 87047

Greensboro, NC 336-340-9027
Fayetteville, NC 910-484-4168
Wagram, NC 28 910-369-2844

Representative

Garland Pierce

H-48

The Committee to Elect Garland Pierce

21981 Buie Stre:et

Representative
Democratic Candidate

G.L. Pridgen

H-46

Committee to Elect G.L. Pridgen for NC House

1044 Mercer Mill Rd.

Lumberton, NC 28358

Mark Bibbs

H-8

Mark Bibbs Committee

3220 Edinburgh Dr. NW

Wilson, NC 27896

Republican Candidate

Susan Martin

H-8

Citizens for Susan Martin

P.O. Box 8157

Republican Candidate

Ted Davis
Rick Catlin

H-19

Davis for NC House

P.O. Box 2535

Wilson, NC 27893
Wilmington, NC 28402

H-20
H-45

Catlin for NC House
Eddie Dees House 45 Campaign

P.O. Box 10579
3578 Barbary Bluff

Wilmington, NC 28404
Hope Mills, NC 910-391-2384

H-45
S-11

John Szoka for NC House

1610 Hickory Ridge Ct.

Citizens for Buck Newton

P.O. Box 2047

Fayetteville, NC 910-864-5152
Wilson, NC 278! 252-293-0856
Morganton, NC 28680

Republican Candidate
Democratic Candidate
Republican Candidate
Senator
Senator
Democratic Candidate
Senator

Eddie Dees
John Szoka
Buck Newton
Warren Daniel

5-46

Warren Daniel for NC Senate

309 West Union St.

Robert Clark
Clark Jenkins
Malcolm· Graham

S-21
5-3

Clark Senate Committee

603 East Lake Ridge Rd.

Raeford, NC 28~910-248-9050

Clark Jenkins for N.C. Senate
Committee to Elect Malcolm Graham

P.O. Box 310
3404 Cresta Ct.

Tarboro, NC 27~252-823-7029
Charlotte, NC 28269

Ed Jones for NC Senate Committee

220 Sebastian Way
P.O. Box388
P.O. Box 1447

Rocky Mount, N 252-314-5616
Wilmington, NC 910-547-4269
Nags Head, NC , 252-441-1515
Greensboro, NC 336-812-9076
Carrboro, NC 27 919-929-1607

Ed Jones

S-40
S-4

Thom Goolsby
Stan White

S-9
S-1

Goolsby for Senate
Stan White Campaign Fund

Gladys Robinson

S-28

Committee to Elect Gladys A. Robinson

P.O. Box 20627

Ellie Kinnaird

S-23

Senator

Doug Berger

S-18

Kinnaird for State Senate
Doug Berger for NC Senate

P.O. Box 668
P.O. Box 1101

Senator
fijr 5 t$S@) J,~.. i:'i1

Dan Soucek

S-45

Soucek for NC Senate

313 Williams Ridge Road

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

C~ i "'i!liiif "

' . > ,/ .t,:'' ,. ::L i!\1!:,

Representative

Bryan Holloway

H-91

Representative

Jonathan Jordan

H-93

Representative

Kelly Hastings

H-110

Representative

Marian Mclawhorn

H-9

Representative

Paul Luebke

H-30

Representative

Ray Rapp

H-119

Representative

Paul Stam

H-37

'"' '" ?'it; '.l11l ···i .-::!'" ''}b@~7;: J1lir~s- ftiB'
Bryan Holloway for NC House
Committee to Elect Jonathan Jordan
Friends of Kelly Hastings
Committee to Elect Marion Mclawhorn
Paul Luebke for State House
Committee to Re-Elect Ray Rapp
Stam for House

ts';

.,

i' < .. 'i!~'' 1;~f1l!Ii? : ,. • ··. 'it I /:

Youngsville, NC 27514
Boone, NC 28607

di /

......

,.. ;.e; .. "'"''·

!..........

w:

1165 Sterling Pointe Dr.

King, NC 27021 336-985-0826

P.O. Box 1473

Jefferson, NC 28640

P.O. Box488

Cherryville, NC 704-473-3468
Grifton, NC 285 252-524-3113

P.O. Box399
925 Demerius St.
43 Backhollow Rd.

Durham, NC 27 919-682-5338
Mars Hill, NC 28 828-689-1152

P.O. Box 1600

Apex, NC 27502 919-362-8873

Addressed to

!Candidate Name

1ne~'11~o()o+) ~~bj;

fa~,,;,ff<

Representative

JThom Tillis

IH-98

Representative

!Ruth Samuelson

IH-104

Senator

!Phil Ber.s.er

Senator

!Tom Apodaca

IS-26
S-48

IPhil Berger Committee
!The Apodaca for NC Senate Committee

;."i"!'. "'"'":i'"'".t~

!District

!Organization Name

Address Une l

!Address LilCity, State,Zip !Phone

!Committee to Elect Thom Tillis

P.O. Box 32186

I

!Friends of Ruth Samuelson

!Charlotte, NC 2~704-366-8748
1432 Ferncliff Road I
110 West Meadow RIP.O. Box llEden, NC 272891336-623-5210
1504 Fifth Avenue West
Hendersonville, 1828-696-0574
P.0. Box 98027
Ralei.!Ih, NC 27624
P.O. Box 1696
Raleish, NC 27602

I > .}.:S!,\!li!J;, I :"!ir,,,

~111,. , :•, ·

'~""'k

Mr.

IPat_McCrory

The Pat McCrory Committee

Lt. Governor

!Walter Dalton

Dalton for Governor

!Charlotte, NC 2~704-248-2980

I

:Ti~I' 2 ($4000)

-

!Julia C. Howard For House Committee

330 S. Salisbul)I Street

Mocksville, NC 4336-751-3538

H-87

IE<:lgar V. Starnes Campaign

H-89
H-111
H-116

!Committee to Elect Mitchell S. Setzer
Friends of Tim Moore
Committee to Elect Tim Moffitt

6715 Lakeview Terrace
P.O. Box416

Hickory, NC 286l828-326-9653
Catawba, NC 28609

H-112
H-103

342 Walkin~ Horse Trail
13612 O'Toole Drive

H-53

Cam.e_ai.!I.nto Elect Mike.t1.<1.ger
Bill Brawley Committee
David Lewis for NC House

H-68
H-51

Horn for NC House Committee

Mike Stone

Committee to Elect Mike Stone

310 Lester Davis Road
1123 Winterlocken

Senator

Harry Brown

S-6

Harry Brown for NC Senate

2223 N. Marine Blvd.

Senator
Senator

Fletcher Hartsell

S-36
S-39

Hartsell - State Senator Committee

P.O. Box 1709

Bob Rucho

Robert Rucho Committee

305 Trafal~r Place

Matthews, NC 28105

Senator

Peter Brunstetter

S-31

Brunstetter for NC Senate

2521 Bittin£ Road

Winston-Salem,!336-722-1511

Rabon for Senate
Wesley Meredith for Senate

4956-14 Long B,each IPMB 113

Southport, NC 28461

P.O. Box 27398

Fa~tteville, NC 28314

Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative

Julia Howard
Edgar Starnes
Mitchell Setzer
Tim Moore
Tim Moffitt
Mike Hager
Bill Brawley
David Lewis
Craig Horn

H-79

Senator

Bill Rabon

S-8

Senator

Wesley Meredith

S-19

1417 Merriment Dr.
3182 Sweeten Creek Rd.

P.O. Box 1826

Kins.s Mountain, NC 28086
~sheville, NC 281828-651-8550
Rutherfordton, NC 28139
Matthews, NC 21704-847-4314
Dunn, NC 2833:1910-897-8100
Waxhaw, NC 28'704-843-5513
Sanford, NC 2731919-777-8419
Jacksonville, N(i910-347-3777
Concord, NC 28026

Senator

Neal Hunt

S-15

Neal Hunt for NC Senate

3716 National Drive

Raleigh, NC 2761919-781-3464

Senator

Rick Gunn

S-24

Gunn for NC Senate

P.O. Box 308

~.tJrling!on, NC ~336-229-6981
Gastonia, NC 28056

Senator

Kathy Harrington

S-43

Citizens to Elect Kathy_Harrington

P.O. Box 6223

Senator

Jerry Tillman

5-29

.JE!rry W Tillman for NC Senate

1207 Dogwood Lane

!Senator

Martin Nesbitt

S-49

Committee to Elect Martin Nesbitt

77 Central Avenue

S-16

!Josh Stein for N.C. Senate Committee

P.O. Box 10382

Raleigh, NC 2761919-803-7803
Rocky Mount, Nl252-908-2115
Charlotte, NC 28232

..

Senator

Josh Stein

!Tier~ .($2500l ;li\;;

,.,

Representative

Jeff Collins

H-25

Committee to Elect Jeff Collins

P.O. Box 8078

Rep_!e~entative

Becl<y Carney

H-102

Committee to Re-elect Becky Carne_Y.

P.O. Box 32873

Archdale, NC 27263
Suite E

Asheville, NC 281828-252-0490

Representative

Kelly Alexander

H-107

Committee to Elect Kelly Alexander

P.O. Box 16896

Charlotte, NC 28297

Representative

Elmer Floyd

H-43

The Committee to Elect Elmer Floyd

Representative

Susi Hamilton

H-18

Susi Hamilton for NC State House

207 Courtney Street
P.O. Box 637

Fayetteville, NC 910-488-6903
Wilmington, NC 910-443-2830

Representative

Rodney Moore

H-99

Committee to Elect Rodney W. Moore

P.O. Box 44107

Charlotte, NC 28215

Representative

Marvin Lucas

H-42

Marvin Lucas for House Committee

300 N. Main Str,eet

Spring Lake, NC 910-436-0000

Representative

Linda Johnson

H-83

Committee to Elect Linda P Johnson

1205 Berkshire Drive

Representative

Jerry Dockham

H-80

Jerry C. Dockham Campaign Fund

P.O. Box 265

Representative

Roger West
Tom Murry

Roger West Campaign Committee

P.O. Box 1049

Kannapolis, NC 28081
Denton, NC 27239
Murphy, NC 28c 828-837-6491

Representative
Representative

John Torbett

H-120
H-41
H-108

Friends to Elect John Torbett

232 Louise Drive

Representative

Harry Warren

H-77

Harry J. Warren for NC 77

201 Kingsbridge Road

Stanley, NC 281 980-275-2299
Salisbury, NC 28144
Raleigh, NC 276 919-848-8462

Representative

Marilyn Avila

H-40

Committee to Elect Marilyn Avila

11312 Derby Lane

Representative
Representative

Marcus Brandon
Deborah Ross

H-60

Friends of Marcus Brandon

Representative
Representative

Jean Farmer-Butterfield

H-34
H-24

Deborah Ross for Representative
Committee to Re-elect Representative Jean Farmer-Butterfield

4000 Appleton Road
P.O. Box 28978

Charles Graham
Andrew Brock

H-47
S-34

Brent Jackson
Floyd McKissick

5-20

Brock for Senate
Brent Jackson for NC Senate
McKissick for N.C. Senate

5-50

Davis for NC Senate

37 Georgia Road

Ralph Hise

S-13
S-47

Michael P Walters for NC Senate
Ralph Hise for NC Senate

1887 Oakton Church Rd.
P.O. Box86

Senator

Dan Clodfelter

S-37

Dan Clodfelter for Senate

910 East Blvd.

Senator

Austin Allran

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

5-10

Jim Davis
Michael Walters

Dan Blue
Senator
n& 4 ($1000> ,~ ~',;;~ · .i,' lf ,f!liitl/,i!,,i
Tricia Cotham
Representative

~)!Ai;,

Charles Graham Campaign

Greensboro, NC 27405
Raleigh, NC 276 919-832-6508
1001 W. Vance Stree P.O. Box2 Wilson, NC 278 252-243-7778
479 Bee Gee Road
Lumberton, NC 910-739-3969
160 New Hampshire Ct.
Mocksville, NC , 336-414-3665
2924 Ernest Williams Rd.
Autryville, NC 2! 910-567-2202
P.O. Box 51608

S-42

Austin Allran for Senate

P.O. Box 2907

S-14

Citizens for Dan Blue
.. ·•1f1 ····2.f:t.;·····
if@J: \ , '

P.O. Box 287
,-;;b:~ti"S'J,_•
..

::lli~h~,.

.\?>1, ·;;':::

'.eiI,, , "''.j1;,,.
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'?,st,, . ~,. ,

m

Durham, NC 27 919-490-5373
Franklin, NC 28734
Fairmont, NC 2~ 910-628-7075
Spruce Pine, NC 828-385-2115
Charlotte, NC 2 704-377-7631 x21
Hickory, NC 286 828-322-1410
Raleigh, NC 276 919-833-1931

·:.- ·::;'fi ;,it:'!::;·
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The Tricia Cotham Committee

107 Sardis Grove Lane

Matthews, NC 28105

:&"~"'· . _.

Representative

James Boles

H-100
H-52

Moore Citizens for Boles

425 W. Penn. Ave.

Southern Pines, NC 28327

Representative

Jason Saine

H-97

Jason Saine Committee

7465 Bluff Point !Lane

Representative

Winkie Wilkins

H-2

Wilkins for House Campaign Committee

210 Fair Oaks Drive

Denver, NC 280 704-472-6234
Roxboro, NC 27 336-599-7336

Representative

Michael Wray

H-27

Michael H. Wray for State House

P.O. Box P

Gaston, NC 27832

Representative

Nelson Dollar

H-36

Dollar for House

P.O. Box 1352

Cary, NC 27512

Representative

Larry Bell

H-21

Larry M. Bell Campaign Committee

903 Southwest Bfvd.

Clinton, NC 2831910-592-1177

Representative

Joe Tolson

H-23

Joe P. Tolson for House Campaign Committee

P.O. BoxJ

Pinetops, NC 27864
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Sweepstakes donors' checks may
have been bundled
By By Michael Biesecker And Mitch Weiss April 30, 2013
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) - Sweepstakes operator William George says a longtime
business partner asked him early last year to write a $4,000 check to the campaign of
Pat McCrory, then the presumptive Republican nominee to become North Carolina's
next governor.
They feared a shutdown of the lucrative Internet cafes across the state offering games
that mimic Las Vegas-style slots. State lawmakers had voted to ban electronic
sweepstakes in 2010 and the industry's two-year legal fight appeared headed for defeat
before the N.C. Supreme Court.
They sought a new law that would reverse the ban and legalize the games. George, who
lives in Rock Hill, S.C., says associate David Hagie assured him McCrory and the
Charlotte lobbying firm where the candidate worked, Moore & Van Allen, would help
get such a law passed.

"If we needed to write a check to Pat McCrory, I wrote a check to Pat McCrory, 11
George told the Associated Press in an exclusive interview.
George, 67, said he handed his donation to Hagie, who he then saw add it to a stack of
checks from other sweepstakes operators. Those checks and others are the subject of a
sworn complaint to the N.C. Board of Elections, which is investigating whether some
2012 political donations from sweepstakes operators violated state campaign finance
laws.
The probe is the latest fallout from an investigation into Oklahoma sweepstakes
software developer Chase Burns, who last month was arrested on felony charges
stemming from a Florida-based veteran's charity prosecutors allege was used as a front
for a $300 million gambling operation.
The elections board was scheduled to meet by telephone Tuesday for the first time
since the April 22 complaint was filed, and a new five-member board McCrory
appointed takes office Wednesday.
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George said Hagie delivered the checks to a Winston-Salem law firm - Grace, Tisdale
& Clifton. The law firm was to forward the checks to lobbyists to send to the McCrory
campaign, George said.
Hagie, 53, did not respond to interview requests. Records show he lives in a 130-acre
estate outside Winston-Salem with an appraised tax value of more than $2.1 million.
George and Hagie have had long careers operating businesses with games that
sometimes skirt state law prohibiting gambling; Both have been convicted of gamblingrelated infractions.
Hagie and Burns hired Moore & Van Allen to help push a bill legalizing sweepstakes
games through the Legislature, according to George, and they picked the firm because
McCrory was considered a shoo-in for governor.
George said he never met with McCrory or anyone else from Moore & Van Allen, but
about 3 percent of the profits from his and other Internet cafes were diverted to a fund
to pay for lawyers and lobbyists. He estimated the bill ran about $40,000 a week.
Donors with ties to the sweepstakes industry have given more than $520,000 to North
Carolina politicians since 20 l 0, the year the legislature passed the ban.
McCrory's campaign received more than $82,000, according to disclosure reports. The
campaigns of House speaker Thom Tillis and Senate leader Phil Berger received more
than $87 ,000 and nearly $60,000, respectively. McCrory's campaign has given $18,000
to charity to offset checks from Bums and other donors facing criminal charges. Tillis
and Berger have also said their campaigns will donate Burns' donations.
"We didn't give them money because we liked them," George said. "We just knew they
were powerful people up in Raleigh and they could get done what we wanted to get
done. You give them your money and they're supposed to do what they say they're
going to do.,,
A bill introduced in the House last month by two lawmakers who had received
donations from Bums and others would legalize and tax sweepstakes games.
In a March 15 interview, McCrory denied engaging in any conversation about
sweepstakes legislation while working at the Charlotte finn. The governor has declined
requests for a follow-up interview, but a spokeswoman clarified that as a candidate
McCrory "met with representatives both for and against the sweepstakes issue."
Bank records gathered by Florida investigators and reviewed by the AP show the
Oklahoma checking account Bums used to make his North Carolina political donations
received large deposits of cash directly from his company, IIT. State law forbids
corporate money from flowing "directly or indirectly" to fund political candidates.
1 / 1 A ,,, f\ 1 .i::
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The April 22 complaint was filed by the campaign finance watchdog group Democracy
North Carolina. It suggested that the overall pattern of the donations received by the
McCrory campaign on March 3, 2012, raised concerns lobbyists were involved in
collecting or delivering checks to the campaigns. It is illegal under state law for
lobbyists to deliver "bundled" contributions from multiple donors to a single candidate.
Christopher Clifton, a criminal defense lawyer at Grace, Tisdale & Clifton, said he
couldn't comment on George's claim that Hagie delivered the checks to his firm, citing
attorney-client privilege.
Randel E. Phillips, general counsel at Moore & Vann Allen, said the firm played no
role in delivering the March 3 donations to McCrory's campaign.
George said he wants the public to know that sweepstakes parlors employ 7 ,000 people
and the proposed legislation would add $500 million to state coffers.
No matter what happens legislatively, he said the machines in his cafes have new
software complying with the 2010 sweepstakes law and subsequent court rulings.
"We've grown leaps and bounds in a recession," George said. "We just want to operate
just like any other business."

Weiss reported from Rock Hill, S.C.

Follow AP writer Michael Biesecker at twitter.com/mbieseck
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EXHIBIT

November 29, 2012
Attn: Florida Contractors
Re: Legislative & Donation Fund balances
Aamir:
We show for the year_you have collected a total for all your Florida locations of $397,603.08 in the
donation fund and $397,603.08 in the legislative fund.
You have made $51,667.00 in donations equaling 13% of the total collected and $249,000.00 in
legislative contributions equaling 63% of tfie total collected amount.
This !eav~s you $345,936.08 being held for donations and $148,603.08 being held for legislative
contn but1ons.
The election is now over. We are asking that you zero out your legislative fund with the last deposit

being for week ending 11/26/12. In other woras this coming Monoay 12/3/12 your legislative fund
account will not have any additional monies collected towarcis it until next year and sfiould be at zero.

This dollar amount should help you with any taxes you will have pay on taxes for the year.

Looking forward, we expect to donate approximately 50-60% of everyone's total contribution of the
donation fund before the end of the year. Therefore, make sure not to zero out your donation accounts
only the legislative one.
We will not be holding out legislative or donation monies on our collection reports for the entire month
of December.
Please start recording the new legislative and donation deposits with the week ending l /7 /13.
As a P.Oint of reference, IlT has paid a total of$940,121.00 for lobbyistsi legislative contributions and
consulting;_fees for 2012. The group has paid an additional $948,100 in eg1slative contributions and
given $279,476 in donations.
The legal fund has collected $1,014,274.92 and the current balance is (-$111,092) after paying all
invoices and fees thru the end of November.
We appreciate each one of you and your business and we hope you have a very Merry Christmas!

If you have any questions, give Chase a call. Thanks!
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Software License Agreement
Pursuant to the fotl()wing Definitions, the Tenns and Conditions, and any at:rachmeJ.dS
(coUectively the "Agreement"), this Agreement is hereby made and entered into by

International lnjemct Techuql90es. Ll,&. an Oklahoma limited liability company (..JIT'') and
Cont...aetor for the purposes set furth herein.

The capitalized detinitioes shall h:aw the

following meanings:

· I Fonnal:tacl: Level 1

DEFINITIONS

.

= Distributor \\oho supplies JIT software to themselves or others
= The sale oflntemet time and related services marketed
particularly through the use of sweepemk.es promotions

"'Project Location" == Any Jocation Contractor opens or operates. in NC
"'EffectiveDate,,

=

3 - ~l.

,201g

= IlT Internet Kiosk I Sweepsutkes Reader

In consideration of their respective rights

aoo obligations under this Agreement and other

valuab1e consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, and
intending to be legally bound by this Agreement, TIT and Contractor have fully reviewed and by

their authorized officer(s) agree to all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

Dufy authorized fur and on behalf or.

I 1JPJ-l. Ve(\&."~

'.£huiJ p~~

International Internet Technologies, LLC

Contractor, Offie&

Chase Bums, President

Coatrador Notice Address:

UT Nptiet Address:
'P.O. Box 130

3fs.'ls;" hrstH•.·t...tr<::..., l

C..le.,..,n,a ,, ,;.I ;JC-

Anadarko, OK 73005

,2.,. '7 D la.
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TERMS AND CONJ)JTJONS
l. GRANT OF LICENSE.

(a) IIT grants Contractor a nontransferable, nonexclusive, limited license to t1Se the
Software at the Projeci: Location.
(h) UT furthel' grants to Con.tractor, subject to the terms of this Agreement and effective
only during the term of this Agreement, a nontransrerable, limited license to sublicense the
Software. All sub\icenses are subject to IlT'sexpre$S, prior, written approval, and must be in the
form annexed hereto as Exhibit A. Any changes or revisions to the form Exhibit A must be
approved by IIT.
(c) Legal title to the Software, any improvements, modifications, and cnanges to the

Software, and any software documenlatioo provided under this Agreement shall remain in IIT as
its sole property subject to Contractor's rights specified in this Agreement.

2, USE OF SYSTEM. The parties agree lhat the Software is proprietary to ITT.
Contrnctor agrees that the Software and all related information whether oral or written. and
furnished UJ1der this Agreement constitute a vaJuable asset and trade secret of !IT and are
provided for Contractor's exclusive use for the purposes of this Agreement and will be held in
confidence. Contractor agrees not to dup1icate or disclose any infonnation provided relative to
the Software in whole or in part. or for the use of others. Contractor will use the Software only
for tlle purpose of facilitating and coordinatmg 1he Project and will not use the Software in any
manner for or by a third party.

3. LIMITA.TlONS ON PROJECT AND LICENSE.

Contractor ackoowledges and

agrees that:

a.

All Project Locations are subject to the express, prior. written approval of IlT. No
Project Looation may be opened or in any way operated without IlT's express. prior,
written approval.

b.

No other software similar to the Project software will be operated at the Project
Location, including but oot limited ro sale ofintemet time via the use of sweepstakes
marketing and promotional games, without the prior written consent of UT. For
purposes of clarity and the avoidance of doubt, Contractor may operate other
software at other IOC$ions. but for Project Locations, Contractor may use only IIT's
Software;

c.

Contractor will conduct. administer, and operate the Project and aU sweepstakes

related thereto i:n accordance with alt applicable lottery, gambling. prize and gift. and
other promotion laws, rules, and regulations. mcluding but not limited to adherence to
all lR.S. tax laws, rules, and reporting requirements;
d

Contractor .will require th.at customers provide a photo ID, and Contractor will use
first name, Jast name, a drivers license or other equivalent photo JD number. to create
a customer account through which Internet time and related services are sold.
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Contractor may not use the Software to develop, license, sublicense, or resell any

e.

product or service that mimics, duplicates, or competes with the functionality of the
Software;

Conttaetor's sublieenses shall be at least as restrictive as this Agreement. and sha!J
contain terms and conditions consistent with this :Provisions of this Agreemen~ HT

f.

shall !lave no responsibility or liability to any sublicense for any kiss. claim. or
damage of any kind arising under this Agreement or aey subli~ fur any reason

whatsoever. C.Omractor shall assume sole liability regarding any sublicense and
sublicense agreement, and shall disclaim in all sublicenses all liability arising out of
any cause whatsoever on the part of UT.

If Contractor learns of any breach or potential breach of a sublicense 1hat could
damage ITT, Contractor shall take prompt corrective action at its expense to remedy
the breach and/or obtain all other appropriate relief. and in addition, shall

g.

immediately notify TIT in writing of the breach and coD'l.'!Ct.ive action taken. The

execution of these duties will not prelude UT from also taking any corrective action
IIT deems necessary. In addition, if a breach of a sublicense occurs that would, in
IIT's opinion, result in irreparable harm to !IT, unless injunctive or other equitable
relief is entered into to restTain the violation. Contractor shall. as requested by TIT.
eith.er (i) use its best efforts to obtain such equitable relief as promptly as reasonably
possible. or (ii) assign its rights under the sublicense to IIT to permit ir to seek such
equitable relief.
h.

Contractor will not advertise, market, or in any way reference gambling Ln connection
with the Project; and

i.

Contractor will properly train all employees in the conduct and administration of the
Project and in accordance with tile materials produced by IIT from time to time.

4. TERM and TERMINATION.

The term of this Agreement is a one-year period

commencing on the effective date and shall automatically renew for successive one~yea:r periods
until properly terminated. Either party may tennmate this Agreement by proYiding written
notice of termination to the other party sixty (60) days prior to the term.inatic;n. IIT reserves the
right to terminate this Agreement if Contractor fails to cure a breach within ten (10) calendar
days of receiving written notice from HT ofthe existence of such breach. IlT further reserves the
right to terminate this Agreement immediately without prior 'wTitten notice or advance waiting
period, without liability, in tbe event of a failure. pending failure, or anticipated failure (as
determined by UT in its sole discretion) of Contractor to operate lhe Software in compliance with
all applicable laws. rules, and regulations. For the purposes of claru:y and the avoidance of
doubt. ITT may terminate this Agreement immediately, without notice, if it believes that
Contractor has breached, is breaching. or is about to breach its obligations t.o comply with all
laws, rules, and regulations. ITT may also terminate this ..4..greement immediately without
liability in the event of charlges in Iaw. rule, or regulation, inoluding but not limited to changes in
regLdatory interpretation, regarding the business structure or model of business carried out by
using the Software. All licenses and sublicenses shall tenninate upon termination. On
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termination of this Agreement, Contractor shall promptly return all DT _proprietary infonnati<m.
and shall erase from an computer storage and computer storage devices any image or copies of
the Software. They shall also return any hardware supplied by UT.

5. TERMS OF PAYMENT. Contractor &bait pay IIT 28°/., of the Net Proceeds from the

Project as the Licensing Fee. "Net Proceeds" shall be defined herein as the total proceeds, in
any nalure or form, received from th.e safe of fotemct time sold through the Project and the

Software, including proceeds. and revenue recejved from any s.ubJkt"Jlsee, less the amounts paid
to patrons fur promotional purposes in connection with the operation of tbe electronic
sweepstakes. The Licensing Fee shall be paid on a weekly basis and shall accompany a financial
statement that discloses t!te total amount of Net Proceeds and detailed cakufations supporting the
detennination of the Licensing Fee and Net Proceeds for the week. for each location comprising
the Project Location. Unless othen\ise stated. all prices are. exelusive of state and local use, sale,
and similar truces. The calculation of Net Proceeds dae as the Licensing Fee may exclude $2,000
per Project Location as and for bonded licensed, security services. No firearms may be carried
by any Con'lractOr employee or security service or anyone retained by COldraetor on aite unless
such pel"S()n is bonded arul licensed to carry such firearm, A violation of this section is subject to
immediate termination in accordance with this Agreement.
6. WARRANTY. UT warrants that the Software at tile time of installation will perfonn in

accordance with its intended use. The Software is otherwise provided "AS IS" and aU wacranties
- statutory, express, or implied - including all wammties of mermantabiHty, fitness for a
particular purpose, noninfr:ingernent.,. or error~ftee operation are disclaimed in their entirety.
Without limiting the generality of the for"goin~ IIT disclaims any representations or wacranties

that the Software will operate uninterrupted or error free. lIT warrants that ariy necessary
upgrades or programming; changes will be made by rrr at its own expense. UT shall be relie\i'ed
of any and all obligations with respect to this section for any portions of the Software that are
revised, changed, modified. or maintained by anyone other than JIT. UT shall not be liable for
any changes in the law or any interpretation thereof that would affect the legality oftbe Software
as it exists oo the Effective Drue.

7. PROPR.mTARV RIGHTS AND RESffllCMONS. All proprietary rights in all
intellectual property contained in tile Softw:are and any materials provided by ITT to Contractor,
and any corrections and improvements to such intellectual property, will be and remrun the
property ofIIT. Except as specified otherwise. Contractor wm not (i) copy the Software. except
for use, testing, development, training, a«:hival, maintenance, disaster recovery testing, and
bacl::-up purposes; (ii) remove UT's proprietary rights notices; (iii) alter, modify, decompile,
reverse engineer, disassemble, or create derivative works from the Software; or (iv) export the
Software to any country in violation of the Jaws of the United States. In the e\!ent Contractor or
a subiicense makes any modjfication tO the Software in violation hereof, this Agreement wm
constitute ar, irrevocable assignment by Contractor to IlT of the ownership of, and aJI intellectual
property rights in., such modifications. UT will have the right to obtain and bold in its own name
aU registrations that may be available. Contractor shall give UT or its designees all assistance
reasonably required 10 perfect such .rights.
8. CONFIDENTIALITY. Contractor agrees to protect the Software and any HT
informati~n received regarding the Software as confidential, and shall treat such information in
INITIALS
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the same fashion as it protects ifs own proprietary or Confidential rnformation. Conttacror
further agrees that d\ll'lng the term of this Agreement and thereafter: (i) it will use Confidential
Information belonging to TIT solely for the purpose(s) of this Agreement~ and (ii) it will take all
reasonable precautions to ensure that it does not disclose DT Confidential JJJformatmn to any
third party (other dian the Contractor's employees and/or professional advisors on a need-toknow basis who are bound by obligations of nondisclosure and limited use at least as stringent as
tho:sc 00111.ained herein) without first obtaining IIT's written consent. Upon request, Contractor
will return all oopies of any IIT Confidential Information. For UT Confidential I1ifbrmation that
does not constitute "trade secrets" under applicable law, these coaficrentiafity obligations v.in
expire 3 years after the termination or expiration of this Agreement. Contractor will be
responsible for an}' breach of this section by its employees, representatives, and agents.. For
pmposes hereof,. "Confidential Information" will not include any information that Contractor can
establish by convincing written evidence: {i) was independently developed by Contr:actor without
use of or reference to any IJT Confidential Jnformation; (if) was acquired by Contractor :from a
third party having the legal right to furnish same to Contl'actor; or (iii} was at the time in question
(whether at disclosure or thereafter) generally known by or available to 1he public (through no
fault of Contractor).
9. INDEMNITY. Contractor shall indemnify HT and hold it harmless kom any loss. c1aim,
expenses, obligations, liabilities, actions, suits, inclu:ding with.out Umnation interest and
penalties. reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, and aU amounts paid in settlement of any claim,
action. or suit that may be asserted against HT or that IlT shaU incur or suffer that arise out of or
relate t.o (a) the non-fulfillment of any agreement, covenant. or obligation of Contractor in
connection with this Agreement; (b} any breach of any warranty or represenmtion made by

Contractor hereunder; and (c.) any claim of any nature \\'hatsoever brought by any sublicense or a
third person or entity who may suffer damages of any sort as a direct or indirect result of
Contractor activities relating to or in connection with the Software.
10. EXCWSION OF DAMAGES, REMEDJE~ A.Nl> WAIVER. Neither party wfll be
liable to the other for indirect, consequential, spec:ial. incidental, or punitive damages, even if
such damages were foreseeable, provided that this exclusion will not apply to damages payable
under the Indemnification obligation in this Agreement or caused by a party's gross negligence
or williu1 misconduct. The remedies specified in this Agreement are cumulative and in addition
to any remedies avai.labJe at law or in equity. Waiffl of a breach of any provision of this
Agreement does not constitute a v.raiver of any other breach of the sam.e provision or any other
provision of this Agreement.

11. CONTRACT INTERPRETATION. This Agreement shall be construed and the legal
relation between the parties determined in accordance \\>ith the laws ofNorth Carolina, excluding
its principles of oonflictS of law. Service of any action or proceeding in any of such courts by
either party hereto may be made upon the other, by registered mail, return receipt requested, at
its address given herein. If any provision or l=*t of dlis Agreement shall Ile dee tared illegal,
void, or unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall continue in full force and effect
12. ASSIGNMENT. Contractor may not assign this Agreement or any rights or obligations
under th.is Agreement without the prior written consent ofIIT, and any assignment by Contractor
in violation of this section shall be void. This Agreement shall be binding on and .shall inure
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solely to the benefit of the parti~s and their respective successors. and permitted assignees, and
not fur the benefit ofany other person or legal entity.
13. FORCE MAJEUU. Neither party will be Ji.able for any l0$S, damage, or delay
resulting: from any act of God, tire or expk>sion, flood, war, terrorism, riot., or change in .law,
rule, or regulation or act of governmental authority (a "Force M~eure"). Each party will
promptly notify the other upon becoming aware that any Force: Majeu~ has occun:c:d or is likely
to occur and will use its best efforts to minimiw any resulthlg delay in or interference ;.vith the
performance of its obligations under this Agreement.

14. RELATIONSHJP OF PARTlES. Each party is an independent contraetor and not an
agent or partner of, or joint venture with. the other party fur any purpose., and neither party by
virtue of this Agreement shall have any right, power, or aUihority to act or create any obligation,
expressed or implied, on behalf ofthe other party.
15. ATTORNEYS' FEES.
Should eitheT party be required to seek the services of an
attorney to enforoe its rights under this Agreement, tht prevailing party in such action shall be
entitled to r~ver reasonable attorney's tees. legal costs, and other coUection fees and costs
incurred by that party in connection with the suit

16. DELAYS. Neither party shall be liable or deemed in default for any delay or failure in
perfonnance of this Agreement resulting directly or indirectly ftom any cause completely. solely,
and exclusively beyond the control of that party.
17. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. The parties acknowledge that this Agreement has been read
and understood, represent.s the entire Agreement and understanding of the parties, and su~rsedes
all prior agreements, communications. or understandings, whether oral or written. This
Agreement may be executed in counterparts, all of which when taken togedler constitute a single
agreement. .and may only be amended in a writing signed by the parties hereto
END OF AGREEMENT.
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Mr. Chase Burns
President & CEO ofU.T., LLC.
International Internet Technologies, LLC
PO Box 130
Anadarko, OK 73005

Michael A. Grace

Re: Updated Fee Agreement

Donald K. Tisdale, Sr.
Christopher R Clifton*

D. Kenneth Tisdale, Jr.
Mireille r Clough
Michelle B. Clifton

Daniel S. Johnson

l'H()'if

(336) 725-9428
721-1176

w

www.gtc-faw.com

*Board Certified Specialist
in State and Federal
Criminal Law

Dear Chase:
This letter supersedes our fee arrangement set forth in my April l,
2008 letter. At that time you wanted to reach a fee arrangement other than
hourly so that you could have some certainty of the monthly legal fees you
would incur from our representation of IIT. Prior to April 2008 we were
billing you on an hourly basis and the bills were becoming quite large.
Thus, you expressed a desire for our firm to represent IIT on a percentage
basis. You agree with us that it is now time to re·examine our fee
arrangement to ensure that it is both reasonable to IIT and to our finn.
You continue to express a desire for certainty of the amount of legal fees
you will expend on a monthly basis for our representation. We have
agreed to provide you with that certainty through the payment of a
monthly flat (or fixed) fee as described below. In arriving at this fee
arrangement we have considered the factors set forth in Rule 1.5 of the
North Carolina Rules of Professional Conduct, as well as other published
guidance from the North Carolina St.ate Bar (the "Bar"). These factors
include;

( 1)

the time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty of the
questions involved, and the skill requested to perform the legal
work properly;

(2)

the likelihood, if apparent to the client, that the acceptance of the
particular employment will preclude other employment by the
lawyer;

(3)

the fee customarily charged in the locality for similar legal

services;

(4)

the amount involved and the results obtained;

(5)

the time limitations imposed by the client or by the circumstances;

(6)

the nature and length of the professional relationship with the
client;

(7)

the experience, reputation, and the ability of the lawyers
performing the services; and

(8)

whether the fee is fixed or contingent

Without addressing in detail all of the factors in this letter, it is important to
note a few facts applicable to them. Thus far, the legal work our :firm has
performed for IIT in obtaining and prosecuting the injunction in North Carolina,
as well as dealing with matters ancillary thereto, has been significant. It continues
to require a substantial devotion of time by several of our lawyers and staff
members. I have had to spend the majority of my time for the last year on
enforcing IIT' s injunctions to the exclusion of other matters, and this has
significantly impacted my ability to personally take on new work. At your
request. during the term of our engagement only, we have agreed not to represent
any other software provider of similar products in North Carolina. The legal
issues and legal knowledge required in this matter are unique. Likewise,
obtaining an injunction against state law enforcement is rare and required a
detailed understanding of the facts and the complex legal issues involved.

Flat or Fixed Monthly Fee
You agree to pay us a flat or fixed fee of $195,000.00 per month for our
legal work, on behalf of HT. Typically, our work for IIT on a monthly basis has
included travelling to counties stated wide to deal with issues affecting IIT's
business. Those issues have included enforcements of criminal statutes, seizures
of property, zoning and land use regulation and have resulted in meetings with
prosecutors, law enforcement and zoning officials. We have also worked
consistently with lawyers, investigators and experts from across the country to
assist you with Federal and State regulatory and compliance issues within North
Carolina. Additionally, our firm has turned down a considerable amount of both
criminal and civil business based on the exclusive nature of our representation of
IIT. You agree that this fee is earned upon payment and as such will be placed in
our firm's operating account; and not our firm's trust account. The North
Carolina State Bar prohibits the charging of a fee that is clearly excessive.
Therefore, it is important that we review our fee arrangement, both periodically
during and at the end of our engagement, and adjust it if necessary, to ensure that
the fees charged are not clearly excessive under the circumstances and to ensure
that the arrangement is fair to both parties.

Costs and Expenses
To the extent allowed by the Bar rules, the monthly fee will include all
reasonable costs and expenses (such as travel costs, legal research, and long
distance phone expenses) incurred on a monthly basis in representing IIT. If we
determine that the Bar rules do not allow us to include within our monthly fee a
cost or expense you will be billed separately for it. If we incur an extra-ordinary
cost or expense we will discuss with you (in advance if possible) the appropriate
handling and allocation of that cost or expense.
We Represent IIT Only in Civil Matters
As we have previously discussed with you, and as noted in our prior
agreement of April 1, 2008, we only represent IIT in civil matters in North
Carolina. We are not undertaking to represent HT in any criminal matter should
one arise. In the unfortunate event of such a matter, we will discuss with you at
that time if we are able to represent ITT in such a matter. Similarly, for the
reasons set forth in the fifth paragraph of our April 1, 2008 letter agreement we
will not represent any of lIT's licensees in a criminal matter that may affect IIT's
interests. We may continue to represent IIT's licensees in civil matters to the
extent the subject matter of each civil matter does not conflict with. IIT's interests.
The Attorney-Client Privilege
As we have previously discussed, the attorney-client privilege is an
important subject that we raise with our clients in any representation. As a matter
of professional responsibility, we are required to preserve the confidences of our
clients. This professional obligation and the legal privilege accorded attomeyclient communication exist to encourage candid and complete communication
between client and attorney. The attorney-client privilege can be lost if our
written or oral communications are shared inappropriately with others, including,
under certain circwnstances, other business partners, shareholders, employees or
representatives of your business. We should discuss in advance any intention of
yours to include others in our confidential relationship.

Iermina,tion of the Professional Relationship
As in any professional relationship where mutual trust and confidence are
essential, it is appropriate for either HT or Grace Tisdale & Clifton, P.A. to be
able to tenninate our engagement at any time by reasonable written notice. If our
engagement is terminated, we understand that IIT will take whatever steps are
necessary to evidence that we are free from any obligation to perfonn further, and

to pay us for unpaid fees for legal services rendered and charges for related
expenses and services incurred to the date of termination.

Very Truly Yours,

!l1aW~~
Michael A Grace

Acknowledged and Agreed to this _ _ day of

2009.

By:~~~~~~~~~~

Mr. Chase Bums
President
International Internet Technologies, LLC

BROOKS-hn~ PIERCE
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February 26, 2014
Via Hand Delivery
Kim Westbrook Strach
Executive Director
North Carolina State Board of Elections
P.O. Box 27255
Raleigh, NC 27611-7255
kim. strach@ncsbe.gov
Re:

The Scope ofN.C. Gen. Stat.§ 163-278.BC(b)

Dear Executive Director Strach:
For the past several months, in response to a complaint filed by Bob Hall of Democracy
North Carolina, you have been conducting an investigation into the campaign contributions of
International Internet Technologies ("HT") and its former president, Chase Bums. During the
course of that review, you have spoken with our client, Tommy Sevier, about the lobbying work
he performed on behalf of UT in 2012. We have discussed with you whether Mr. Sevier's work
on behalf of HT falls within the scope of N.C. Gen. Stat. § 163-278.BC(b), and we write to
provide you a summary of our position on that issue.
We believe that, upon careful review of Section 163-278.BC(b), it is evident that
Mr. Sevier's conduct did not violate the statute. As you learned in your interview of Mr. Sevier,
on two occasions he personally delivered campaign contributions from more than one donor.
Those campaign contributions were not collected by Mr. Sevier. Instead, as you know, the
contributions were collected by a non-lobbyist and were part of a number of contributions sent to
Mr. Sevier by the non-lobbyist for distribution to the campaigns of several Democratic and
Republican candidates.
During the period in question, Section 163-278.13C(b) purported to prohibit lobbyists
from "bundling" multiple contributions to a candidate. The pertinent part of the statute reads as
follows:
No lobbyist may collect contributions from multiple contributors, take possession
of such multiple contributions, or transfer or deliver the collected multiple
contributions to the intended recipient. This section shall apply only to
contributions to a candidate or candidate campaign committee as defined in G.S.
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163-278.38Z when that candidate is a legislator as defined in G.S. 120C-100 or a
public servant as defined in G.S. 138A-3(30)a. 1
Section 163-278.BC is comprised of three prongs: (1) collection, (2) possession, and (3)
transfer or delivery. The statute opens with the first prong, which declares that "[n]o lobbyist
may collect contributions from multiple contributors." The statute then goes on to say that a
lobbyist also may not "take possession of such multiple contributions" or ''transfer or deliver the
collected multiple contributions." These qualifiers-"such" and ''the"-refer back to the first
prong, which targets the collection of multiple contributions by a lobbyist. The qualifiers
indicate that the second and third prongs of the law-the "possession" and "delivery" prongsare violated only when the contributions in question were originally collected by a lobbyist.
This reading of Section 163-278.13C(b) follows the General Assembly's motivation for
enacting the original version of the statute. In 2006, the General Assembly enacted Section 163278. BC(b) to address the public's concern that lobbyists' practice of "bundling" political
contributions gave lobbyists too much influence over government officials. Importantly,
"bundling" was commonly understood to be "a lobbyist collecting campaign checks and handing
them to a candidate in a bunch, sometimes after a fundraising event on the candidate's behalf."2
Section 163-278.BC(b) was designed to target this narrow concept of"bundling"-i.e., a
lobbyist's collection of multiple contributions. Indeed, a North Carolina Board of Ethics
publication summarized the statute in this narrow sense: Lobbyists could not "collect
contributions from multiple contributors, take possession of those collected contributions, or
transfer those collected contributions[.]"3
In further support of this interpretation of the original Section 163-278.BC(b), we note
that the General Assembly's recent revisions to the statute adopted a broader definition of
"bundling." As part of the Voter Information Verification Act (S.L. 2013-381), the General
Assembly expanded Section 163-278.BC(b) to ban more than just the collection of multiple
contributions. The revised statute prohibits not only the collection of contributions, but also the
possession of any contributions and the delivery of any contributions-regardless of whether a
lobbyist initially collected the contributions.
The current statute was re-written as follows:

1

N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 163-278.BC(b) (2012).
Gary D. Robertson, NC. Senate approves lobbying and ethics changes, Associated
Press (July 20, 2006), available at http://www.nclobbyreform.org/press/articles.php?id=l 13.
3
N.C. Bd. of Ethics, Newsletter: Lobbying Law Summary, vol. 9, issue 9, Sept. 2006, at
4 (emphasis on "those" added).
2
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PART 47. TIGHTENING OF LOBBYING BUNDLING
SECTION 47.1.(a) G.S. 163-278.13C reads as rewritten
"§ 163-278.13C. Campaign contributions prohibition.
(b) No lobbyist may do any of the following with respect to a candidate or
candidate campaign committee described in subdivisions (a)(l) and (a)(2) of this
section:
ill collectCollect a contribution or multiple contributions from one
or multiple more contributors,contributors intended for that
candidate or candidate campaign committee.
ill
talreTake possession of s:ach-a contribution or multiple
contributions, contributions intended for that candidate or
candidate campaign committee.
ill or transfer Transfer or deliver~foliver · the-!l_collected
contribution or multiple contributions to the intended
recipient.candidate or candidate campaign committee.----+hls
section shall apply only to contributions to a candidate or
candidate campaign committee as defined in G.8. 163 278.38Z
when that candidate is a legislator as defined in G.S. 120C 100
or a public servant as defined in G.8. 138A 3(30)a.
Notably, to broaden the reach of Section 163-278.13C(b), the legislature deleted the
qualifiers "such" and ''the" that previously limited the scope of the statute. In addition, the
General Assembly inserted a new opening, which now prohibits "any of the following" types of
conduct-(!) collection, (2) possession, and (3) transfer or delivery-making each prong an
independent ground for violating the statute.
As the Charlotte Observer aptly noted, the revised statute makes it "more difficult for
lobbyists to 'bundle' contributions for state candidates.''4 Governor McCrory, in defending the
many provisions of the Voter Information Verification Act, highlighted the changes to Section
163-278.13C(b) by declaring that North Carolina is now "actually prohibiting lobbyists from
bundling money, which you were allowed to do in the past-to be the bundlers of money. [W]e
have stricter rules for lobbyists[.]"5 In other words, although the original statute purported to
prohibit "bundling," the statute's narrow scope failed to prohibit a lobbyist's delivery of multiple
contributions that were collected by a non-lobbyist. The revised statute, in contrast, reaches all
conceivable forms of bundling.

4

Rick Rothacker, Voter ID bill may tighten 'bundling' by lobbyists, Charlotte Observer
(July 25, 2013), available at http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/07/25/3055637/voter-id-billmay-tighten-bundling.html#storylink=cpy.
5 The Heritage Foundation, Gov. Pat McCrory on Challenges to States, C-SPAN
(Oct. 21, 2013), available at http://www.c-span.org/video/?315742-1/govemor-pat-mccrorychallenges-states (Gov. McCrory addresses lobbying restrictions at 40:00).
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In sum, the express language and the historical context of Section 163-278.BC(b) reveal
that the statute did not prohibit Mr. Sevier's conduct. The original statute narrowly defmed
"bundling" to target the collection of multiple contributions by a lobbyist. Mr. Sevier, however,
did not collect multiple contributions. Rather, he merely delivered multiple contributions that
had already been collected by a non-lobbyist client. The delivery of multiple contributions was
not prohibited until the General Assembly revised Section 163-278.BC(b) to adopt a broader
definition of"bundling"-a revision that occurred after Mr. Sevier's conduct.
I hope this information will be helpful to your investigation, and we thank you for your
careful consideration of this matter. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you need additional
information on this issue.
Sincerely yours,

Charles F. Marshall III

ADDENDUM
Memorandum regarding investigation
conducted by N.C. Department of Justice
June 23, 2015

Roy Cooper
Attorney General

State of North Carolina
Department of Justice
P.O. BOX629
RALEIGH, NC 27602-0629

Reply to

Alexander McC. Peters
Special Litigation Division
919.716.6900
Fax:
919.716.6763
E-Mail: apctcrs,J:ncdo1 gov

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Joshua B. Howard
Chairman
The North Carolina State Board of Elections

FROM:

Alexander McC. Peters
Senior Deputy Attorney General

DATE:

June 23, 2015

SUBJECT:

State Board Staff Investigation of Chase Burns and International Internet
Technology, LLC

You have asked that I exam me the circumstances surrounding the investigation
conducted by staff of the North Carolina State Board of Elections of a complaint alleging
possible violations of North Carolina campaign finance iaws by Chase E. Burns or those working
on his behalf. (A copy of this request is attached hereto as "Attachment A.") Specifically, you
asked that I conduct an investigation to determine whether there is any evidence that the State
Board staff's investigation of the allegations concerning Burns might have been improperly
influenced by one or more members of the State Board.
In conducting the investigation you requested, I interviewed the following members of
the State Board's staff:
•

Kim Westbrook Strach, Executive Director

•

Josh Lawson, Public Information Officer

•

Amy Strange, Deputy Director-Campaign Finance & Operations

•

Charles Stuber, Chief Investigator

•

Sheryll Harris, Compliance Specialist
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•

Brian LiVecchi, Special Counsel

Each of these staff members was interviewed individually, and the information received from
each of these staff members was consistent with the information received from other staff
members. In addition, documents related to staffs conduct of the investigation were made
available to me. I received complete cooperation from the State Board's staff in carrying out the
investigation you requested.
After talking with the people listed above and reviewing the documents made available to
me, and as more fully explained below, I did not find any evidence that the investigation of the
allegations concerning Chase Burns was influenced or compromised by any actions of State
Board members.

GENERAL BACKGROUND OF THE INVESTIGATION OF THE COMPLAINT
AGAINST CHASE BURNS
On April 21, 2013, Bob Hall, Executive Director of Democracy North Carolina, delivered
to the State Board a complaint regarding "Sweepstakes Industry Campaign Contributions and
Lobbyists." (A copy of the complaint is attached to this memorandum as "Attachment B.") The
complaint attached two Democracy North Carolina reports on campaign contributions by persons
connected to sweepstakes cafes. One of these reports alleged that 60 contributions totaling over
$230,000 had been made to North Carolina candidates and political committees in the 2011-12
election cycle by Chase E. Burns of Anadarko, Oklahoma. Burns was the owner of International
Internet Technology, LLC, (IIT), which in 2013. Just prior to the time that Hall filed his
complaint, Burns and his wife had been arrested in Florida in connection with an alleged illegal
gambling operation centered there. Hall alleged that IIT provided daily software services to a
network of sweepstakes cafes in North Carolina. Hall alleged that Burns, or others acting with
him, improperly used business accounts of an illegal business operation to make contributions to
North Carolina candidates and committees. Other allegations of North Carolina campaign
finance law violations were also alleged.
At the time that the complaint was received by the State Board, Kim Westbrook Strach
was Deputy Director of the State Board in charge of the Campaign Finance Division. She
immediately assigned Sheryll Harris to work with her in investigating the allegations of Hall's
complaint. Harris had also worked with Strach on the investigations of allegations concerning
former Speaker of the House of Representatives Jim Black and former governors Mike Easley
and Beverly Perdue. Among the allegations raised in Hall's complaint was the possibility that
some of the checks by which contributions had been made had blank payee lines, as had been the
case with the Jim Black campaign. Because of the large number of candidates and political
committees who had received contributions from Mr. Burns, and because many of the relevant
records were not at the time electronic, the work involved in reviewing the contributions was
extensive and time consuming.
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In May 2013, five new members were named to the State Board by Governor Pat
McCrory: Rhonda K. Amoroso, Paul J. Foley, Maja Kricker, Joshua 0. Malcolm and, of course,
you. Also in May 2013, Strach was appointed by the State Board as its Executive Director. She
continued to be involved with Harris in the Burns investigation and conducted a number of
interviews, including interviews of lobbyists in the Moore & Van Allen law firm, which Burns
had retained to lobby in North Carolina on behalf of HT. In addition to Strach's new duties as
Executive Director, she and Harris were also involved in numerous other investigations.
In June 2014, Strach hired Charles Stuber as Chief Investigator for the State Board.
Stuber had recently retired after 28 years of service with the Federal Bureau of Investigations,
where much of his work had focused on investigation of white collar crimes. Upon Stuber's
arrival at the State Board, Strach immediately turned over to him the Burns investigation, which
he worked on with Harris. By this time, Harris had conducted over I 00 interviews and had
gathered relevant records concerning the transactions involved in the complaint. For his part,
Stuber had looked into Burns and IIT's activities "a little" while at the FBI, so he was at least
somewhat familiar with Burns and IIT in general and with the investigation that had led to
criminal charges in Florida. There was some desire to conclude the investigation at this point
because questions were being asked by the news media and others as to why it had not been
completed.
In reviewing the investigative file, Stuber came to the conclusion that he and Harris
should travel to Florida to review the records gathered as part of the criminal investigation there,
which had recently become available for them to examine. They received approval from Strach
and went to Florida from August 18-August 20, 2014. They returned from Florida with
thousands of pages of records, which they examined as they became able to do so upon their
return to Raleigh. Strach assisted with the examination of these documents.
In September 2014, while reviewing the records obtained in Florida, Stuber, Harris and
Strach found documentation showing that between 2009 and March 2013-the month Burns was
arrested in Florida and one month prior to Hall's filing of his complaint-Burns and/or IIT paid
the Winston-Salem office of the law firm Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton, LLP, in excess of
$1,270,000 for legal services. This was noteworthy because State Board Member Paul J. Foley
is a partner in the Winston-Salem office of Kilpatrick Townsend. This was the first time that
State Board staff members involved in the investigation were aware of any connection between
Burns or IIT and Kilpatrick Townsend, and the time period of the payments to Kilpatrick
Townsend overlapped with the time period relevant to the investigation.
Strach immediately notified you of this discovery, and on September 29, 2014, Board
Member Foley sent Strach an email recusing himself from any matters involving Burns or IIT
that might come before the State Board. (A copy of this email is attached to this memorandum
as "Attachment C.") Thereafter, Stuber, Harris and Strach continued the investigation of Burns
and HT, though since 2014 was a general election year, other investigations and election-related
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matters sometimes had to take precedence. Eventually, Stuber, Harris and Strach were able to
complete their investigation and to write a report of their findings.

BOARD MEMBER PAUL FOLEY'S INVOLVEMENT IN THE INVESTIGATION OF
THE COMPLAINT AGAINST CHASE BURNS
As noted above, Paul Foley was appointed to and took his seat on the State Board in May
2013. Soon after his appointment, he took a strong interest in many matters being handled by the
State Board staff, including the status of the Bums investigation and other investigations,
frequently inquiring as to the status of these matters. Initially, these inquiries were directed to
Strach, often during a standing Friday morning phone call that Foley and Board Member
Amoroso scheduled with Strach to discuss a variety of State Board matters. As time went on,
they were also directed to Amy Strange (who had little if any involvement in the Bums
investigation) and Harris. Strach, Strange and Harris all reported that Foley (and Board Member
Amoroso) would ask questions such as:
•

what was the status of the Bums investigation,

•

whether the investigation was complete or close to completion,

•

why the investigation had not yet been completed,

•

whether any evidence of wrongdoing had been found,

•

whether the staff had found any "surprises,"

•

whether it had already been determined that no wrongdoing had occurred, and

•

whether the State Board staff would be recommending a referral to the district
attorney.

Foley made clear to staff members that the investigation should be concluded as quickly as
possible.
At first, Strach attempted to answer these questions by giving short updates on the status
of the investigation. For example, Strach recalls on one occasion telling Foley that she had
interviewed a number of lobbyists and Chris Clifton, a criminal defense lawyer in WinstonSalem, to which she recalls Foley answering "I know." Strach recalls not thinking much of this
because of her understanding that Foley and Chris Clifton attend the same church in WinstonSalem.
Strange recalls that she would typically answer questions about the status of the Burns
investigation, with which she was not actively involved, by saying something to the effect that it
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was still under investigation and was close to being wrapped up, and that if Foley had specific
questions she would try to get answers for him. She said Foley never put forward any specific
questions. At one point when Foley had met with her late in the day, Strange introduced him to
Harris. Strange recalls that from that point on, Foley seemed to direct questions about the Burns
investigation to Harris rather than to her.
Josh Lawson joined the staff of the State Board in March 2014 as Public Information
Officer.
Among the duties assigned to him was that of State Board relations and
communications, such that he became the routine point of contact between members of the State
Board and State Board staff. Around this time, Harris recalls that she stopped receiving many
questions from Foley about the Burns investigation, and Lawson recalls that he began to receive
these questions on a regular basis. Lawson had little involvement in the Burns investigation, but
he regularly participated in the "Friday calls" with Strach, Foley and Amoroso. Questions about
the Burns investigation such as the ones listed above were regularly posed during these "Friday
calls."
Brian LiVecchi joined the staff of the State Board in spring of 2014 as Special Counsel in
the State Board's Voter Outreach team. He had no involvement in the Burns investigation, but
he did often participate in the "Friday calls," and he too recalls questions such as those listed
above.
In September 2014, the documents brought by Stuber and Harris from Florida disclosed
the payments made by Chase Burns and/or IIT to the Winston-Salem office of Kilpatrick
Townsend. Strach and other members of the State Board staff immediately noted Board Member
Foley's connection with the same office of Kilpatrick Townsend. Strach immediately instructed
staff members to withhold from Foley any additional information concerning the Burns
investigation. She also discussed the matter with you, which is reflected in a letter to you dated
September 29, 2014. (A copy of this letter is attached as "Attachment D.") That same day,
Strach received an email from Foley by which he recused himself from any matters involving
Burns or IIT that might come before the State Board. ("Attachment E")
On October l 0, 2014, Strach held her regular "Friday call" with Foley and Amoroso.
Lawson and LiVecchi also participated in this call. Strach, Lawson and LiVecchi all recall that
during that telephone call, Foley advised everyone that he had recused himself from anything
having to do with the Burns investigation, and indicated that he had advised Amoroso of this fact
earlier in the week. Foley than proceeding to ask a number of questions concerning the
investigation and his recusal, including how much money Kilpatrick Stockton had been paid by
Chase Burns or IIT and how much longer the investigation would take. Foley also asked
question about why he should recuse himself, and said that he had not known anything about the
payments to Kilpatrick Stockton. Strach, Lawson and LiVecchi answered all of Foley's
questions by stating that it would be inappropriate for them to talk with him further about the
investigation or answer any of his questions.
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Strach, Lawson and LiVecchi also recall that Foley then stated that before the State
Board put out a press release about the investigation or released a report to the public, he wanted
to see it. Strach informed him that, due to the confidential nature of the report, it could only be
provided to the four State Board members who would be reviewing the investigation. Foley then
responded that he wanted to see it as well, stating that he had a right to see it before the media
did so that he could assist his law firm in preparing a response to anything that might be said
about the law firm in the report.
In response to this conversation, Strach again reminded State Board staff not to respond
to any questions Foley might ask about the investigation and to advise her immediately if Foley
contacted any staff member about the Burns investigation. She also memorialized the
conversation in a memorandum addressed to you. (A copy of this memorandum is attached as
"Attachment D.")
LiVecchi does recall a few conversations with Foley about recusal, in which Foley asked
questions such as "what happens if I recuse myself and then there aren't enough votes on the
board?" These conversations appear to have happened around the time of the October I 0, 2014,
"Friday call" or soon after. LiVecchi has had no conversations with Foley about this matter
since that time.
Lawson recalls a telephone call from Foley one night about a week after the October 10
"Friday call." Lawson recalls that at one point during that conversation, he understood Foley to
say that he had been aware of the payments to Kilpatrick Townsend, that he had mentioned them
to you prior to his appointment to the State Board, and that he fully intended to recuse himself
when the matter came before the State Board. At another time in the conversation, however,
Lawson understood Foley to say that he had not been aware of the payments to Kilpatrick
Townsend. Lawson did not have conversations about the Burns investigation with Foley after
this.
ANALYSIS AND DETERMINATIONS
A number of questions are raised by the circumstances outlined above. These include:
•

whether Board Member Foley knew or should have known of the payments made
by Burns or IIT to Kilpatrick Townsend prior to State Board staff's discovery of
those payment in September 2014;

•

whether Foley has an actual conflict of interest with regard to the Burns
investigation;

•

whether Foley's actions affected the way in which the State Board staff conducted
the Burns investigation;
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•

whether any members of the State Board staff perceived that they were being
pressured to conduct the Burns investigation in a way contrary to what they, in
their professional judgment, thought appropriate; and

•

whether Foley's actions actually affected the outcome of the Burns investigation.

Questions about whether Foley knew or should have known of the payments made by
Burns or IIT to Kilpatrick Townsend prior to September 2014 or whether Foley has an actual
conflict of interest with regard to the Burns investigation are beyond my competence and beyond
the appropriate scope the role of the Office of the Attorney General. Such questions are better
addressed to other state entities responsible for addressing them, such as the North Carolina State
Ethics Commission or the North Carolina State Bar.

Did Board Member Foley's actions affect the way in which the State Board staff conducted the
Burns investigation?
Based on the information available to me, I do not believe that Foley's actions had any
impact on the manner in which the State Board staff conducted its investigation of Burns or IIT.
The evidence available to me consistently shows that staff conducted this investigation as it
would any other investigation, with investigators using their best professional judgment as to the
course of the investigation. Sheryll Harris stated that Executive Director Strach has been
"adamant" to staff members investigating complaints that it is not their job to please anyone, but
rather that it is their job to follow where the evidence leads and to do so thoroughly. Other staff
members made similar statements about the expectations of how they will conduct
investigations. The evidence shows that Foley's questions as to why the investigation had not
yet been concluded, and his encouragement to finish the investigation quickly did not in fact
affect the progress of the investigation in any way. Additionally, it should be noted that Charles
Stuber, who took over the investigation in June 2014, reported that he has never had a
conversation with Foley that he can recall, except for one interaction during a State Board
hearing on another matter.

While questions from Foley and, to a lesser degree, Board Member Amoroso might have
been an occasional distraction, there is no evidence that Foley's action affected the conduct of
the investigation in any way.
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Did any members of the State Board staffperceive that they were being pressured to conduct the
Burns investigation in a way contrary to what they, in their professional judgment, thought
appropriate?
While almost all State Board staff members interviewed stated that they found Foley's
regular questions on the status of the Burns investigation unusual, and even unprecedented in
their experience, each staff member involved in the investigation was clear that the questions
asked by Foley were, in general, questions about the status of the investigation. They stated that
they never felt pressured by him to move in any particular direction. I found no evidence that
Foley ever suggested a particular outcome to any staff member. Sheryll Harris, Charles Stuber
and Amy Strange all reported that had they thought Foley was trying to influence them toward
any specific conclusion, they would have immediately reported that to Executive Director Strach.
It is worth noting here that Foley was asking staff about a variety of matters, not just
about the Burns investigation. Thus, the staff interviewed experienced Foley's questions about
the investigation of Burns and IIT as part of a larger conversation about many matters being
handled by staff.
To the extent that anyone involved in the investigation felt any attempt to influence the
investigation by Foley, it was Foley's apparent desire for the investigation to be concluded. The
evidence bears out that this did not in fact affect the speed of the investigation or cause staff to
omit any part of the investigation they otherwise would have pursued. It also appears that such
statements were typically made in the context of an understanding that the investigation was
mostly complete already, prior to Stuber's involvement in the investigation and the obtaining of
records from Florida.

It should also be noted that after he recused himself, Foley did attempt to persuade staff
to provide him with the report of the investigation prior to the report being made public. While
this clearly was an attempt to have staff take specific action, the action sought was not related to
the investigation itself but rather to the process by which the investigation's findings would be
made public. Staff did not accede to this request.
The evidence, then, shows that while staff may have at times felt that Foley was asking
them to complete the investigation as quickly as possible, staff did not feel pressured by Foley to
reach any particular conclusion or to end any aspect of the investigation prematurely.

Did Board Member Foley's actions actually affect the outcome of the Burns investigation?
I found no evidence that Board Member Foley's interactions with State Board staff
concerning the investigation of Burns or IIT affected in any way the conclusions reached by the
staff. Again, while staff involved in the investigation may have found these interactions unusual,
there is no evidence that the interactions had any impact on the analysis of the evidence gathered
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as part of the investigation. This is especially so given that Stuber had no interactions with Foley
and that, upon Foley's recusal, Executive Director Strach instructed staff not to have any further
conversation with him about the investigation.
It is clear, however, that it was appropriate for Foley to recuse himself from any matters
involving Burns or IIT that might come before the State Board. There can be no doubt that a
reasonable observer might question any decision made by the State Board were Foley to
participate in making that decision, given the circumstances outlined above. This is so not only
because of the payments made by Burns or IIT to Foley's law firm, which alone could suggest
the appearance of a conflict regardless of whether an actual conflict of interest exists, but also
because of Foley's protracted interactions with staff about the investigation. Members of the
State Board sit as decision-makers in a case like this, which involves issues of significant public
import. It is important that as decision-makers, State Board members approach these cases
objectively, without any preconceived impressions of the case. Involvement of a decision-maker
in the investigation itself, even if limited to questions about the evidence being found or
witnesses being interviewed, can reasonably call necessary objectivity into question.

Thus, while it was certainly appropriate for Foley to recuse himself from any matters
involving Burns or IIT that might come before the State Board, I found no evidence that his
actions affected the outcome of the State Board staff's investigation.

CONCLUSION
In summary, it is my conclusion that the investigation of Bob Hall's complaint
concerning Chase Burns and HT was not improperly influenced by the actions of any members
of the State Board of Elections. While Board Member Paul Foley's many questions over an
extended period of time may have suggested to staff that the investigation should be completed
more quickly, and while he also appears to have requested, after he recused himself from the
matter, that he receive an advance copy of any report, I find no evidence that any staff member
was actually influenced by this interactions. To the contrary, the evidence indicates that staff
members continued to the conduct the investigation in accordance with their professional
judgment, just as they would any other investigation. Finally, it is my conclusion that given
Foley's interactions with staff about the investigation, and given that his law firm received
payments for legal services, it was appropriate for Foley to recuse himself from any matters
involving Burns or IIT that might come before the State Board.

AMP/hs
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Attachments:
Attachment A:

October 8, 2014, Memorandum from Josh Howard to Kim Strach regarding
"Pending Investigation and Potential Conflict of Interest."

Attachment B:

Complaint from Bob Hall dated April 19, 2013, regarding "Sweepstakes
Industry Campaign Contributions and Lobbyists"

Attachment C:

September 29, 2014, email from Paul J. Foley to Kim Westbrook Strach

Attachment D:

September 29, 2014, letter from Kim Westbrook Strach to Joshua Howard

Attachment E:

October 10, 2014, memorandum from Kim Westbrook Strach to Joshua
Howard

STATE BOARD OF ELECTIONS
MEMORANDUM
To:

Kim Strach, Executive Director

From: Josh Howard, Chairman
Date: 8 October 2014
Re:

Pending Investigation and Potential Conflict of Interest

As you know, International Internet Technologies, Inc. (IIT) and Chase Burns have been subjects
of a long-standing investigation by State Board staff regarding the nature and source of political
contributions to Democratic and Republican candidates across North Carolina government. Our
lead investigator recently learned that Burns, through HT, paid substantial legal fees to the law
firm of State Board Member Paul Foley. Following my September 29, 2014 discussion with Mr.
Foley about the issue, he promptly recused himself from all matters pertaining to the
investigation.
A Board member has raised a pertinent question regarding potential criticism of the Board's stillevolving findings given the fact that Mr. Foley offered some degree of oversight to the
investigation prior to his recusal. I have every confidence that our professional staff would
neither endure nor would Mr. Foley interpose undue influence on the outcome.
Nonetheless, these potential critiques merit a fulsome and educated response if we are to defend
the forthcoming results of this long-running investigation. These questions include what impact,
if any, Mr. Foley's inquiries about the investigation had on our staff, the course of the
investigation, or our final findings and recommendations.
No member of our staff should be put in the impossible position of asking these questions about
a Board member or his law firm.
We need to refer these narrow issues out for investigation by an independent entity and to
include those findings in our ultimate report. The Wake County District Attorney, Judge Ned
Mangum, would normally be a proper option as he can call on independent investigators to
promptly address and dispose of the matter. However, Judge Mangum is a gubernatorial
appointee and Governor McCrory is one of the many elected officials in both parties that
received contributions subject to our probe. As such, others might unfairly discount the findings
of the District Attorney's Office despite Judge Mangum's unquestioned integrity and leadership.
Our long-standing outside counsel Alec Peters is similarly capable of handling this matter and
works under Attorney General Roy Cooper. Mr. Peters can address these narrow issues in an
independent fashion that no outsider could critique as politically-biased.

Attachment A

Accordingly, I am directing you and SBOE staff to refer the aforementioned matters to Mr.
Peters for inclusion in our final report. I expect staff to facilitate his review and help him come
up to speed on all issues relevant to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the sum of legal fees paid to the firm,
the source of all legal fees paid to the firm in representation of Burns and/or IIT,
the period of the firm's representation of Burns and/or IIT,
whether or not the Board member worked on the Burns/IIT case,
whether or not the Board member was aware of the fact his firm had previously or was
still representing the subject at the time of his inquiries of staff about the case, and
whether any staff member investigating the case felt any undue influence, pressure, or
otherwise altered the course of their normal professional efforts due to the Board
member's pre-recusal oversight.

Thank you and your staff for their hard work on this long-running investigation and I look
forward to its ultimate conclusion. Please contact me with any questions about this directive.

2

Democracy North Carolina
105 W. Main St., Cantloro NC 27510 • 919-489-1931 or 967-9942 • democracy-nc.org

April 19, 2013

HAND DELIVERED Mong@..Y, April 21.2013
Mr. Larry Leake, Chair
Mr. Gary Bartlett, Executive Director
State Board of Elections

B,egarding Sweepstakes Industry

PO Box 27255

Campaign, Contributions & Lobbyists.

Raleigh, NC 27611-7255
Dear Gentlemen1

I write to formally request that the State Board of Elections investigate possible violations of NC
campaign finance laws regarding contributions related to individuals connected with sweepstakes
cafes and the sweepstakes gambling industry, as well as their lobbyists in North Carolina. As
background, I am attaching two recent reports by Democracy North Carolina, where I work:
( 1) '"Sweepstakes Gambling Operator is Top Donor to NC Legislators," March 18, 2013
(2) "McCrory Got $70,000 from Donors Tied to Sweepstakes Gambling/' March 26, 2013
The first report examines more than 60 contributions totaling over $230,000 to North Carolina
candidates and committees in the 2011-2012 election cycle from Chase Bums of Anadarko,
Oklahoma. Mr. Burns is the owner oflnternational Internet Technology. He was arrested on
March 12, 2013, in connection with an illegal gambling operation centered in Florida involving
about $300 million. His company provides a network of sweepstakes cafes in North Carolina
with daily software services. The ''Seizure Affidavit" in the Florida investigation says nearly
$100 million in "illegal proceeds" flowed from North Carolina into Mr. Burns' bank accounts.
(The North Carolina funds are not part of the $300 million being investigated in Florida.)
Of particular note is the fact that many of the contributions from Mr. Bums to NC legislators are
listed on the legislators' campaign disclosure reports with incorrect information in a manner that
suggests the involvement of lobbyists from the Moore & Van Allen law firm,. which Mr. Bums
retained to lobby in North Carolina on bis company's behalf. Various disclosure reports list the
donor ''Cb11~e Bums" as a.11 "attorney" with "Moore & Van Allen," or give the Moore & Van
Allen office address in Cary for Mr. Bums, or include information about Tom Sevier, one of the
retained lobbyists, in the block of infonnation about Chase Burns, or give the job title of Mr.
Sevier ("director of public affairs~ Moore & Van Allen") as the occupation for Mr. Bums.
In additio~ several contributions are identified on the legislators' disclosure reports as coming
from "other political committees" or ..outside sources" rather than from an individual, and the
contributor is identified as "Chase Bums Trust'' or even as "International Internet Technologies
LLC."

On March 20, I presented details about these contributions and other details (such as
discrepancies in the contribution and disclosure dates) to Kim Strach, Deputy Director of the
State Board of Elections in charge of the Campaign Finance Division. Based on information and
belief, further research by her staff indicates to me that Mr. Bums wrote dozens of checks on two
ATTACHMENT B

dates in September 2012, with his signature, the date and the amowit - but the payee line was left
blank. It also appears that more than one individual filled in the payee line (the handwriting is
different on different checks) with the names of various candidates - and the checks were
delivered weeks later, generally in mid and late October, 2012. In news accounts following the
Democracy Nort...'1 Carolina report, a lobbyist with Moore & Van Allen, Brian Nie~ said that ''on
a few occasions an employee [from Moore & Van Allen] delivered a campaign contribution to a
candidate" [AP report, e.g.• Burlington Times-News, March 20, 2013]. The law/lobbying firm
severed ties with Mr. Bums in mid-March, immediately after he was arrested in connection with
the Florida gambling scandal.
In additio~ the checks for these contributions were written from the Mid.first Bank account of
"Chase Bums Trustee for the Chase Bums Trust." Investigators in Florida said in their 427-page
··seizure Affidavit" that this Midfirst Bank account received and transferred millions of dollars
in "illegal proceeds" from Burns' business customers as part of"a series oflayered transactions"
through which Bums "laundered the funds of the illegal gambling operation."

Therefore, upon information and belief, it appears that Chase Bums {and possibly those assisting
him) used a business account or an account that functioned as part of an alleged illegal business
operation to make contributions to North Carolina candidates and committees. which would be a
possible violation of North Carolina law.
The use of signed checks with blank payee lines raises additional concerns about possible
violations of North Carolina laws that would apply in the case of a bag full of cash - totaling
over $150,000- being delivered to one person or organization for distribution to various
candidates and/or political committees. Violations ofNC Jaws could include, for example. one or
more contributions made in the name of another person, contributions made anonymously or
with misleading attribution, contributions in excess of $4,000 to an unregistered committee,
contributions made by a business entity, contributions made or accepted without "a specific
designation of the intended contributee chosen by the contributor,•) and contributions solicited or
made in exchange for material or financial benefit.
The second report r have attached focuses on multiple contributions in 2012 to gubernatorial
candidate Pat McCrory that were made by 15 contributors related to the sweepstakes cafe
industry, along with the PAC of another law firm (McGuireWoods) with lobbyists that
represented a client in the industry (VS2, a video sweepstakes software/hardware company.
similar to Bum's IIT). The 15 donors include Chase Burns, his wife Kristin, another sweepstakes
operator arrested in the Florida gambling scandal (John Fannin), his wife Dawn Brown, and 11
other individuals with residences in North and South Carolina, including some with arrest
records for operating illegal video poker games.

Ten of these donors made contributions totaling $34,000 that were recorded by the McCrory
campaign on March 3, 2012. The same day, the McGuire Woods PAC donated $4,000 and two
other PACs of clients represented by McGuire Woods also contributed $4,000 each. One of the
individuals in the sweepstakes business, Neil Hoover, was incorrectly identified on McCrory• s
disclosure report as a VP of McGuire Woods. Only one of the 10 individuals had an occupation
or employer listed that might he1p the public know they worked in the electronic gaming
business, namely David Hagie (whose name was misspelled as Hague) of"DPH Vending."
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Upon information and belief, this overall pattern of donations on March 3, with McGuireWoods
apparently at the center of at least several, raises the concern that lobbyists or their supervised
agents were involved in the coltection, possession, transfer or delivery of"multiple
contributions'' to a gubernatorial candidate. which would be a possible violation of NC General
Statute 163-278.13C.

Mr. Neil Hoover made another contribution to Pat McCrory on October 12, 2012. and again is
listed as a "VP, McGuire Woods Consulting." His business partner, Matthew Lewis, as well as
David Hagie, also made donations of$4,000 each that day.
It is important to note that owners of the VS2 sweepstakes company (including a North Carolina
businessman) have also been arrested in recent months in connection with illegal gambling, in
this case by authorities in Ohio. Upon infonnation and belief, all 15 individuals involved in the
three clusters of contributions to McCrory have ties to VS2 or Bums' UT software finns. A
thorough investigation of all these contributions would examine and clarify that they originate
from legal sources, not from business accounts, and do not involve lobbyists in an impermissible
manner.

I respectfully submit this complaint and request for investigation as a North Carolina registered
voter, in accordance with NCGS 163-278.22(7). Upon information and belief~. I attest and affirm
that the foregoing is a truthful statement of the fact~ as .I know them. Thank you for your
assistance.
Sincerely,

Bob Hall
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McCrory Got $70,000 from Donors Tied to Sweepstakes Gambling,
Including Another Operator Arrested in Florida Scandal
Pattern of Donations Raises More Questions About Role of Industry lobbyists

New research by the watchdog group Democracy North Carolina reveals more ties between Gov.
Pat McCrory's 2012 election campaign and the corruption scandal that caused Lt. Gov. Jennifer
Carroll of Florida to resign two weeks ago.
Last week, Gov. McCrory said $8 ,000 was being sent to a Durham charity to purge his campaign
account of the $8,000 donated by Chase E. Bums and his wife Kristin, who were both arrested
for racketeering and conspiracy related to a multi-state gambling operation based in Florida.

But Bob Hall, executive director of Democracy North Carolina, says the McCrory campaign
took in another $8,000 from a second man arrested in the Florida scandal and his wife, as part of
at least $70,000 that major donors tied to sweepstakes gambling gave McCrory in 2012.
Election records show that John Patrick Fannin and his wife Dawn Brown of little River, South
Carolina, gave the McCrory campaign $8,000 on October 5, 2012, the same day that Chase and
Kristin Bums gave their $8,000. Fannin and bis partners operate numerous video sweepstakes
cafes in Florida, South Carolina and North Carolina.
Fannin was arrested on March 14, 2013. for racketeering in connection with ••Operation Reveal
the Deal," the name used by Florida investigators for the alleged illegal gambling syndicate that
took in $300 million through sweepstakes cafes in that state.
Democracy North Carolina identified several other donors to the McCrory campaign - most

giving $4,000 each - who are connected to Chase Bums' International Internet Technologies, his
registered agent in NC, or other sweepstakes operators with arrest records. Here are highlights

based on reports at the State Board of Elections, Secretary of State, and other sources:
• Georgetta McGuire of Rock Hill, South Carolina, also gave $4,000 to McCrory on
October 5, the same day as the Bums, Fannin and Brown. She owns sweepstakes cafes in North
Carolina and elsewhere through a variety of partnerships. Two frequent partners are William
George Jr. of Rock Hill and David P. Hagie of Kernersville, NC. Both men donated to the
McCrory campaign. George has a criminal record for operating illegal video game machines.

• William George Jr. and David P. Hagie each donated $4,000 to McCrory on March 3,

2012. Hagie also runs DPH Vending and several other partnerships with video sweepstakes
cafes. He gave an additional $4,000 to the McCrory campaign on October 26, bringing his total
to $8,000 for the 2012 election cycle. In a 2011 newspaper story about Hagie• s many trips to
lobby the General Assembly for his industry, he said he opened 17 stores across the state and
then began financing partners to open more locations. Hagie's DPH Vending has also retained
contract lobbyists in Raleigh since 2010; he now uses the same lobbying firm, Nexsen Pruett,
that is listed as representing Chase Bums' International Internet Technologies.

• John Frank Myers of Wilkesboro often lobbied with Hagie and told the same
newspaper, "Hagie has brought more jobs to North Carolina in the past two years with the
opening of Internet sweepstakes businesses than the state has created jobs.·· Llke Hagie, John
Frank Myers also gave the McCrory campaign $4,000 on March 3, 2012. And like many of the
other McCrory donors described here, Myers uses software from Chase Bums' International
Internet Technologies in cafes he owns through JFM Enterprises.

• Neil J. Hoover and M_atthew T. Lewis own multiple sweepstakes caf~s across the state
through their Greensboro·based H & L Enterprises Inc. and other partnerships. They each gave
the maximum amount to Pat McCrory in 2012 - $4,000 donations on March 3 for the primary
and another $4,000 each on October 26 for the general election, for a combined total of $16,000.
McC:rory's campaign report lists Matt Lewis simply as "business owner" and describes Neil
Hoover as "VP, McGuire Woods Consulting." Hoover is not an attorney or employee of
McGuireWoods. but the firm did have lobbyists representing video sweepstakes software
supplier VS2 in 2012 (and still does). This mistake of listing a donor as employed by a lobbying
finn is similar to the candidates who wrongly identified Chase Bums as an employee of the law
finn Moore & Van Allen, which lobbied for Bums' company. (See this Democracy NC report:
httr,.l(www.democracy-nc.orgldownlo9ds/ChaseBurnsVide,oGamblinrflR.ggj.)

• The McGuire Wood PAC made a $4,000 donation to McCrory on March 3, the same
day Neil Hoover's donation is recorded with the wrong employer. In addition to receiving
donations from at least nine sweepstakes cafe owners on March 3, the McCrory campaign also
logged in a $4,000 donation from the Amerigroup PAC and $4,000 from the NC State Fann
Agents PAC. In March 2012, Amerigroup and State Farm Mutual were represented by three
lobbyists from McGuireWoods who also represented the VS2 video sweepstakes company. a
curious coincidence that raises a question of how all these checks were presented to the McCrory
campaign on the same day. What role did McGuireWoods and its lobbyists play in delivering the
March 3. donations? How does it compare to the role of the Moore & Van Allen lobbyists'?
• Richard J. Phillim of Clemmons and Kim T. Childress of Winston Salem also gave
$4.000 each on March 3. The McCrory campaign report identifies Phillips as '"retired" and
Childress as "self employed," which are frequent labels used by McCrory and often misleading.
Phillips and Childress have extensive holdings in the sweepstakes industry, including over 100
stores across North Carolina according to their public statements.
e Finally, Richard Essick. Teresa T. Michael, and Freddie L. Willis. who are affiliated
with the Mooresville Business Center sweepstake cafe, each gave McCrory $2,000 on March 3
for a total of $6,000. McCrory's report gives no occupational information for Essick or Willis.
Essick was arrested in 2008 for operating illegal video poker machines at his auto sales business.

More recently, he's used software from Chase Bums' ITT for his sweepstakes machines.
Altogether, the 15 individual donors and McGuireWoods PAC gave $70,000 to the McCrory
campaign. Because of the poor quality of his reports. it would be extremely difficult to identify
all his donors with a stake in video poker or sweepstakes gambling. And because of the lack of
electronic disclosure or timely processing of campaign reports by the State Board of Elections.
it's virtually impossible to know which other candid.ates got donations from these 15 donors.

"This industry has a long and sad history of engaging in pay-to-play politics and shoveling
money into the campaigns of key leaders who they expect will help them." said Hall "Gov.
McCrory should purge his campaign of funds tied to the Florida gambling scandal and also give
the public a more complete picture of all the money he's taken from the sweepstakes and poker
industry. He could be a champion of customer-friendly disclosure!"

Key Contributions to the Pat McCrory Campaign in 2012
Discussed in this Release, as Disclosed by the Campaign
Date
3/3/2012
3/3/2012
3/3/2012

Donor's Name
McGuire Woods PAC
David Haoue
Richard J Phillios

3/3/2012

Kim Childress

Street
901 E Cary Street
3685 Forsvthia Trail
403 Hiohland Hills Dr
6394 Providence
Church Road

Citv

NC

Zip
23219
27012
27012

NC

27105

State
VA
NC

Richmond
Clemmons
Clemmons
Winston
Salem
Winston
Salem

NC

27115

Profession

3/3/2012

John Myers

PO Box 4033

3/3/2012

Matthew Lewis

1167 Lazell Avenue
3704 Heritage Glenn

Asheboro

NC

27205

Exec
Retired
Self
emoloved
president,
owner
Business
owner

3/3/2012
3/3/2012
3/3/2012
3/3/2012

Neil Hoover
Richard Essick
Teresa T Michael
Freddie L Willis

Ct.

Hiah Point
Mooresville
Mooresville
Troutman

NC
NC
NC

27265
28117
28117
28166

VP
Reauested
housewife
Reouested

3/3/2012

William Georae Jr.

Rock Hill

SC

29732

Little River

SC

29566

Little River

SC

29566

158 Lucent Lane
1OB Easthman Ct.
250 Apache Road

NC

10/5/2012

Dawn Brown

10/5/2012

John P. Fannin

3250 Newcastle Drive
2276 Big Landing
Drive
2276 Big Landing
Drive

10/5/2012
10/5/2012

Georoetta 8. McGuire
Chase Burns

PO Box 37563
PO Box 130

Rock Hill
Anadarko

SC
OK

29732
73005

Owner
business
owner
business
owner
self
emoloved
salesman

10/5/2012
10/1212012

Kristin P. Burns
David P. Haoie

Anadarko
Clemmons

OK
NC

73005
27012

exec

10/12/2012

Neil Hoover

PO Box 130
3685 F orsvthia Trail
3704 Heritage Glenn
Ct.

Hioh Point

NC

27265

10/1212012

Matthew Lewis

1167 Lazell Avenue

Asheboro

NC

27205

VP
Business
owner

Employer's
Name/Specific Field
DPH vending

Amount of
Donation
$ 4,000.00
4 000.00
4,000.00
4,000.00

Frank Myers
Investments
Self
McGuire Woods
Consultino
best effort
Best effort
William George Jr
Family ltd

4,000.00
4,000.00
4,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
4000.00

self emotoved

4,000.00

self emoloved

4 000.00

G&M Co. LLC
IIT
International Internet
Technoloav
OPH Vendino
McGuire Woods
Consultino

4000.00
4,000.00

Self

4,000.00
4,000.00
4,000.00
4,000.00

$70,000.00
3/3/2012
3/3/2012

Ameriorouo PAC
NC State Farm Agents And
Associates PAC

4425 Corporation Ln

Virainia Bch

VA

23462

4,000.00

PO Box 1105

Raleigh

NC

27602

4,000.00
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Sweepstakes Gambling Operator is Top Donor to NC Legislators;
Donations with Ties to McCrory's Law#Firm Raise Questions
The man at the center of a national gambling scandal th.at caused Lt Gov. Jennifer Carroll of
Florida to resign last week played a surprisingly large - and mysterious - role in financing North
Carolina politicians in 2012, according to new research by the election reform group Democracy
North Carolina:

• Chase E. Bums, owner of International Internet Technologies LLC of Anadarko. OK.
is the single biggest individual donor to General Assembly candidates in the 2012 election cycle,
giving a total of $172,500 to e3 eliffeBt metBBefS of the legislaaH'e aft6 few: ether legi~
caftdMlates $177 ,000 to 64 current members of the legislature and six other legislative candidates
who lost In addition, Bums donated $30,000 to the NC Republican House Caucus and $25,000
to the NC Republican Senate Caucus committees within the NC Republican Party.
The top legislative recipients of Burns• donations are Senate leader Phil Berger ($8,000),
House Speaker Thom Tillis ($6,500), and 21 legislators who each got $4,000 (l 9 Republicans
and 2 Democrats).

• Several of the donations are identified as being delivered gr otbecyvise tied to lob...b}'.ists
with Moore & Van Allen, the law firm where Gov. Pat McCrory was employed throughout 2012
and the firm Burns retained to lobby for ITT. Burns and his wife, Kristin. each donated $4.000 to
McCrory, bringing their total donations to $.2J§,,5DO $240,000 for NC's 2012 election.
• The variety of ways that Bum's contributions a.re identified on disclosure reports by
different candidates suggests they were written fro.m,11 separat~ bank account which may have
included,compan:£_fund~. not just the personal money of Bums or his wife. It is. illegal in North
Carolina for business funds to be used to make contributions to candidates or political parties.

According to Florida prosecutors, Chase Bums supplied the internet sweepstakes machlaes and
n1ade millions of doIIai-s from the allegedly illegal gambling operation that used a charity for
veterans as its front enterprise. He and his wife were arrested in Oklahoma on charges including
racketeering and conspiracy.
The $235,500 $240,DOO mat Democracy North Carolina traeed to Chase Bums is .at least $60,000
more th.an the amount previous media stories said he gave to North Carolina candidates and party
committees. "The media relied on a data file of reports reviewed by the State Elections Board but
the Board has not even processed all the repons from the 2010 election, much less those for the
2012 cycle." said Bob Hall, executive director of Democracy North Carolina. "We went through
the legislators' disclosure reports, one by one, to determine how much he donated."
Bums has e:Ktensive operations in North Carolina and ITT has been involved in separate litigation
in state courts after its sweepstakes machines were threatened with seizure as part of a crack..
down on gambling in Guilford County. The NC Supreme Court ruled in December that the UT
machines violat~d the state's ban on video-poker gambling. but the industry continues to modify

sweepstakes machines .in Nonh Carolina and lobby for protection in the General Assembly.
International Internet Technologies was represented by lobbyists and attorneys for Moore & Van
AUen from June 1. 2012, until the scandal broke last week and the firm dropped llT as a client.
A chart of Bums' dooatiom is located at the end of lliis release.

Some background stories from the Associated Press and other media about Bums are at:
http://www.newsobsetver.com/2013/03114/2749111/intemet::9@mbling-owner-arrested.html
http:1/www.newsobserver.comi20 i 3/03/14/2748773/fla-charity-probe-to-next-focus. html
http:J/www.newsobserver.com/2013/03/13/2746528Jfla-lt.gov-gutts-tied-to.firm.html
http://www.wcnc.com/news/NC.,govemor.No-oontact-with-arrested-contributor-198507001.htmt
http://www.wcnc.com/news/iteam/Govemor..elects-former-law-firrn-lobbies-for-video-sweepstakes.html
Democracy North Carolina's research tumed up these findings:

> A disclosure report for Sen. Brent Jackson lists a Nov. 2, 2012 donation of $2,500 from Chase
Bums and identifies hlm as an "attorney" with "Moore & Van Allen," the law firm that Burns
hired to lobby for his sweepstakes operation. Gov. Pat McCrory, who worked for Moore & Van
Allen throughout 2012, told the Associated Press he has never met Bums and knows nothing
about IIT, but he refuses to disclose who his clients were at the law firm.

» A disclosure report for Rep. Elmer Floyd identifies a Sept. 17, 20 l 2, donation of $2,500 as
coming from "Chase Bums, Trustee Acct for Chase Burns" and adds the name "Tom Sevier" and
his phone number after Bums' correct Oklahoma address; but lhe donor's job title and employer
are listed as ..Director of Public Affairs, Moore & Van Allen." Tommy Sevier is Moore & Van
Allen's Director of State Public Affairs and one of the finn' s three lobbyists representing IIT.
), A 48-hoor disclosure report for Rep. Garland Pierce lists a Nov. 1, 2012. donation of$ l ,000
from Chase Bums but gives bis address as 430 Davis Drive, Ste. 500. Momsville, NC and phone
as 919-286-8085 - the office address and direct phone line for lobbyist Tommy Sevier.

.> A disclosure report for Rep. Joe Tolson identifies Bums as an "Attorney"' for a Nov. 13, 2012,
donation of $1,000. Sen. Fletcher Hartsell's report lists Bums' address in North Carolina at "PO
Box. 130, Anadarko, NC" for the $4,000 donation he received on Oct:. 9, 2012.

» A 48-hour disclosure report for Rep. Charles Graham lists a Sept 17. 2012, dooation of
$2,500 from "Chase Bw.us, Trustee for Chase Bums Trust" and, for the source, it skips the box
labeled "Individual,'' checks the box labeled "Other" and fills in the source as "Chase Bums
Trust." For some reason, the donation is disclosed on Nov. 6 and not in the Third Quarter Report
for receipts in September. Rep. Kelly Alexander's report says he also ..received." $2,500 from
Burns on Sept. 17 but it is listed as "dep.''(deposited) on Nov. land disclosed after the election.

» A 48-hour disclosure report for Rep. Marvin Lucas lists an Oct. 31, 2012, donation of $2.500
from "Intemational lntemet Technologies. UC" with the correct Oklahoma address; the report
checks the box ..Other Political Committee" as the source of the funds. However. funds from a
LLC are business funds and may not be used to make a campaign donation under NC law.
» A disciosure report for Rep. John Szoka lists an Oct. 20, 2012. donation of $1,000 from
"Chase Bums Trust." The donation is listed in the section of the report for ..Contributions from
Other PoUtical Comm.ittees" and it is identified incorrectly as a donation from a "PAC."
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>i"' A disclosure report for Sen. Neal Hunt lists an Oct 17, 2012. donation of $4,000 from ..Chase
Bums Trust, c/o Chase Bums." Sen. Wesley Meredith's report also lists receiving $4,000 simply
from ..Chase Bums Trust" on Oct 12, 2012. Both donations are listed as coming from an
"Outside Source," rather than from an individual or political committee.

> Similarly, a disclosure report for Rep. Jason Saine lists a Sept. !9, 2012. donation of $1,000
from "The Chase Bums Trust" and says it comes from an "Outside Source,'' rather than from an
individual or political committee.
l,,- The donations to Speaker Thom Tills, Sen. Martin Nesbitt, and Rep. Winkie Wilkins identify
Burns simply as ..Trustee" for the "Charles Bums Trust" or "Chase Burns Trust."

Hall says the repeated confusion of Bums with a Moore & Van Allen attorney-lobbyist suggests
that at least some donations were delivered by a Moore & Van Allen lobbyist. State law prohibits
a lobbyist from bundling checks from different donors and delivering them to one candidate, but
it doesn•t bar the lobbyist from distributing multiple checks one at a time to various legislatOtS.
"The distinction may be lost on the general public," said Hall, "but it's kept in place to allow a
lobbyist to deliver checks from a client or client's PAC to various lawmakers."
Hall also said that the many references to the Trust Fund or LLC as the source of funds for
Burns' donations raise questions about whether business funds were used in the donations and
whether the trust fund was established to make it easier for an Oklahoma businessman to
contribute to legislators at the suggestion of a Nonh Carolina agent
"The number of suspicious donations and pattern of incorrect disclosure deserve a clear and
complete explanation from Moore & Van Allen and Mr. Bums," said Hall.
Hall noted that the media had a difficult time identifying the scope of Bums' donations in North
Carolina because most campaign disclosure reports are not filed electronically, many are handwritten, and it is impossible to conduct a comprehensive computerized search of the records. The
State Board of Elections posts reports on its website in a PDF fonnat that is cumbersome and not
searchable. It eventually keys the information into a database and conducts a "desk audit" to
detennine if each report's income, expenses, and bank account balances add up correctly.
"The public's basic right to know who is giving how much money to whom is blocked by the
inability of the Board of Elections to process reports in a timely manner and present them in an
accessible format," Hall said. "The General Assembly should address this failure by providing
better funding to die agency and also require large campaigns to file reports electronically."
He pointed out that funding for temporary data-entry staff was cut years ago, and the agency
cannot fulfiH its legal mandate, which says (NC General Statute 163-278.24): "Within/our
months after the date of each election or referendum, the Executive Director shall examine or
cause 10 be examined each statement filed with the Board under this Article, and, referring to the
election or referendum. determine whether the statement conforms to law and to the truth."
Hall also noted the coincidence of a video-poker vendor suddenly emerging as a large donor to
NC candidates in 2012, giving mostly to incumbent Republican legislators. A decade ago. Robert
E. Huckabee Ill. owner of Southland Amusement, a video-poker vendor based in Wilmington,
suddenly began giving tens of thousands to General Assembly candidates, mostly Democratic
incumbents. Huckabee' s donations were at the center of a fundraising scandal involving thenSpeaker Jim Black, which triggered a sweeping investigation and landed Black in federal prison.

DONATIONS FROM CHASE BURNS TO
NC POLITICIANS AND COMMIITEES
STATE SENATORS
Party

Dist.

Rep

42

Rep

26
14
6

Amount

Legislator

Austin M. Allran
Phil Berger
Dan Blue
Harry Brown
Warren Daniel
Jim Oavis

$2,500

Thom Goolsby

$1,000

40
24
43
36
47

Malcolm Graham
Rick Gunn
Kathy Harrington
Fletcher L. Hartsell, Jr.

$1,000

Rep
Rep

15

Neal Hunt

$2.500
$4,000

10

Brent Jackson

$2,500

Dem

3

20

Rep

19

Dem

49

Rep

Rep

11
8

Dem

28

Rep

39

Clark Jenkins
Floyd B. McKissick, Jr.
Wesley Meredith
Martin L. Nesbitt, Jr.
E. s. (Buck) Newton
Silt Rabon
Gladys A.. Rob\nson
Bob Rucho

$1,000

Dam

Rep

45
16
29
13

Dem
Rep
Rep
Rep
Rep

Dem
Rep
Rep
Rep

Rep

Dem

Rep
Dem
Dem
Dem

46
50
9

$8,000

$2,500
$4,000
$1,000

$2,500

Ralph Hise

$4,000

$4,000

$4,000

$2,500
$4,000
$4,000

$1,000
$4,000
$1,000
$4,000

Dan.Soucek

$1,000

Josh Stein

$4,000

Jeny W. Tiiiman
Micha.el
- P. Waltars
..
_,
STATE REPRESENTATIVES
-

-

-

$4,000
$2,500

107

AjmaAdams
Kelly M. Alexander, Jr.

$2,500

58

$1,000

Rep
Rep

52

James l. Boies, Jr.

$1,000

103

$4,000

Dem

102

20

William Brawley
Becky Camey
Rick Catlin

25

Jeff Collins

$2,500

100
19
80

Trida. Ann Cotham
Ted Davis, Jr.
Jerry C. Dockham

$1,000

Rep
Rep
Dem

Rep
Rep

$2,500
$1,000

$1,000
$2,500

Party

Dist.

Dem
Dem
Dem
Rep

43
44

Dem
Rep

47
112
18

Rep

79
83

Rep

53

Dem

Rep

42
8
116
111

Dem

99

Rep
Dam

41

Rep
Rep

Dem
Rep

48

34
97

Rep
Rep
Rep
Rep
Rep

104

Rep

98

Dem
Rep

23

Rep
Dem

Dem

89

87
51
45

108

77
2
27

Legislator
Elmer Floyd
Rick Glazier
Charles Graham
Mike Hager
Susi H. Hamilton
Julia C. Howard
Linda P. Johnson
David R. Lewis
Marvin W. Lucas
Susan Martin
Tim 0. Moffitt
Tim Moore
Rodney W. Moore
Tom Murry
Garland E. Pierce
Deborah K. Ross
Jason Saine
Ruth Samuelson
Mitchell S. Setzer
Edgar V. Starnes
Mike C. Stone
John Szoka
Thom Tillis
Joe P. Tolson
John A. Torbett
Harry Warren
W. A. (Winkie) Wilkins
Michaet H. Wray

Amount
$2,500
$1,000
$2,500
$4,000
$2,500
$4,000

$2,500
$4,000
$2,500
$1,000
$4,000
$4,000

$2,500
$2,500

$1,000
$2,500

$1,000
$4,000
$4,000
$4.000
$4,000
$1,000
$6,500

$1,000
$2,500
$2,500
$1.000
$1,000

LOSING LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES

Dem
Dem

8

Rep

45
46

Dem

18

Dem

4

Dem

1

Mark Bibb
Eddie Dees
G. L. Pridgen
Doug Berger
Ed Jones
Stan White

TOTAi.. TO LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES

NC Republican House Caucus
NC Republican Senate Caucus
Pat McCrory
Pat McCrory (from wife Kristin Chase)
GRAND TOTAL

$1,000
$1,000

$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

$177,000
$30,000
$25,000

$4,000

$4,000
$240,000

Peters, Alec
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Foley, Paul <paul.foley@ncsbe.gov>
Monday, September 29, 2014 3:42 PM
Strach, Kim
Recusal

Hi Kim,
I have been informed that prior to my service on the State Board of Elections ("SBOE"), Kilpatrick Townsend
("KT"), represented International Internet Technologies, Inc. ("IIT"). I further understand that one of the principals of IIT is
the subject of an ongoing investigation being conducted by the SBOE. Although I had no involvement whatsoever with
KT's representation of IIT and have not and do know any of its principals, out of an abundance of caution, I will recuse
myself from any matters involving IIT or its principals that come before the SBOE. Should I, in the future, recieve an
advisory opinion from the State Board of Ethics, I may reconsider this recusal consistent with that opinion.
Best regards,
Paul
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State Board a/Elections

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 27255
Raleigh, NC 27611- 7255

Phone: (919) 733-7173
Fax: (919) 715-0135
KIM WESTBROOK STRACH
Executive Director

September 29, 2014

CONFIDENTIAL
VL4 EMAIL
Joshua Howard, Esq.
Chairman, State Board of Elections
jhoward(i'v,ghz-law.com

RE:

Possible conflict involving an ongoing investigation into Chase Burns and
International Internet Technologies, LLC ("IIT").

Dear Chairman Howard,
As we have discussed, recent developments in the State Board's investigation into the above-referenced
investigation have identified the heightened possibility of a conflict involving State Board Member Paul
Foley.
Documents obtained by our investigative team indicate that the Winston-Salem office of Kilpatrick
Townsend & Stockton LLP served as counsel to Mr. Burns and his various business interests. Further
documents demonstrate the extent of that representation. Legal fees paid by Mr. Burns to the firm
reached seven figures. Financial records obtained by the investigative team show that Mr. Burns and his
company, IIT, paid the firm as early as 2009, and continuing to as recently as March 2013. The alleged
violations we have been investigating cover a time period within this period ofrepresentation.
Mr. Foley has not disclosed to me or our general counsel any conflicts of interest with respect to the
above-referenced investigation. However, since becoming a member of the State Board, he has made
specific inquiries about this investigation ofme and other staff members.
The purpose of this letter is not to accuse Mr. Foley of any impropriety, but to ensure that the integrity of

our investigation is preserved in the event a conflict exists. \'{hen I became aware of the extent of the
potential conflict, as an interim measure, I immediately directed pertinent State Board staff to withhold
from Mr. Foley any new information regarding the investigation.
This investigation began before the appointment of the current Board. Due to the number of relevant
parties in the investigation, the multiple alleged allegations, and the limited number of staff to investigate
these complaints, a tremendous amount of work has been done over a long period of time. It is extremely
important to me, as I know it is you, to ensure the complainant, the subjects of the complaint, and the
public are assured that this investigation was conducted thoroughly, fairly, and accurately. Without
reservation, I can assure you that the investigation has been conducted thoroughly, fairly, and accurately.
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At this time, I am requesting direction from you as to how we should proceed. In the upcoming days we
will be concluding our investigation and submitting a report of our findings to you and the other members
of the Board. In light of this potential conflict, I seek your guidance as to how I should communicate the
report to the Board.
Sincerely,

Kim Westbrook Strach
Executive Director, North Carolina State Board of Elections

Malling Address:

N@RTH CAROLINA
State Board of Elections

P.O. Box 27255
Raleigh, NC 27611-7255
Phone: (919) 733-7173
Fax: (919) 715-0135
KIM WESTBROOK STRACH
Executive Director

Memorandum

Date:

October 10, 2014

To:

Josh Howard, Chairman

From: Kim Strach
Re:

Paul Foley

As you are aware, on September 29, 2014, Paul Foley sent me an email communicating his
recusal from any matters involving Chase Bums or International Internet Technologies, LLC (IIT) that
may come before the Board. You are also aware that Mr. Foley and Secretary Rhonda Amoroso
have requested weekly telephone meetings with me, which occur on Friday mornings at 11 am.
Josh Lawson and Brian LeVecchi were present for this week's phone call, which took place in
my office from 11-11 :38am.
At the beginning of the meeting, Mr. Foley advised everyone on the call that he had recused
himself from the "Sweepstakes investigation." Mr. Foley further indicated that he had
previously discussed his recusal with Secretary Amoroso on a call earlier this week. Mr. Foley
had not raised the matter on our prior weekly call.
Mr. Foley then proceeded to ask me how much his law firm, Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP,
was paid by IIT or Chase Bums. I was surprised Mr. Foley would pose that question in light of
his recusal. Not wishing to embarrass Mr. Foley in front of staff or Secretary Amoroso, I
responded by stating that I did not have that information in front of me. However, Mr. Foley
began to speculate about the amount his firm had been paid and asked for confirmation. At that
time, Josh Lawson advised Mr. Foley that it would be inappropriate to discuss any facts related
to the investigation.
Mr. Foley then stated that he needed information to better understand the basis for his recusal. I
advised him that we could not discuss any information or evidence arising out of the
investigation.
Mr. Foley persisted further, asking for a timeline for concluding the investigation, and I again
stated, along with Mr. Lawson, that it is not appropriate for staff to discuss any aspect of the
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investigation in light of Mr. Foley's recusal. Secretary Amoroso indicated she may want more
information about the investigation, but agreed that should be communicated offline.
Mr. Foley stated that he wanted a copy of the findings report sent to him immediately. I advised
him that I would send copies of the report only to the four Board members reviewing the
investigation, especially considering Mr. Foley's recusal and the confidential nature of the
criminal investigation.

Mr. Foley was not satisfied with my answer. He stated that he wanted the information to be sent
to him prior to it being made public. He then asked to know what information about his law firm
would be included in the findings report. Once again, he was advised that it would be
inappropriate to discuss this investigation with him and that staff could not provide information
to him about any findings concerning his law firm. Mr. Foley stated that he had a right to see the
information concerning his law firm before the media so that he could respond. I advised Mr.
Foley that I would provide our findings report only to those Board members considering the
matters the investigation so they may be reviewed in advance of a Board meeting.

in

I explained to Mr. Foley that the information contained in the report would likely be made public
during the course of a public meeting, not before. Nonetheless, Mr. Foley continued to insist that
he and other "stakeholders" should receive the report before it was made public. I advised him
that I would only send the findings report to the other four Board members and stated that the
means by which findings may be made public is a question most appropriately directed to you.
I am alarmed by Mr. Foley's behavior today, and I have again cautioned staff not to address any
questions from Mr. Foley regarding this ongoing investigation and to advise me immediately if
Mr. Foley makes contact regarding any related matter.

